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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

A.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

HELD ON 1.0 JULY 201.8 AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL,

388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD, GREYMOUTH, COMMENCING AT L0.30 A. M.
PRESENT:

N. Clementson (Chairman), A. Robb, T. Archer, P. Ewen, P. MCDonnell, A. Birchfield, S. Challenger,
J. Douglas, F. Turnahai

IN AnENDANCE:

M. Meehan (Chief Executive Officer), R. Mallinson (Corporate Services Manager, left meeting at 10.43),
R. Beal (Operations Manager), H. MCKay (Consents & Compliance Manager), H. Mills (Planning Science
& innovation Manager), T. Jelly man (Minutes Clerk), The Media.
,..

APOLOGY

There were no apologies.

2.

MINUTES

Moved (Archer I MCDonnell) that the minutes of the prey/bus Resource Maria9ement Committee
meetrh9 dated 12 June 20/6;. be confirmed as correct; w/th the amendment to the typo9raph/Cat error in
the third frhe in matters arts'/h9.
Carried
Matters Arisin

a MCDonnell drew attention to the last line of the first page, he asked if the two submitters were Buller
residents? H. Mills confirmed they were residents.

Cr Archer drew attention to a typographical error in the third line of matters arising.
Cr Ewen stated that he would like further detail around the comments he made at last month s meeting

regarding Elect Mining Ltd seeking getting alternative justice. Cr Ewen stated that Elect Mining Ltd did
not cooperate with Council as they would not meet with staff. Cr Ewen stated that this sends the wrong
message. He stated why anyone would be cooperative if they are going to get alternative justice
anyway. He stated this was the point he was making, and requested that this be added to the minutes.
a Ewen stated that this lack of cooperation compromises and undermines the very purpose of Council
giving alternative justice.

a Ewen drew attention to the first line of the minutes in the general business section where he

suggested that Plan Change I is withdrawn. He had previously stated that the scheduled wetlands on

private land should be removed from the plan. Cr Ewen requested that J. Douglas's comment is added
to the minutes, as she had stated that iwi supported this.

Moved (Archer I Challenger) that the above amendments are made to the in/hutes.
3.

Canned

There was no presentation.

Matthew Ross, Programme Leader for Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu joined the meeting at 10.35 a. in. He
was introduced to the meeting by F. Turnahai.
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4.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

The Chairman spoke to his report and advised that he attended a meeting in Welling ton with the Chief
Executive, West Coast Mayors, Development West Coast Chief Executive and Chairperson, Hon Damien
O'Connor, Hon Shane Jones and Hon Winston Peters. The Chairman stated that regional economic

development was discussed. The Chairman said that Hon Winston Peters stated that the West Coast
only has 14% of its land available and that makes the region a special case. The Chairman advised that
other members of the West Coast contingent also met with Minister Sage.

The Chairman reported that further sampling has been done at Marrs Beach.
working group is making good progress.

He stated that the

The Chairman reported that he attended the site visit to the new Taramakau Bridge and stated that the
new bridge is very impressive.

Moved (Clementson I Archer) 7i^at the report I^ received,
Calf/ed

5.
5.1.
5.1. . I.

REPORTS

PLANNING AND OPERAnONS GROUP
PLANNING REPORT

H. Mills spoke to this report. He advised that the Panel has completed its deliberations for the Regional
Policy Statement hearing and their recommendations will be brought to the RMC August meeting for a
decision. H. Mills advised that there will be further discussion on this at the workshop at the conclusion
of today's meeting.

H. Mills advised that the Zero Carbon Bill is yet to be drafted. He outlined the three potential targets for
2050 which are in the discussion document.

H. Mills advised that Hon James Shaw (Climate Change Minister) visited Greymouth on 2 July and spoke

to the proposed Bill at a public meeting. H. Mills advised that his key messages were that innovation
will be the key to achieving the 2050 target, they are committed to a transition and it will be a planned
with a gradual phase in. H. Mills stated that there is a move away from traditional energy and transport
with a potential green investment fund created, the Bill will design and create certainty and it is hoped it
will be a guiding pathway to the 2050 target. H. Mills stated that the public meeting was fairly
contentious with lots of questions asked, matters such as the stewardship land review were discussed
along with queries as to who would make up the Climate Change Commission, and that there should be
a regional Iy based criteria to meet the target with a focus on the West Coast being the world leader in
ethical mining. M. Meehan stated that he attended the meeting and there were questions asked about
sustainable logging and if native forest can be used on the Doc estate as an offset as carbon credits.
He stated that the answer was no because of the agreements in place internationally and forests pre
1990's do not count. Extensive discussion took place, H. Mills and M. Meehan answered questions

relating to the public meeting. M. Meehan advised that Minister Shaw advised that they have done
some economic analysis and advised that there will be a slow down in the economy with regions like the
West Coast affected worse than other regions. Minister Shaw said that this needs to be part of the

submissions going to government and that the government needs to look at this as part of any
implementation, providing support for regions that are a lot more affected than others, H. Mills advised
that staff will be preparing a strong submission on this matter. Cr Birchfield stated that the science
needs to be looked at as this matter is very political.

H. Mills spoke to the rest of his report. Cr Archer stated that the current government may totally throw
out or amend significantly the proposed water plans (Fresh Water NPS), he asked where does this leave
councils. M. Meehan advised that if government make changes, and allow councils to make changes

without going through Schedule I, and implement changes straight into the plans then very little costs
will be incurred. Cr Archer is concerned about the impact on Council's Long Term Plan and the direction

the new government is taking. M. Meehan stated that there is always ongoing change with water and
national direction. He stated there has been consistent change through the previous government from

2010 and consistent change through the Freshwater NPS. He stated this government will look though
this and make changes as they see fit, he is unsure if they will be huge dramatic changes but they may
affect other regions much more than the West Coast. M. Meehan stated that he feels the West Coast is
well set up in view of water quality and should not be too badly affected.
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H. Mills reported that the Marrs and Shingle Beach working group has identified swimming as its highest

priority value for the beaches. He stated that new sampling sites have been identified along with
voluntary sampling. New funding sources will be explored at the next meeting and a media release is
expected shortly.

H. Mills reported that staff in partnership with Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu have now come up with a draft
Terms of Reference for the NPS for Freshwater Management Grey Fresh Water Management Unit Group.

He stated that the group will come up with values and issues with quality and quantity of water. H.
Mills advised that the purpose is to make recommendations to the Resource Management Committee.
He explained the timeline for the group and advised that he expects recommendations to be before the
Resource Management Committee prior to December 2019.

M. Ross addressed the meeting. He stated that the partnership between Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu and
Council staff has been very open with good dialogue. M. Ross spoke to the Grey FMU Group Terms of
Reference and explained the process in detail to the meeting. F. Turnahai provided further information.
H. Mills advised that the relationship Mou will go in tandem with the process. a Ewen asked M. Ross if
fishing should be included in the values and interests list the group will consider. H. Mills agreed that
fishing could be included. a MCDonnell asked if an individual Mou was being sought. M. Meehan
advised that the Mou could focus on how Council interacts in partnership across all RMA business as

this has been a relationship that has evolved through different regional plans. F. Turnahai agreed and
stated that this is already being done. M. Ross stated that having a high level relationship agreement is
the first step, and is wider than just RMA responsibilities and also encompasses Local Government Act
responsibilities and where there is responsibility to the Treaty of Waitangi, when decision of significance
are made, and how Maori is involved in decision making and takes account of their relationship with
their ancestral taonga. M. Ross advised that this provides a helpful touchstone should there be
disagreements and how they can be worked through. H. Mills advised that work will begin on the draft
Mou and this should be complete by August I September. it was agreed that a third recommendation
would be added.

Moved (Robb I Challenger)
I. 777at the report ts' rece/'ved.
2. 771at the draft 7121ms of Ref^?fence for the Grey Fresh Water Maria9ement Unt// (FMU) Group are
supported

3, 71^at staff work in partnershjo w/th Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu to draft a partnership Mou to then
brin9 back to a future meetih9.
Calf/ed

5.1. .2

REEFTON AIR QUALITY SUMMARY

H. Mills spoke to this report and advised that there have been no exceed ances of the air quality NES so
far this winter. He advised that the changes to the NES are being updated and will go out for public
consultation in Id 2019.

Moved (Ewen I Challenger) 7hat the report/S rece/'red
Calf/ed

5.2. ,.

CONSENTS MONTHLY REPORT

H. MCKay spoke to this report and advised that two site visits were carried out, four non-notified
resources consents were granted and 11 change to and review of consents conditions were granted
during the reporting period.

Moved (Archer I Robb) 777at the July20Z8 report of the Consents Group be rece/'ved.
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5.2.2

COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT MONTHLY REPORT

H. MCKay spoke to this report. She advised that 35 site visits were carried out during the reporting
period, 11 complaints I incidents reported with 10 resulting in site visits.
H. MCKay updated the meeting on the Hokitika Waste Water Treatment Plant. She advised that there
has been close engagement with both Westland District Council (WDC) and residents. WDC have
recently installed aerators into the treatment ponds and since installation WCRC has not received any
further odour complaints. She advised that discharges on to the beach have been investigated by
compliance staff. H. MCKay stated that a report on the odour survey is expected from WDC. She
advised that inquiries are ongoing and there has been no enforcement decision made at this stage. H.
MCKay advised that WCRC staff will continue to engage with residents and WDC.
Cr MCDonnell asked if the only way of measuring odour in the air is by surveying people. H. MCKay

stated that staff are investigating as to whether there is any form of measuring device. M. Meehan
advised that this in the opinion of the enforcement officer. He spoke of nose testing that was used
years ago

but has since been thrown out. a MCDonnell asked how much investigation is being

undertaken with the activities of Silver Fern Farms Ltd with regard to the odour complaints. H. MCKay
advised that the district council is the consent holder. M. Meehan clarified that the consent that this

Council monitors is owned by WDC and they control what goes into the treatment ponds whether it is
discharge from Silver Fern Farms, or any other user.

Cr Challenger stated that since the installation of aerators at the treatment ponds he has not noticed
any odour. He confirmed that he has received a form which confirms that monitoring is underway.
Extensive discussion took place on the treatment ponds and the odour problem. F. Turnahai asked if
there has been any progress with the possibility of long term solutions for the treatment ponds. H.
MCKay advised that discussions with WDC are ongoing and are not just about the odour problem. Cr
Robb stated that WCRC compliance staff need to ensure that the current consents are monitored as
they stand and when the consents come up for renewal there is then opportunity to review the
conditions of the consent. H. MCKay advised that the consents were renewed in 2016. M. Meehan
advised that a review has been initiated for all district and regional consents to ensure that they are all
in order.

Cr Archer stated that he is impressed with the level of detail in the section of the report relating to the
treatment ponds as this is very helpful in giving councillors a good level of understanding.

a MCDonnell drew attention to the bond amount from Buller Coal Ltd. H. MCKay confirmed this is a
typographical error and should read $1.27M.

a Challenger drew attention to the complaint of page 17 regarding earthworks on a hazardous site. He
stated that this is an old saw mill site and there is PCP dust in this area. He stated that it is important
that council staff are aware of the risk involved when visiting this site.

Moved (Archer I Challenger) 771at the July 20/8 report of the Coinpfi, tance Group be received,

Calf/ed

GENERAL BUSINESS

a Ewen raised the matter of Johnson Bros Ltd who are currently being prosecuted. He stated that he
would have liked this to have been discussed at Council level given that this company has gone through

the alternative justice process previously. Cr Ewen stated that the penalty received was twice what
have been given to other parties who have gone through this process. a Ewen stated that previously
the company made a community contribution and he feels it would be unwarranted for them to get hit
again. a Ewen stated that this should have been a mitigating factor as last time it cost the company
around $40,000. M. Meehan stated that he would not be commenting on a matter that is currently
going through a court process.
The meeting closed at 11.32 a. in.

Chairman

Date
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL couNaL

Prepared for:
Prepared by:

Resource Management Committee - 14 August 2018

Date:

Lillie Sadler - Planning Team Leader
2 August 2018

Subject:

RPS Hearing Panel Recommendations

RPS Hearin Panel Recommendations

The Panel for the proposed Regional Policy Statement (PRPS) hearings that were held in May this

year have made their Recommendations on submissions. The Recommendations consist of three
documents:

. The Panel's Report explaining their reasons for their recommendations;

. Appendix A a schedule with the Panel's recommendations on submissions (referring to the
Decision Requested numbers);

. Appendix B: a version of the PRPS incorporating recommended changes.
The three Recommendations documents are attached to this report.

The Panel's Recommendations can now be accepted by the Council as their Decisions on submissions

to the PRPS. The Recommendations meet the requirements of Section 10 in Schedule I of the
Resource Management Act (RMA). Once the Council approves the Recommendations as their

Decisions they can be publically notified as required by Section 11 of Scheduie I of the RMA. The
period for lodging appeals on Council's Decisions is 30 working days from the date of notification.
it Council accepts the Recommendations, staff will aim to notify the Decisions by 17 August 2018.
This timeframe is within the extended timeframe previously granted by the Council for the RPS
Decisions to be released. The extension is up to 16 March 2019.
RECOMMENDAnONS

I, 715at the report 13 rece/'ved

2. That the Counc// accepts the Hearin9 Panels' Recommendations on subm/3'5tons to the
proposed Re9/On81 Pofr'q/ Statement as the Counc//s Dects'/Ons.
3. that the Counc// approves pub^baffy not/^//h9 the Dec/:5'10ns on submts'510ns to the proposed
Re9/On81Pofi'by' Statement by 174u9ust20i8.

Hadley Mills

Planning, Science and Innovation Manager

C

J
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IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management Act 1991
AND

IN TH E MATTER of the proposed West Coast Regional Policy Statement

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE
HEARING COMMISSIONERS

22 June 201.8
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Section I
introduction
Proposed West Coast Regionol Policy Statement
ITl On 16 March 2015 the West Coast Regional Council ('the Council' or 'WCRC') notified the proposed
West Coast Regional Policy Statement ('PRPS'). A total of 72 submissions were received. A
Summary of Decisions Requested was notified on 6 November 2015 and 24 further submissions
were received.

[2]

The PRPS establishes the high level resource management direction for the West Coast region. it
identifies regional Iy significant resource management issues, and sets objectives, policies and
methods for addressing those issues.

Appointment of hearing commissioners
t31

The Council, acting under s34A of the RMA, appointed us the undersigned, as hearing
commissioners to hear, consider and make recommendations to it on the submissions on the
PRPS. The Council delegated to us all its functions, powers and duties to hear and consider the
submissions, including requiring and receiving reports under 542A and exercising powers
conferred by ss41B and 41C of the RMA.

t41

For the avoidance of doubt, we affirm that throughout the performance of our duties we have
been entirely independent and objective in considering and making recommendations on the
submissions

Hearing of submissions
t51

We have received reports under 542A of the RMA on the PRPS and the submissions on it. We
conducted public hearings on the submissions of the submiters who wished to be heard. Those
hearings were conducted at Greymouth on 14, 15 and 21 May 2018. On 1.3 June 2018 we
reconvened at the Council offices in Greymouth for the authors of the s42A report to publicly
deliver their reply to the matters presented by the submitters, and to answer our questions on it
In total the public hearings occupied 4 days.

161

During the hearings, we asked questions of submitters to enhance our understanding of their
requests, the grounds for them, and advice given in the s42A reports. We endeavou red to conduct
the hearings with a minim urn of formality to an extent that allowed for fairness to all submitters.
An audio recording of the proceedings was made available on the Council's webpage.

171

Following the completion of the public hearings, we deliberated on the matters raised in the
submissions and formulated our recommendations to the Council.
I

9
[8]

Many of the submissions on the PRPS requested amendments to it and gave reasons for
requesting those amendments. In addition, the authors of the 542A reports made successive

detailed recommendations regarding wording improvements to the PRPS's provisions, including
in their reply report.
[9]

Although submitters questioned numerous aspects of the content of the PRPS, issue was not

generally taken with its style and layout. We consider that the format of the PRPS is generally
suitable for its purpose
t101

We are grateful for all the requests and suggestions by submitters and their witnesses and by the
542A report authors. We acknowledge that the requested and suggested amendments, including

those we do not recommend, and the evidence relating to them, have substantially assisted us in
our deliberations and in reaching the recommendations to the Council. The submissions and
reports have all contributed to an effective and fair process for which Part I of Schedule I of the
RMA provides.
This report

1111 In the main body of this report we state in narrative form our findings about the law and superior
instruments applicable to the process; about the character of Ngai Tahu values and interests; and

about issues raised by submitters. Further, we consider the extent to which the PRPS, amended
as we recommend, would give effect to relevant directions of applicable higher order instruments.
As directed by s32AA of the RMA, we also evaluate our recommended amendments to the PRPS.
1121 The decisions we recommend on the points raised in the submissions are set out in detail in

Appendix A to this report. in Appendix B we show the content of the PRPS incorporating our
recommended amendments to it

t131

To avoid unnecessary duplication and repetition we affirm that, except to the extent that we

expressly address matters in this report, we adopt the advice and reasoning in the s42A reports,
and in the answers and replies given to us by its authors. Those reports and documents should be
read as forming part of this report. We refer to this again in Section 14.

2

^.

Section 2

The Resource Management Act
introduction

t141

in this Section, we discuss provisions of the RMA that are relevant to the PRPS and our
consideration of the submissions on it

The purpose and principles of the RMA
1151

First, we understand that we are to refer to the version of the RMA that was current at the time
that the PRPS was notified in 2015, namely the RMA as it was prior to the commencement of the
Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017.

[16]

In saying that we have however, as a matter of practical reality, had regard to the fact that the
RMA now no longer establishes a mandate for Council to address the prevention or mitigation of
any adverse effects of the storage, use, disposal, or transportation of hazardous substances given

the repeal of ss30(I)(c)(v) and 31(b)(ii). We have also had regard to the fact that the RMA now
contains s6(h) relating to the management of significant risks from natural hazards
t171

Part 2 of the RMA states its purpose and principles. The overall objective of the Act, ' and the
cornerstone of Part 2, is 55(I), which states the purpose of the Actis "to promote the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources. " S5(2) describes the meaning of the term
'sustainable management':
In this Act, sustainable management means managing the use, development, and protection of natural and
physical resources in a way, and at a rate, which enables people and communities to provide for their social,
economic, and cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety while(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably
foreseeable needs of future generations; and
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems; and
(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment.

t181

Section 5 contemplates environmental preservation and protection as an element of sustainable

management of natural and physical resources;' and protecting the environment from adverse
effects of use and development is an aspect (though not the only one) of sustainable

management. ' The other sections of Part 2 (ss6,7 and 8) provide general principles elaborating
on how s5 is to be applied. 4
[19]

Section 6 of the RMA identifies matters of national importance and directs us to recognise and
provide for them. All of the matters listed in 56 are relevant to the PRPS. Section 7 directs that,

' Envi'roninentolDefence Society v NZ Kihg Salmon 120141 NZSC 38 11511

' Environmental Defence Society v NZ King Salmon, cited above, 11461
' Environmental Defence Society v NZ King Salmon, cited above, 11481

' Environmental Defence SOCi'ety v NZ Kihg Salmon, cited above, 181,1149j.
3

^

L.

in achieving the purpose of the Act, we are to have particular regard to eleven matters, many of
which are relevant to the PRPS. Section 8, the final section in Part 2 of the Act, directs us to take

into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi). We understand that
this does not extend to principles that are not consistent with the scheme of the RMA.
1201

Important as Part 2 is, we understand that where specific, unqualified provisions are contained in

a superior instrument' by which Part 2 is given effect (the lawfulness and the meaning of which
are not in dispute, and which "cover the field"), we are not able to "refer back" to Part 2 to
diminish the effect of the superior instrument. '
Functions of regional councils
1211 Section 30 of the RMA lists Council's functions that are relevant to our consideration of the PRPS,
including the following:
. establishing and implementing objectives, policies and methods to achieve integrated

management of the natural and physical resources of the region:'
. preparing objectives and policies in relation to any actual or potential effects of the use,

development or protection of land which are of regional significance:'
. establishment, and implementation, of objectives, policies and methods for maintaining

indigenous biological diversity:'
. strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies and
methods. 10

Contents of the PRPS
[22] Section 59 of the RMA states the purpose of a regional policy statement as being "to achieve the

purpose of the Act by providing an overview of the resource management issues of the region and
policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the natural and physical resources of
the whole region. " Section 61(I) states that the Council is to prepare the PRPS in accordance with
its functions under s30; the provisions of Part 2; its obligation to have particular regard to an

evaluation report prepared in accordance with s32; national policy statements; a New Zealand
coastal policy statement; a national planning standard;" and any regulation. Section 61(2) states
that the Council is to have regard to any management plans and strategies" prepared under other
Acts; any relevant entry on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rarengi KGrero required by the Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014; any regulations relating to ensuring sustainability, or the
5 Such as a national policy statement or water conservation order
6 Environmental Defence Society v NZ King Salmon, cited above, 1801 and 1881
7 RMA, 530(T)(a)
' RMA, 530(I)(bj.
' RMA, 530(L)(gal
to RMA, 530(T)(gb)
it There are currently no national planning standards
12 To the extent that their content has a bearing on the resource management issues of the region
4

, r,

.,. "

conservation, management, or sustainability of fisheries resources; the extent to which the PRPS
needs to be consistent with the policy statements and plans of adjacent regional councils; and the
extent to which the regional policy statement needs to be consistent with regulations made under

the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental Effects) Act 2012
1231

With regard to the above matters no adjacent regional councils submitted on the PRPS so we have
assumed there are no issues to address in that regard. No matters relating to fisheries regulations
or the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental Effects) Act 2012 were
brought to our attention and we ourselves are not aware of any.

t241

Under s61(2A) the Council must take into account any relevant planning document recognised by

an iwi authority. " We received helpful submissions and evidence from Te Rananga o Ngati
Waewae, Te Rananga o Makaawhio and Te Rananga o Ngai Tahu (Ng5iTahu) in that regard. Under

s61(3) the Council must not have regard to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.
We record that we have not had regard to those matters.
[25]

Section 62 sets out the mandatory contents of the PRPS. It must state the significant resource
management issues for the region; the resource management issues of significance to iwi

authorities in the region; the objectives sought to be achieved by the PRPS; the policies for those
issues and objectives and an explanation of those policies; the methods (excluding rules) used, or
to be used, to implement the policies; the principal reasons for adopting the objectives, policies,
and methods; the environmental results anticipated; the processes to be used to deal with issues
that cross local authority boundaries, and issues between territorial authorities or between

regions; the local authority responsible in the whole or any part of the region for specifying the
objectives, policies, and methods for the control of the use of land to avoid or mitigate natural
hazards or any group of hazards and to maintain indigenous biological diversity; the procedures
used to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of the policies or methods contained in the PRPS;
and any other information required for the purpose of the Council's functions, powers, and duties
under this Act.

1261

We are satisfied that the PRPS, inclusive of the amendments to it that we recommend, states all
of the matters listed in s62(I).

t271

Under s62(3) the PRPS must not be inconsistent with any water conservation order and must give
effect to a national policy statement, a New Zealand coastal policy statement, or a national
planning standard. We note there are currently no national planning standards.

13 Also to the extent that their content has a bearing on the resource management issues of the region
5
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[28]

We have carefully considered the application of the above sections of the RMA when assessing
the submissions on the PRPS.

Procedure for preparing the PRPS
1291

The procedure for preparing the PRPSis prescribed in Schedule Ito the RMA. Clause 5(I) requires
the Council to prepare an evaluation report in accordance with 532, and have particular regard to
that report when deciding whether to proceed with the PRPS. Clause 10 gives directions on

decisions on the provisions and matters raised in submissions, " with reasons for accepting or
rejecting them. " Subclause 10(4) stipulates that Council's decision is to include a further
evaluation in accordance with 532AA;" and it is to have particular regard to the further evaluation
when making its decision. 17
1301

The Council must give its decisions on the matters raised in the submissions, however subclause
10(3) provides that it is not required to address each submission individually. So, in Appendix A
we have grouped some submissions on the PRPS where we reach a common recommendation for
a common reason.

[31]

Although not expressly stated in the Act, we understand that our consideration of submissions is
to proceed on the basis that there is no presumption in favour of the notified provisions of the
PRPS; nor is there any on us on submitters to show that the notified contents of the PRPS are

inappropriate. " Rather, our duty is to consider the submissions and evidence, and make
recommendations as to what the most appropriate and suitable provisions of the PRPS are. That
is what we have done

Evaluation report
[32]

Section 32 of the RMA sets out the requirements for preparing and publishing evaluation reports.

The Council has prepared a report under s32" and we have read that report. Under 532AA, a
further evaluation is required for any recommended amendments to the PRPS since the original
evaluation report was completed. We discuss that further in Section 14 of this report

I' RMA, Sched I, d 10(11.
" RMA, Sched L, d 10(21
re RMA, Sched I, d 10(2)(ab)
U RMA, Sched I, d 10(41(aaa)
re Well^hgton Club v torson 11972j NZLR 698 (SCj; applied to the RMA in Leith vAuckland City Counci'I 119951 NZRMA 400
". West Coast Regional Policy Statement Section 32 Evaluation Report, March 2015
6
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Section 3

Higher Order and other Relevant Instruments
Notional policy statements and notional regulations

[33] We understand that the following national policy statements and regulations are potentially
relevant to consideration of the submissions on the PRPS:
. National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity 201.6 INPSUDCl
. National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2004 (Updated in 2017) INPSFMl
. National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 INPSREGl
. New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 [NZCPS]
. National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 [NPSET]

. Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality) Regulations 2004
. Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Sources of Human Drinking
Water) Regulations 2007

. Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Plantation Forestry)
Regulations 2017 (comes into effect on I May 2018)

1341 We do not repeat the contents of those national documents here. We record that we have sought
to give effectto the national policy statements and have had regard to the regulations, particularly
where submitters addressed the contents of those documents. We refer to specific provisions of
those documents in subsequent sections of this report where appropriate.
Water conservation orders

1351 Two water conservation orders apply to water bodies within the West Coast Region. They are the
National Water Conservation (Grey River) Order 1991 and the Water Conservation (Buller River)
Order 2001. We have ensured that our recommendations are not inconsistent with the contents
of those Orders.

Iwiouthorit^OPProved plans

[36] Ng5i Tahu advised that iwi management plans have Yet to be completed for the rohe of Te
Rananga o Ng5ti Waewae and Te Rananga o Makaawhio, but that each rananga had their own
PDUnamu management plan. The pounamu management plans are notlimited to addressing RMA
issues and objectives, but principalIy address matters related to PDUnamu management which fall
outside of the am bit of the RMA

Management plans under other Acts

1371 On the Council's duty to have regard to management plans under other Acts, we have had regard
to the West Coast Sports Fish and Game Management Plan 2011 which applies in the West Coast
Region. That plan establishes a framework which provides direction for Fish and Game to manage,
7
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maintain and enhance the sports fish and game resource in the recreational interests of anglers
and hunters. We have also had regard to the objectives and policies of the West Coast Te Tai o
Pout^^I Conservation Management Strategy 2010 -2020 prepared under the Conservation Act
1987. That Strategy sets out how the Department proposes to manage the natural, historical and
cultural heritage values and recreational opportunities within the West Coast Tai Poutini
Conservancy. We note the objectives and policies of the WCCMS, where relevant and not relating
to the management of conservation estate or to Doc advocacy actions, do not in our view provide
substantial policy guidance over and above that contained in the NPSFM and NZCPS.
Section 4

Ng5iTahu
introduction

1381 in this Section, we discuss matters relevant to Te Rananga o Ngati Waewae, Te Rananga o
Makaawhio and Te Rananga o NgaiTahu, (collectively referred to as Poutini Ng5i Tahu).
RMA 5561e), 7/@) und 8
t391 As we briefly canvassed in Section 2 of this report, Part 2 of the RMA includes the following
important directions in respect of Maori values and interests:
. 56(e) directs that all persons exercising functions and powers under the Act are to recognise
and provide for the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, w5hi tapu, and other taonga;
. 57(a) directs that all persons exercising functions and powers under the RMA are to have
particular regard to kaitiakitanga;
. S8 directs all persons exercising functions and powers under the RMA are to take into account
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
Te Ringngo o Ngdi Tohu Act (1996) and the Ngdi Tohu Chims Settlement Act (1998)
t401 These two Acts recognise Ngai Tahu Whanui as tangata whenua for the larger part of the South
Island and the entire West Coast region. They are relevant when applying ss6(e), 7(a) and 8 of the
RMA, and in giving effect to relevant sections in the NPSFM.
1411 The Ngai Tahu (Pounamu) Vesting Act 1997 returned (in respect of the West Coast) ownership of
pounamu to Te Rananga o NgaiTahu, for which Poutini Ng5i Tahu are kaitiaki.
1421 The Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 provides for the following in the West Coast region:

8
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.

Statutory Acknowledgements over a number of lakes, rivers and wetlands, each of which
includes a statement describing the Ng5i Tahu relationship and association with each
waterbody and catchment;

.

Fee simple title over the bed of Lake Mahinapua and management rights over two reserves
(Waitaiki and MDtutapu);

.

Nohoanga (camp sites) in the West Coast region (fifteen), located adjacent to water bodies
and chosen for their proximity to traditional in ahinga kai places and resources; and

.

1431

Taonga species schedule of bird, plant, fish and marine mammals.

We recognise that the Statutory Acknowledgements, ownership or management of beds of lake
or reserves, nohoanga (and the taonga species schedule) are statutory tools and do not reflect the
fullextent of the values and interests that NgaiTahu have for their ancestral land, water, sites and
taonga species in the West Coast region. Rather they provide information on the cultural
association with particular water bodies, resources and values.

The PRPS
1441

Chapter 3 of the PRPS addresses 'Resource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ng5i
Tahu'. In response to the submission and further submission lodged by NgaiTahu, and following
what we understand to be extensive pre-hearing meetings, the 542A report authors

recommended significant amendments to Chapter 3. '' We understand from the planning
evidence of Ng5i Tahu" that they were generally satisfied with the recommended amendments,
other than for matters relating to Chapters 1.2 and 13.2; Chapter 6 Policy 6; Chapter 8 Policies I
and 3; Chapter 7 Objective 3; a requested new policy and the Methods; Chapter 8 Policies I and
3; and Chapter 9 Objective 2 and Policy 3
[45]

Ngai Tahu elected not to attend the hearing, and instead requested that we put any questions of
their planning witness in writing and that they be allowed to respond in writing. We agreed to
that request. We have carefully considered the further amendments set out in the Ngai Tahu
planning evidence, together with the further advice on those amendments provided in the 542A
reply report. We have recommended accepting some of the Ng5i Tahu requested further
amendments and rejecting others. The detail of those recommendations is contained in
Appendices A and B of this report.

20 In the notified PRPS this was Chapter 2
'' Statement of Evidence of Sandra MCIntyre on Behalf of Te Rananga O Ng5ti Waewae, Te Rananga O MBkaawhio and Te
Rananga O Ng5i TBhu ("Ng5i Tahu"), 26 April2018; Rebuttal Statement of Evidence of Sandra MCIntyre on Behalf of Te
Runanga O Ngati Waewae, Te Runanga O Makaawhio and Te Runanga O Ng8i Tahu ("Ng5iTahu"), 2 May 2018
9
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t461

We consider that our recommendations recognise and provide for the relationship of Maori and
their culture and traditions with certain resources and have particular regard to kaitiakitanga.
Section 5

Council's Approach
t471

The Section 32 Report noted that the operative RPS was adopted in 2000. It went on to say that
the Council intentionally developed the PRPS with a focus not only on the natural environment,
but also on economic, social and cultural community wellbeing. Chapters in the operative RPS
that were no longer considered to represent regionalIy significant issues were not included in the

PRPS" and policy provisions were reviewed to avoid duplication between the PRPS and lower
order planning documents. The Report stated that due to the large extent of conservation land

under existing protection, " regulatory protection on production land needed to be minimised and
restricted to those circumstances where there was clear proof of significant values in need of
protection. Council also took the opportunity to provide regional leadership for the West Coast
and to be an advocate for the region.
In OI
L"'uI

The Section 32 Report also noted that the operative Regional Land and Water Plan 2014, Regional
Air Quality Plan 2001, Regional Coastal Plan 2000 and the three operative district plans contained
detailed provisions for managing the potential adverse effects of subdivision, use and
development. That meant that the detailed guidance and direction contained in the operative

RPS" was no longer necessary and was not reflective of the significant resource management
issues facing the region. 25
[49]

The net result of the Councils approach was a PRPS that had a greater focus on enabling resource
use, development and employment than the previous RPS.

t501

A number of submitters were concerned with the net result of the Council's approach outlined
above. They felt that there was too much emphasis on enabling resource use, development and
employment at the expense of ensuring adequate protection of indigenous biodiversity, natural
landscapes, natural features and natural character. Some submitters considered that the PRPS
did not give effect to Part 2 of the RMA or to national policy statements, particularly the NPSFM
and NZCPS.

t511

We acknowledge the Council's approach to the development of the PRPS and note it is the
function of the elected councillors to determine the regionalIy significant issues for the West Coast

22 Section 32 Report, Chapter 3. The omitted issues were Heritage, Soils and Rivers, Solid and Haza rdous Waste a rid Minerals.
We note that in response to submissions the Section 42A Report recommended inserting additional provisions into the
PRPS dealing with heritage. The evidence of Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga was supportive of that approach.
2384% of the Regionis administered by the Department of Conservation.
2'There are 30 objectives, 72 policies and 184 methodsin the current RPS
25 section 32 Report sections 2.1,2.21 and 2.3
1.0

18
and to set policy direction in response to those issues. In saying that we acknowledge the
extensive consultation that the Council undertook to determine the issues and policy direction, as

was summarised in the Section 32 Report '' and the pre-hearing meetings and workshops with
submitters referred to in various places in the Section 42A Report. ''
[52]

However, the statutory obligations set out in Section 2 of this report must also be met. That is a
non-negotiable requirement of which we are acutely aware. Consequently, the approach we have
taken to assessing the relief sought by submitters is to preserve the Council's approach to enabling
resource use, development and employment; whilst ensuring that the PRPS also gives effect to
Part 2 of the RMA and to relevant aspects of national policy statements, particularly the NPSFM,
NZCPS and NPSREG.

[53]

In subsequent Sections of this report we only discuss substantive matters where we depart from
the recommendations and reasons of the 542A reporting officers regarding the wording of PRPS

Issues, Objectives, Policies and Methods;" or where we wish to specifically address key matters
raised by submissions. We note that there are relatively few instances where that occurs,
reflecting perhaps the extensive pre-hearing consultation undertaken by Council officers. In that
regard we note that of the 72 original submitters, only 11 appeared at the hearing, another four
agreed to respond to our questions in writing, two submitted brief statements of evidence in
support of the 542A reporting officer's recommendations but did not attend the hearing. One

submitter" sought leave (which we granted) to not attend the hearing in support of their
submission, but to table legal submissions instead. In the event no legal submissions from that
submitter were received.

t541

The PRPS chapters that we now address are Chapters 4 Resilient and Sustainable Communities,
5 Use and Development of Resources, 6 Regional Iy Significant Infrastructure, 7 Biodiversity and
Landscape Values, 8 Land and Water, 9 Coastal Environment and the Glossary. We had no
substantial disagreement with the recommendations and reasons of the s42A reporting officers
for the other chapters and nor do we wish to highlight any key matters raised by submissions with
regard to them. Amendments we recommend over and above those recommended by the
reporting officers are shown in grey wash in the amended PRPS document.

1551

Importantly, we record that if the reasons stated in Sections 6 to 11 of this report differ in principle
or substance from the section 42A authors' reasons that are cross-referred to in Appendix A, then
the reasons in this report should be read as superseding and replacing the respective Appendix A
cross-referenced reason.

26 sections 2.22 and 2.25

271ncluding 'Background' (page I paragraph 5) and 'Reasons' pages 578 and 579.

28 Other minor matters are dealt with in Section 13 of this report or in the reasons we include in Appendix A
29 Environmental Defence Society (EDS)
IT

A,

Section 6
Resilient and Sustainable Communities

t561

in response to submissions '' we recommend that Issue I is amended to refer to enabling the
appropriate use and development of natural and physical resources whilst promoting their
sustainable management. We consider that better reflects the purpose of the RMA, whilst
preserving the Council's understandable desire (as we interpret it) to enable appropriate use and
development and its accompanying economic growth and employment. in a similar vein, we
recommend that Issue 3 is amended to state that the implementation of the RMA by local
authorities can support economic growth (and its associated employment) whilst also avoiding,
remedying or mitigating any associated adverse effects. That may be seen as stating the obvious,

but we consider it better reflects the purpose of the RMA. "
1571

Turning to the Objective 2, we agree with RF&B that the term "welcomes" is not appropriate

language to use regarding a planning framework. Instead, we recommend that the Objective 2''
is amended to refer to enabling appropriate existing and new" use and development (and its
associated employment) whilst ensuring sustainable environmental outcomes are achieved.
Again, we consider that better reflects the purpose of the RMA, whilst capturing Council's desire

to promote economic growth and employment. Some submitters" queried the term
"environmental outcomes". We consider that term is suitable, but recommend its meaning is
enhanced by including a reference to the PRPS's Anticipated Environmental Results.
t581

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the issues and Objective 2 of Chapter 4 of the PRPS,
forthe purpose ofs32AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we record that we have considered the options before
us, being whether to make amendments to the provisions outlined above or not; and we have
identified that those amendments are reasonably practicable; and have assessed that making
them would better assist with achieving the purpose of the Act and for giving effect to the higher
order instruments.

Section 7

Use and Development of Resources
t591

Policy 2 was of interest to a number of submitters. We understand it to have two purposes. The
intent of Policy 2(a) is to avoid, remedy or mitigate the occurrence of 'reverse sensitivity' effects
where new activities are inappropriate Iy located near existing activities. An example of that might
be where a new residential subdivision is proposed near an established quarry or odour

30 Including EDS.
31As was sought by a number of submitters including MACBH
32 As a consequential amendment we recommend that Policy I also refers to "existing and new" economic activities.
33 As was sought by submiters including Trustpower and West Power.
34 Including INTAF and KMCF
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generating land use (such as a piggery or composting facility). That could lead to the new residents
seeking to constrain the operation of existing land use. We therefore support the reporting
officers' Reply recommendations to amend Policy 2(a) to clarify its intent.
t601

Similarly, we agree that Policy 2(a)(v) should be retained, as was sought by a number of
submitters. " Retaining that clause provides better integration with Chapter 6 of the PRPS and we
note that the clause is qualified by a footnote referring to infrastructure and/or sites identified by
designations, Asset Management Plans, or other plans or strategies adopted by the West Coast
councils. We consider that provides a sufficient degree of certainty.

t611

We understand that the intent of Policy 2(b) is to avoid new activities precluding the potential
future development of significant mineral resources or the potential future establishment of
regionalIy significant infrastructure. Those are both sensible aims and so we agree with the
reporting officers' Reply recommendations to amend Policy 2(b), including the omission of the
word "sterilisation" as we found the use of that word confusing

t621

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the matters addressed by Policy 2 of Chapter 5 of
the PRPS, for the purpose of s32AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we record that we have considered the
options before us, being whether to make amendments to the provisions outlined above or not;
and we have identified that those amendments are reasonably practicable; and have assessed
that making them would better assist with achieving the purpose of the Act, would better provide
opportunities for economic growth and employment, and would give better effect to the higher
order instruments including the NPSREG and NPSET.
Section 8

RegionalIy Significant Infrastructure
[63]

policy 6'' addresses residual adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided, remedied or
mitigated. In those situations the policy directs decision-makers to have regard to imposing
'offsets'. In our experience, the use of offsets is widely accepted as being reasonable in situations
where mitigation options have been exhausted, but it better meets the purpose of the Act to
enable a proposed use and development to proceed. The most common form of offset is a
'biodiversity offset'. Consequently, we recommend that Policy 6 is amended to explicitly refer to
appropriate biodiversity offsets within the same catchment or habitat tin which the use or

development occursl and, if practicable, close to where the residual adverse effects occur. " We
have also recommended referring to" the Government document "Good Practice Guidance on

35 including Transpower, TrustPower, and West Power.
36 policy 5 as notified

37 As was suggested in the planning evidence of Ng5iTahu
rein Chapter 2 of the PRPS where 'offsets' are first mentioned
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Biodiversity Offsetting in New Zealand, August 201.4" which we understand provides helpful
guidance on the imposition of offsets.
[64]

As the imposition of an 'offset' is a discretionary matter for decision-makers exercising their
functions under SL04 of the Act, we recommend that the explanation of Policy 6 refers to the
appropriateness of imposing offsets on a case by case basis having regard to relevant case law,
national policy and good practice guidelines on offsets, and expert advice. Such clarification was
sought by some submitters including EDS.

t651

Regarding Policy 7, at the hearing Federated Farmers sought inclusion of an additional clause (c)
relating to the 'conflicts between RSI and existing resource use'. We acknowledge the issue raised
and support the reporting officers' Reply recommendation to insert a new clause (c) and to amend
the chapeau of the policy to refer "to avoid as much as procticably possible" the listed matters.

t661

On a more minor matter, we do not agree with the s42A authors that the explanation to Policy 5''
should refer to "buffer corridors" as the policy itself does not refer to them.

1671

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the matters addressed by Policy 6 of Chapter 6 of
the PRPS, for the purpose of s32AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we record that we have considered the
options before us, being whether to make amendments to the provisions outlined above or not;
and we have identified that those amendments are reasonably practicable; and have assessed
that making them would better assist with achieving the purpose of the Act, would better provide
opportunities for economic growth and employment, and would give better effect to the higher
order instruments

Section 9

Biodiversity and Landscape Values
t681

Chapter 7 of the PRPS attracted a large number of submissions. One theme, in our view, was that
the chapter as notified did not give effect to the RMA and the superior instruments, irisofar as
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna were not afforded
protection and outstanding natural character was not preserved. We agree that the notified
provisions of Chapter 7 can be improved in that regard and we have recommended several
amendments to the Issues, Objectives and Policies to ensure that the provisions appropriate Iy
recognise and provide for s6 of the RMA. Of note, given that 84% of the region comprises

conservation estate" which is already protected, we recommend amending issue I so that it

39 policy 4 as notified
'0 Where many of the Region's 'significant or 'outstanding' areas will reside. We note that Doc's West Coast conservancy
contains one quarter of NZ's protected lands (WCCMS, section 2.1. .L).
14
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clearly identifies that where significant areas reside on private land the need to protect them can
be of concern to the landowners

t691

We have deliberately maintained a focus on avoiding the adverse effects of 'inappropriate' use
and development on the significant and outstanding areas. In that regard, we consider that,

subject to some minor amendments, Policy 2" provides suitable guidance" to assist decisionmakers with deciding, in the relatively unique context of the West Coast, whether a proposed use
or development is 'inappropriate'
t701

Further, in response to submissions, " we recommend that Policy 2(c) is amended to refer to any
technical or operational constraints on the placement of the use or development. We consider
that to be a sensible and realistic additional consideration.

[71]

We have not included provisions to deal with effects on indigenous vegetation orindigenous fauna
that are not significant; or natural features, natural landscapes and natural character that are not
outstanding; because their management is not a regionalIy significant issue in our view. We
consider that the requirements of s5 of the Act to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects
of activities on the environment provides sufficient guidance in those situations

t721

Another theme to emerge from the submissions was that the significant or outstanding areas
should be identified in a regional Iy consistent manner using an agreed suite of criteria. We
acknowledge that would be a desirable outcome consistent with the achievement of integrated
management. Accordingly, we recommend amendments to Objectives 2 and 3, a new Policy IA
and an accompanying Explanation. Having said that, we do not consider that the PRPS should
include an Appendix of criteria now as was sought by some submitters including Doc and RF&B.
We find that inserting an Appendix of criteria now would be premature as the criteria should firstly

be agreed amongst the relevant parties, " having regard to relevant regional and national
guidelines" and the criteria that we understand are alreadyincluded in the region's district plans.
We note such a more measured approach was supported by other submitters including Federated
Fa rin ers. 4

t731

The final theme that we wish to address is the fact that (particularly in light of the abundance of
West Coast indigenous biodiversity, natural character, natural features and natural landscapes),

41 policy 3 as notified
42 subject to some minor grammatical improvements
43 Including West Power.
'including Doc, the region's councils and interested parties such as environmental NGOs.

'51ncluding section 333.2 of the WCCMS and the document "Davis, M. Head, N. I. , MYers, S. C. and Moore, S. H. 2016:
Department of Conservation guidelines for assessing significant ecological values. Science for Conservation 327.73 p
Department of Conservation, Wellington"
'' Federated Farmers, Further Submission, page 34, comments on Objective 2 and confirmed in answers to our questions at
the hearing
1.5
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'appropriate' use and development can potentially be enabled within significant areas, " provided
of course that adverse effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated" as required by s5 of the Act.
An example might be a sensitive tourism venture within an area of outstanding natural character;
or the repair, maintenance or upgrading of existing regionalIY significant infrastructure. To
explicitly acknowledge that theme we recommend a new Policy 3A and an accompanying
Explanation.
1741

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the matters addressed by the Issues, Objectives,
Policies and Methods of Chapter 7 of the PRPS, for the purpose of 532AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we
record that we have considered the options before us, being whether to make amendments to
the provisions outlined above or not; and we have identified that those amendments are

reasonably practicable; and have assessed that making them would better assist with achieving
the purpose and principles of the Act, would better provide opportunities for economic growth
and employment, and would give better effect to the higher order instruments.
Section 1.0
Land and Water

t751

There are few matters relating to Chapter 8 where we either depart from the recommendations
of the s42A authors or that we wish to discuss further. However, we agree with WCF&G that to
better give effect to Objectives A1 and Bl of the NPSFM, Objective I and Policy I of Chapter 8
should include a reference to aquatic ecosystems, as was recommended by the reporting officers
in their Reply. We also agree that the management of water quantity is a relevant issue and,

noting that water quantity is determined" by authorised abstractions, we support the reporting
officers' Reply recommendation that Policy I explicitly refers to "water abstractions"
[76]

We accept, as was stated in evidence" and legal submissions" of WCF&G, that many of the West
Coast's rivers and lakes hold significant sports fishery values, and likewise, many of them can, and
should be regarded as outstanding. So, having particular regard to 57(h) of the Act, we support
the reporting officers' recommended footnote to Objective I which states that aquatic
ecosystems include the habitat of trout and salmon. However, we do not consider that a new

objective is required for the habitat of trout and salmon" and we note that the planning evidence
of Peter Wilson did not seek that by way of relief. " Nor do we consider that Policy I should include

47 Either on conservation estate or private land

48 Or offset, noting an offset to be a form of mitigation.
'' As far as is able to be addressed by the PRPS and the subordinate instruments.

50 Eic Dean Kelly, Ma nager of the West Coast Fish and Game Council.
'1 Legal Submissions on behalf of West Coast Fish and Game Council, 9 May 2018, paragraph 14
" The original submission of WCF&G sought a new Objective 4 for Chapter7 of the PRPS (page 10 of 151
53 Peter Wilson was called by WCF&G as a planning witness and he summarised the further amendments to the PRPS (over
and above those recommended by the 542A authors) at paragraphs T8 to 21 of his evidence
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a list of 'significant values' '' as that would pre-empt Council's impending Freshwater
Management Unit (FMU) process that is detailed in their recently adopted NPSFM Progressive

Implementation Programme. Finally, addressing the issues raised by WCF&G, we support the
reporting officers' Reply recommendation that Policy I should refer to "discharges of
contaminants to water" as they can clearly impact the significant values of water bodies
t771

For completeness, we recommend amendments to the Explanation of Policy I. that reflect the
above matters.

[78]

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the matters addressed by Objective I and Policy I.
of Chapter 8 of the PRPS, for the purpose of s32AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we record that we have
considered the options before us, being whether to make amendments to the provisions outlined
above or not; and we have identified that those amendments are reasonably practicable; and have

assessed that making them would better assist with achieving the purpose and principles of the
Act and for giving effect to the higher order instruments, in particular the NPSFM.
Section It
Coastal Environment

[79]

A number of submitters, including Doc, considered that the objectives and policies of

Chapter 9 did not give effect to the provisions of the NZCPS, particularly Policies 1.1,13 and 15.
We agree, and so we recommend the deletion of Policy I as notified and its replacement with
wording that better gives effect to the NZCPS. Our recommended wording intentionally focuses
on 'new' use and development in recognition of the fact that regionalIy significant infrastructure
and other activities (including state highways, local roads, railway lines, power lines, commercial
and residential activities) already exist within the coastal environment (and have done so for some
time with what we understand to be generally little controversy) and their ongoing and
unimpeded existence is vital to the West Coast economy.
1801

While our recommended new Policy I might be seen as merely parroting the provisions of the
NZCPS, we note that it contains an important 'West Coast' distinction, namely that whether or not

a proposed subdivision, use or development is inappropriate is to be determined having regard
to the criteria listed in Policy 2 of Chapter 9 as well as the criteria listed in Policy 2 of Chapter 7.
We find that those criteria collectively provide an important 'West Coast context' and
acknowledge the abundance of significant and outstanding areas and features within the West
Coast coastal environment and the demonstrable importance of enabling sustainable economic

growth and employment if the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast's people
and communities is to be achieved.

54 As was sought in the EIC of Peter Wilson, paragraph 19
17
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in that regard, we note that the High Court" has stated:
"While the requirement to avoid adverse effects on high value areas pursuant to Policies 13 and 15 in
the NZCPS is not contextual, the factual question, whether any activity seeking to locate or operate in
a high value area will have an adverse effect, may be contextual. "

1821

Proportionate to the scale and significance of the matters addressed by Policy I of Chapter 9 of
the PRPS, for the purpose of 532AA(I)(d) of the RMA, we record that we have considered the
options before us, being whether to make amendments to the provisions outlined above or not;
and we have identified that those amendments are reasonably practicable; and have assessed
that making them would better assist with achieving the purpose and principles of the Act, would
better provide opportunities for economic growth and employment, and would give better effect
to the higher order instruments, in particular the NZCPS
Section 12

Glossary
t831

Some submissions sought that words or terms defined in the RMA be repeated in the PRPS. That
serves no useful purpose and amounts to unnecessary duplication. It also risks the provisions in
the PRPS having limited 'shelf life' should the definitions in the RMA be amended. We consider
that a note should be inserted at the start of the Glossary that specifies that words or terms
defined in the RMA have the same meaning when used in the PRPS. That obviates the need to
include some of the notified Glossary terms and we recommend that they be omitted.
Section ,. 3
Minor Amendments

t841

Under Clause 10(2)(b) of Part I of Schedule I to the RMA our recommendations may include
matters relating to any consequential alterations necessary to the PRPS arising from the

submissions. Under Clause 16(2) of Part I of Schedule I to the RMA our recommendations may
include amendments to the PRPS to alter any information, where such an alteration is of minor
effect, or may correct any minor errors.
1851

Under those Schedule I provisions we have recommended numerous amendments to the PRPS
including amongst other things:
(i)

correcting spelling;

(Ii)

correcting grammar;

(iii)

correcting formatting;

(iv)

using macrons in Maori words;

" Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society v Boy of Plenty Regional CouncilCIV-2017-470-00075120171 NZHC 3080 at 11051
1.8

1:6
(v)

correcting punctuation, including the use of commas, colons, semicolons, brackets and
hyphens;

(vi)

using abbreviations for commonly used terms (such as using RSI for "regionalIy significant
infrastructure");

[86]

(vii)

modernising language, including for example by replacing shall with must ; and

(viii)

ensuring the words "and" and "or" are used correctly in the provisions.

in the version of the PRPS contained in Appendix B to this report we have shown these
amendments using the conventional strikeout and underlining and have generally annotated
them with a tMCI notation.
Section 14
Evaluation and Recommendations

t871

As we have noted previously, in compliance with 532 and clause 5 of Schedule I of the RMA, the

Council prepared and publicly notified a PRPS evaluation report dated March 2015 ('the Section
32 Report')." We have had particular regard to the Section 32 Report. " 532AA of the RMA
requires a further evaluation of any changes made to the PRPS after the initial evaluation report

is completed. The further evaluation can be the subject of a separate report, or it can be referred
to in the decision-making record. " If it is referred to in the decision-making record, it should
contain sufficient detail to demonstrate that a further evaluation has been duly undertaken. "
t881

If our recommendations in this report are adopted by the Council, this report (including
Appendices A and B) is intended to form part of the Council's decision-making record. Therefore,
in compliance with Schedule I, " and electing the second option in 532AA(I)(d), we have included
in this report a further evaluation of the amendments to the PRPS that we are recommending.

1891

in the initial s42A report the authors included an evaluation under s32AA of the RMA of the
amendments they recommended in response to submissions. Where we have adopted the
author's recommendations and reasons we also adopt their accompanying evaluation under
532AA.

[90]

Where we have departed from the s42A report author's recommendations we have undertaken
our own evaluation of the amendments we recommend. In doing so we have, to the extent

practicable and applicable, applied the criteria contained in s32. We note that many of the
submission points on the PRPS related to provisions that do not stand alone, but are part of an

56 West Coast Regional Policy Statement Section 32 Evaluation Report, March 2015
57 RMA, 566(I)(e)
'" RMA, s 32AA(I)(d) and (2)
" RMA, s 32AA(11(d)(ii)
60 RMA, Schedule L, d 10(21(abj
19

a7
integrated body of provisions that is intended to be understood, and to be implemented, as a
coherent whole. To the extent that they do, we have also evaluated the whole by reference to the
s32 criteria.

[91]

An assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness of amendments to the PRPS must involve

identifying and assessing the benefits and costs of the anticipated effects of implementing them,

including opportunities for economic growth and employment. " If practicable, the assessment
should quantify those benefits and costs;" and assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is
uncertain or insufficient information about the subject-matter. " We note that, without expert
evidence, it would be generally problematic for us to attempt to quantify benefits and costs of
amendments to the PRPS provisions in money's worth. Accordingly, we have made assessments
that are more broad and conceptual, rather than analytical and calculated.
t921

We have considered and deliberated on the PRPS; the submissions lodged on it; and the reports,
evidence and submissions made and given at our public hearings. in reaching our

recommendations we have sought to comply with allapplicable provisions of the RMA. We have
had particular regard to the further evaluation of the amendments to the PRPS we are
recommending. The relevant matters we have considered and our reasons for them are
summarised in the main body of this report and in Appendix A. We are satisfied that the
amendments we recommend are the most appropriate for achieving the purpose of the RMA and

for giving effect to the higher-order instruments, including in particular the NPSFM and the NZCPS.
[93]

We therefore recommend the amendments to the Proposed West Coast Regional Policy

Statement contained in Appendix B for the reasons set out in the main body of the report and
in Appendix A.
22 June 201.8

Of e, ,, ,_,,
A1i Timms (MNZM)

'11/1
Andrew Robb

61 RMA, s 3201(aj.
a RMA, s 32(2)(b)
ER RMA, s 32(2)(c)
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Appendix A

APPENDIX A - RECOMMENDED DECISIONS ON SUBMISSIONS

in addition to the 72 primary submissions raising the points listed in this Appendix, the West Coast Regional Council received 24 further submissions in su ort

of, or in opposition to, a primary submission. To the extent that the points raised by further submissions are not identified directly in this A endix, we
recommend that they are accepted or rejected according to our recommendations for accepting or rejecting the corresponding primary submission oints.
Decision Requested
GS 6, GS 8, GS 10, GS 11, GS T4, GS 1.5, GS 1.7, GS T8, GS 19, GS 21,
GS 24, GS 28, GS 30, GS 31, GS 34, GS 40, GS 44, GS 46, GS 47, GS 54,
DR 1.1, DR I. .2, DR 1.3, DR 1.9, DR 1.12, DR 1.13, DR 1.14, DR 1.17,
DR 1.21, DR 1.22, DR 1.23, DR 1.27, DR 1.30, DR 1.31, DR 1.32,
DR 1.37, DR T. 38, DR 1.40, DR 1.41, DR 1.49, DR 2.32, DR 3.6, DR 3.9,
DR 3.11, DR 4.1, DR 4.2, DR 4.3, DR 4.4, DR 4.8, DR 4.9, DR 4.10,
DR 4.12, DR 4.15, DR 4.16, DR 4.20, DR 4.21, DR 4.22, DR 4.23,
DR 4.24, DR 4.25, DR 4.27, DR 4.35, DR 4.46, DR 4.51, DR 4.58,
DR 4.71. , DR 4.87, DR 4.99, DR 4.104, DR 4,107, DR 4.117, DR 4,127,
DR 4,130, DR 4,137, DR 4,164, DR 4.180, DR 4.181. , DR 5.2, DR 5.3,
DR 5.4, DR 5.8, DR 5.9, DR 5.1.0, DR 5.1.2, DR 5.13, DR 5.14, DR 5.15,
DR 5.1.8, DR 5.20, DR 5.21, DR 5.22, DR 5.26, DR 5.27, DR 5.28,
DR 5.31, DR 5.36, DR 5.50, DR 5.59, DR 5.68, DR 5,106, DR 5.123,
DR 6.2, DR 6.3, DR 6.6, DR 6.11, DR 6.48, DR 6,126, DR 7.1, DR 7.3,
DR 7.5, DR 7.6, DR 7.13, DR 7.14, DR 7.15, DR 7.16, DR 7.17, DR 7.18,
DR 7.19, DR 7.20, DR 7.21, DR 7.22, DR 7.28, DR 7.33, DR 7.39,
DR 7.49, DR 7.57, DR 7.58, DR 7.68, DR 7.78, DR 7.94, DR 7.102,
DR 7.105, DR 7,107, DR 7.112, DR 7.116, DR 7. T20, DR 7.141,
DR 7,148, DR 7.1.49, DR 7.1.50, DR 7,159, DR 8.1, DR 8.3, DR 8.4,
DR 8.5, DR 8.6, DR 8.9, DR 8.11, DR 8.15, DR 8.18, DR 8.19, DR 8.21,
DR 8.22, DR 8.24, DR 8.33, DR 8.56, DR 8.59, DR 8.62, DR 8.85,
DR 8,125, DR 9.1, DR 9.2, DR 9.11, DR 9.13, DR 9. T4, DR 9.15, DR 9.17,
DR 9.20, DR 9.21, DR 9.23, DR 9.28, DR 9.70, DR 9.79, DR 9.91,

Recommendation

Reason

Reject

These submissions did not provide precise details of any
specific amendments to the PRPS provisions, as is required by
RMA Schedule T, subclause 6(3) and Form 5 prescribed in the
Resource Management ( Forms, Fees and Procedures)
Regulations 2003.

Some submissions were stated in such general terms that it was
not evident whether a specific amendment to the PRPS was
being asked for at all, or if it was, what form any such
amendment should take.

2
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Appendix A

Recommendation

Reason

Reject

These submissions sought that the PRPS be withdrawn, or that
particular Chapters be redrafted in whole or in part in a

DR 9,108, DR 9.1.12, DR 9.119, DR 10.1, DR 10.2, DR 10.3, DR 10.4,
DR 10.6, DR 10.7, DR 10.8

GS 7, GS 22, GS 25, GS 27, GS 29, GS 32, GS 35, GS 36, GS 43, GS 45,
DR 3. T, DR 3.2, DR 5.5, DR 5.37, DR 6.5, DR 8.8, DR 8.26, 058.45,

DR 8.50, DR 8.55, DR 8.74, DR 8.83, DR 8.88, DR 9.12, DR 9.19,
DR 9.46, DR 9.73, DR 10.20, DR To. 22, DR 10.23, DR To. 26, DR 1.0.27,
DR 1.0.28, DR IT. 2, DR T1.3, DR IT. 5, DR 1.1.6, DR 1.1. .8, DR 11.63,

relatively unspecified manner. in that latter category of
submissions, no alternative or amended wording was provided
for our consideration by the submitters. We consider that
recommending the granting such general relief is outside the

DR 11.74, DR 11.75, DR 12.2, DR 1.6.5, DR 16.6, DR 16.7.

scope of our role which is to recommend amendments to the

PRPS in response to submissions seeking clearly articulated
amendments to specific provisions. in terms of procedural

fairness, any substantial redrafting of the notified provisions
not clearly signalled in the submissions should instead be

undertaken by way of a Variation or Change to the notified
PRPS.
GS 26, DR 5.6.

Reject

DR 1.48, DR 3.8, DR 5.57, DR 5.76, DR 9.78.

Reject

These submissions sought further dialogue or discussion. That
is not our role.

DR 16.3, DR 17.1. to DR 17.14.

Reject

These submissions sought the inclusion of wording directly
from the RMA. Thereis no need to duplicate the wording of the
Act in the PRPS.
These submissions address the Council's Section 32 Evaluation
Report. We have no scope to amend that Report as it is a

standalone Council document and we are not responsible for
Its contents. See Sections 2 and 13 of our recommendation

report for a discussion of the matters we are required to
address under s32AA of the RMA.
DR 19.1 to 19.7.

Reject

These submissions addressed the contents of external

documents over which we have no control. The submissions

did not seek any specific amendments to the provisions of the
PRPS.
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Recommendation

Reason

GS I, GS 2, GS 3, GS 4, GS 5, GS 9, GS 1.6, GS 23, GS 33, GS 37, GS 38, Accept in part
GS 39, GS 41, GS 42, GS 48, GS 49, GS 50, GS 51, GS 52, GS 53, DR 1.4,

These submissions expressed general support for the PRPS, or
for particular provisions within it, and did not seek any

DR 1.5, DR I. .7, DR 1.8, DR 1.10, DR 1.11, DR 1.16, DR 1.19, DR 1.20,

amendments to those provisions

DR 1.24, DR I. .26, DR 1.28, DR 1.29, DR 1.33, DR 1.34, DR 1.35,
DR 1.36, DR 1.39, DR 1.43, DR 1.44, DR 1.47, DR 2.1, DR 2.3, DR 2.5,

The submissions are recommended to be accepted in part

DR 2.6, DR 2.7, DR 2.8, DR 2.9, DR 2.10, DR 2.11, DR 2.12, DR 2.13,
DR 2.14, DR 2.15, DR 2.1.6, DR 2.18, DR 2.1.9, DR 2.20, DR 2.21,
DR 2.22, DR 2.23, DR 2.24, DR 2.25, DR 2.27, DR 2.28, DR 2.29,
DR 2.30, DR 2.31. , DR 3.3, DR 3.5, DR 4.5, DR 4.6, DR 4.7, DR 4.11,
DR 4.14, DR 4.18, DR 4.1.9, DR 4.33, DR 4.34, DR 4.36, DR 4.37,

because we have sometimes recommended amendments to

some of those provisions that were supported, either in
response to other submissions or as a consequence of
amendments recommended to other parts of the PRPS.

DR 4.39, DR 4.40, DR 4.42, DR 4.43, DR 4.44, DR 4.45, DR 4.48,
DR 4.49, DR 4.50, DR 4.52, DR 4.53, DR 4.54, DR 4.56, DR 4.57,
DR 4.59, DR 4.60, DR 4.61, DR 4.62, DR 4.63, DR 4.65, DR 4.67,
DR 4.68, DR 4.70, DR 4.73, DR 4.74, DR 4.75, DR 4.76, DR 4.77,
DR 4.78, DR 4.80, DR 4.81, DR 4.82, DR 4.83, DR 4.85, DR 4.86,
DR 4.88, DR 4.90, DR 4.92, DR 4.93, DR 4.94, DR 4.97, DR 4,100,
DR 4.102, DR 4,103, DR 4,105, DR 4,108, DR 4.110, DR 4. TIT,
DR 4,112, DR 4,115, DR 4,116, DR 4,119, DR 4.120, DR 4. T22,
DR 4.1.23, DR 4.1.26, DR 4.128, DR 4,131, DR 4,132, DR 4,134,
DR 4.1.35, DR 4.1.36, DR 4,138, DR 4,140, DR 4,142, DR 4.143,
DR 4.144, DR 4.145, DR 4.1.46, DR 4.147, DR 4.149, DR 4.1.51,
DR 4.152, DR 4.154, DR 4.155, DR 4.1.56, DR 4.1.57, DR 4,158,
DR 4.161, DR 4.166, DR 4.167, DR 4,168, DR 4.169, DR 4,170,
DR 4.171, DR 4,172, DR 4.173, DR 4,174, DR 4,175, DR 5.1, DR 5.7,
DR 5.16, DR 5.23, DR 5.24, DR 5.25, DR 5.38, DR 5.39, DR 5.41,
DR 5.42, DR 5.43, DR 5.44, DR 5.45, DR 5.47, DR 5.53, DR 5.55,
DR 5.56, DR 5.58, DR 5.60, DR 5.61, DR 5.62, DR 5.63, DR 5.64,
DR 5.65, DR 5.67, DR 5.70, DR 5.72, DR 5.74, DR 5.75, DR 5.77,
DR 5.78, DR 5.80, DR 5.81, DR 5.82, DR 5.83, DR 5.85, DR 5.88,
DR 5.90, DR 5.91, DR 5.92, DR 5.93, DR 5.94, DR 5.95, DR 5.97,
DR 5.98, DR 5.99, DR 5.1.02, DR 5.105, DR 6.7, DR 6.8, DR 6.13,
DR 6.17, DR 6.18, DR 6.20, DR 6.21, DR 6.23, DR 6.24, DR 6.26,
4
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Recommendation

Reason

DR 6.27, DR 6.28, DR 6.29, DR 6.36, DR 6.38, DR 6.40, DR 6.41,
DR 6.44, DR 6.49, DR 6.50, DR 6.51, DR 6.52, DR 6.54, DR 6.55,
DR 6.56, DR 6.57, DR 6.58, DR 6.60, DR 6.62, DR 6.63, DR 6.66,
DR 6.67, DR 6.68, DR 6.69, DR 6.70, DR 6.73, DR 6.74, DR 6.75,
DR 6.76, DR 6.77, DR 6.78, DR 6.79, DR 6.82, DR 6.83, DR 6.84,
DR 6.85, DR 6.87, DR 6.89, DR 6.90, DR 6.91, DR 6.92, DR 6.93,

DR 6.94, DR 6.95, DR 6,104, DR 6.109, DR 6,116, DR 6,120, DR 6.122,
DR 6.125, DR 6,128, DR 6,129, DR 6,132, DR 6.134, DR 7.34, DR 7.36,
DR 7.40, DR 7.44, DR 7.47, DR 7.50, DR 7.52, DR 7.60, DR 7.62,
DR 7.63, DR 7.65, DR 7.66, DR 7.69, DR 7.73, DR 7.74, DR 7.79,
DR 7.80, DR 7.82, DR 7.85, DR 7.87, DR 7.88, DR 7.91, DR 7.92,
DR 7.96, DR 7.100, DR 7,108, DR 7.109, DR 7.11.0, DR 7,111, DR 7.113,
DR 7.115, DR 7.139, DR 7.144, DR 7,156, DR 7.158, DR 8.2, DR 8.10,
DR 8.23, DR 8.30, DR 8.31, DR 8.32, DR 8.34, DR 8.35, DR 8.36,
DR 8.37, DR 8.38, DR 8.39, DR 8.46, DR 8.47, DR 8.48, DR 8.52,
DR 8.53, DR 8.57, DR 8.58, DR 8.60, DR 8.61. , DR 8.63, DR 8.64,
DR 8.65, DR 8.66, DR 8.67, DR 8.68, DR 8.69, DR 8.76, DR 8.77,
DR 8.78, DR 8.81, DR 8.86, DR 8.87, DR 8.89, DR 8.91, DR 8.92,
DR 8.93, DR 8.94, DR 8.95, DR 8.96, DR 8,109, DR 8,116, DR 8.1.19,
DR 8,124, DR 9.3, DR 9.4, DR 9.5, DR 9.18, DR 9.34, DR 9.37, DR 9.38,
DR 9.39, DR 9.40, DR 9.44, DR 9.45, DR 9.48, DR 9.50, DR 9.53,
DR 9.55, DR 9.56, DR 9.57, DR 9.58, DR 9.59, DR 9.60, DR 9.67,
DR 9.68, DR 9.72, DR 9.74, DR 9.75, DR 9.76, DR 9.77, DR 9.83,
DR 9.84, DR 9.86, DR 9.87, DR 9.88, DR 9.89, DR 9.92, DR 9.93,
DR 9,103, DR 9.104, DR 9.105, DR 9.106, DR 9,109, DR 9.110,
DR 9,121, DR 9.122, DR 9.123, DR 10.11, DR 10.12, DR 10.14,
DR 10.15, DR 10.17, DR To. 18, DR 10.19, DR 11.1, DR IT. 7, DR 11.13,
DR 11.14, DR IT. 1.5, DR IIJ6, DR IT. 1.7, DR IT. 18, DR 1.1. T9,
DR 11.22, DR It. 24, DR IT. 25, DR T1. .26, DR 11.29, DR 11.30,
DR 11.31. , DR 11.32, DR 11.34, DR 1.1. .35, DR 11.38, DR 11.39,
DR 11.40, DR 11.41, DR 11.42, DR 11.44, DR 11.45, DR 11.46,
DR 11.48, DR 11.49, DR 11.53, DR 11.54, DR 11.55, DR 11.57,
5
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DR 11.58, DR 1.1. .59, DR 1.1.61, DR 1.1.62, DR 1.1.64, DR IT. 65,
DR 11.66, DR 12.1, DR 12.2, DR 13.3, DR 13.9, DR 13.11, DR 1.3.14.
DR 4.64, DR 4.89, DR 9.8, DR 9.46, DR 13.19, DR 13.20,

Appendix A

Recommendation

Reason

Accept in part

In response to these and other submissions it is recommended

DR 1ST to DR 15.36.

DR 2.2, DR 4.31, DR 4.101. , DR 5.79, DR 6.1, DR 6.19, DR 6.39,
DR 6.43, DR 6.59, DR 7.126, DR 7,127, DR 7,152, DR 8.7, DR 8.13,

to add a new Objective, Policy and Method, together with other
consequential amendments, to "Chapter 4 Resilient and
Sustainable Coinm unities" recognising the importance and role
of heritage on the West Coast. We have had regard to all of the
listed submissions, and to the helpful evidence of Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga, when determining the appropriate
wording for the recommended additional provisions. See also
Section 11 of our recommendation report.
Accept

DR 8.27, DR 8.98, DR 9.1.13, DR 18.2.

GS 20, DR T. 46, DR 2.17, DR 2.26, DR 3.7, DR 4.13, DR 4.17, DR 4.28,
DR 4.30, DR 4.32, DR 4.41. , DR 4.72, DR 4. T39, DR 4.1.48, DR 4.150,
DR 4,160, DR 4,179, DR 5.11, DR 5.19, DR 5.29, DR 5.33, DR 5.34,
DR 5.46, DR 5.104, DR 5.108, DR 5,114, DR 5,115, DR 6.14, DR 6.15,
DR 6.16, DR 6.22, DR 6.30, DR 6.32, DR 6.34, DR 6.42, DR 6.47,
DR 6.53, DR 6.65, DR 6.72, DR 6.88, DR 6.96, DR 6.97, DR 6,100,
DR 6.10T, DR 6,102, DR 6.1.03, DR 6,105, DR 6,106, DR 6.107,
DR 6,108, DR 6,115, DR 6.119, DR 6.1.23, DR 6,127, DR 6,130,
DR 6,133, DR 7.2, DR 7.4, DR 7.23, DR 7.25, DR 7.26, DR 7.30, DR 7.35,
DR 7.37, DR 7.38, DR 7.41, DR 7.42, DR 7.43, DR 7.54, DR 7.55,
DR 7.56, DR 7,106, DR 7.121, DR 7.122, DR 7,128, DR 7.138, DR 7.1.43,
DR 7,145, DR 7.147, DR 7.151. , DR 8.14, DR 8.25, DR 8.29, DR 8.51,
DR 8.70, DR 8.71, DR 8.73, DR 8.82, DR 8.99, DR 8,101, DR 8,102,
DR 8.103, DR 8.1.06, DR 8.107, DR 8.110, DR 8.1.1.3, DR 8,115,
DR 8,122, DR 9.9, DR 9.24, DR 9.25, DR 9.27, DR 9.30, DR 9.31,
DR 9.32, DR 9.35, DR 9.36, DR 9.47, DR 9.51, DR 9.52, DR 9.81,
DR 9.82, DR 9.90, DR 9.96, DR 9.97, DR 9.98, DR 9.99, DR9.100,

For these submissions we adopt the Recommendations and
associated Reasons set out in the "Section 42A Staff

Recommending Report" or in the "Council's Planning Officer's
Accept in part

Right of Reply Report".

References in the Reasons contained in those two reports to
"Council" or "staff" should be read as "the Panel" as may be
appropriate in the context of each reason. References in the

Reasons to "our Region" should be read as "the Region" and
references to "our community" should be read as "the
community .

DR 9,101, DR 9,111, DR 9,114, DR 9,116, DR 9,120, DR 10.13,
c, 6
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DR 10.16, DR 10.24, DR 11.4, DR IT. 9, DR 11.11. , DR 11.21, DR 11.27,
DR 11.33, DR 11.36, DR 1.1.37, DR 11.47, DR 11.50, DR 11.51,
DR 11.52, DR 11.60, DR 11.67, DR 11.68, DR 11.70, DR 11.71. ,
DR 11.73, DR T2.3, DR 13.2, DR 13.6, DR 13.8, DR 13.12, DR 13. T3,

Appendix A

Recommendation

Reason

DR 13.15, DR 18.1.

DR 2.4, DR 3.4, DR 4.26, DR 4.29, DR 4.38, DR 4.55, DR 4.84, DR 4.1T3,
DR 4.118, DR 4.125, DR 4. T59, DR 4.1.63, DR 4.1.65, DR 4.178,
DR 4,182, DR 5.35, DR 5.40, DR 5.48, DR 5.49, DR 5.51, DR 5.52,
DR 5.54, DR 5.69, DR 5.71, DR 5.73, DR 5.96, DR 5,107, DR 5.109,
DR 5.1.12, DR 5.116, DR 5.117, DR 5.118, DR 5.119, DR 5. T20, DR 6.4,
DR 6.9, DR 6.25, DR 6.31, DR 6.33, DR 6.37, DR 6.45, DR 6.46, DR 6.61. ,
DR 6.64, DR 6.71, DR 6.81, DR 6.86, DR 6.98, DR 6.1.10, DR 6,114,
DR 6.117, DR 6.1.18, DR 6,121, DR 6. T24, DR 7.7, DR 7,103, DR 7.129,
DR 7.135, DR 7.1.36, DR 7,137, DR 7,160, DR 8.12, DR 8.16, DR 8.17,
DR 8.20, DR 8.40, DR 8.49, DR 8.54, DR 8.75, DR 8.90, DR 8.97,
DR 8,100, DR 8.1.04, DR 8.105, DR 8,108, DR 8.111. , DR 8.1.17,
DR 8.118, DR 8. T20, DR 8.1.21. , DR 8.123, DR 9.16, DR 9.29, DR 9.42,
DR 9.61, DR 9.62, DR 9.66, DR 9.69, DR 9.80, DR 9.85, DR 9.94,
DR 9.95, DR 9.1.07, DR 9,117, DR 10.5, DR 10.9, DR 10.10, DR 10.21,
DR 10.25, DR 10.29, DR 10.30, DR 11.12, DR 11.20, DR 11.28,
DR 11.43, DR 11.56, DR 11.72, DR 11.76, DR 13.1, DR 13.3, DR 13.4,
DR 13.5, DR 13.7, DR 13.10, DR 13.16, DR 16.1. , DR 16.2, DR 16.4,
DR 16.8, DR 16.9, DR 16. }0, DR 16.11, DR 16.12, DR 16. T3, DR 18.3.

Reject

DR 1.6.

Accept in part

We acknowledge that biodiversity is important within the West
Coast Region and have recommended amendments to better
give effect to the higher order instruments.

DR 1.15.

Accept

We agree with the submitter that access to good education is
an important factor for enabling resilient and sustainable
coin in unities.

DR 1.18.

Reject

The Guiding Principle referring to the 'Economy and
Environment' is about finding a balance between the economy
and the environment, recognising that they are intertwined and
7
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Recommendation

Reason

each rely on the other. There are specific 'environmental'
chapters and provisions within the PRPS which consider air,
water, biodiversity and landscapes as well as the coastal
e nviron me nt.
DR 1.25.

Reject

The amendment sought does not add any further value to the

Guiding Principle and covers matters that are already
DR 1.42.

Reject

DR 1.45.

Reject

DR 3.10.

Accept in part

addressed in other chapters of the PRPS.
Striking out the paragraph would detract from the
completeness of the PRPS. The term "reasonable" is capable of
being understood on its common meaning.
The PRPS needs to be read as a whole. The concept of
sustainable management is embodied throughout the PRPS
objectives and policies.
Section 62(a) of the RMA dictates that a RPS must state the

regionalIy significant issues for the region which will vary from
region to region. Some minor amendments are recommended

to the section "Other matters" to more clearly explain how 56
and s7 matters that are not considered to be significant
resource management issues are dealt with in the PRPS
DR 4.47.

Accept in part

in response to this and other submissions we recommend

amendments to Issue 3. Also, as a result of DR 4.72, an
amendment is recommended to Objective 2 with the addition
of the term "sustainable" to ensure that the link between

development and protection is more clearly established.
DR 4.66.

Accept in part

DR 4.69.

Accept in part

The term 'environmental outcomes' relates in part to the PRPS
AERs. We recommend an amendment to make that clear.

We agree that the subjective term "welcomes" should be
omitted.

DR 4.79

Reject

We are not persuaded that the requested amendment would
assist with understanding the Objective

8
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Decision Requested
DR 4.91, DR 4.95, DR 4.109, DR 4.121, DR 4.1.53, DR 4.1.76, DR 4,177,
DR 4.183, DR 5.121, DR 5.122, DR 6.35, DR 6,111, DR 6,112, DR 6.11.3,
DR 6,131, DR 7.31, DR 7.104, DR 7.157, DR 8.42, DR 8.43, DR 11.69.

Recommendation

Reason

Reject

Other provisions in the PRPS, including amendments we
recommend in response to other submissions, already

DR 4.96.

Accept in part

We recommend that the word "prioritising" is replaced with
the words "including" and "enabling" as the context requires.

DR 4.98.

Accept in part

We recommend that "existing and new" economic activities are
referred to in Policy I.

DR 4106.

Accept in part

The support in part is acknowledged. We agree that
subdivision, use and development must be undertaken in a way
that implements the relevant national policy statements.
These submissions are outside the scope of the PRPS.

adequately address these matters.

DR 4.114, DR 6.99, DR 7,146, DR 9,118.

Reject

DR 4.124, DR 4,129, DR 4.133.

ACce pt

We recommend the omission of Policy 3.

DR 41.41.

Reject

The transfer of functions is set out in 533 of the RMA which

outlines the specific criteria on how and when they are to take

DR 4,162

Reject

DR 5.17.

Reject

place. We understand that a transfer of functions will not
create private-public-partnerships.
We are not persuaded that the suggested amendment assists
with explaining the policy provisions.

The amendments requested would unjustifiably weaken the
PRPS and reduce its effectiveness in achieving the purpose of
the Act

DR 5.30.

Accept in part

We agree that the paragraphs referred to should be omitted.

We also recommend the amendments that were set out by the
s42A authors, which we understand were discussed in prehearing meetings.
DR 5.32.

Accept in part

We acknowledge that mining and dairying can have potential
adverse effects. Consequently, we recommend
amendments that were set out by the 542A authors.

DR 5.66.

Reject

the

"Conservation" is primary a passive land use which does sit well
within the context of Objective 2.

DR 5.84, DR 5.86, DR 5.87, DR 5.89, DR 5.1.01, DR 5,103.

Accept in part

See our narrative in Section 7 of this recommendation report

DR 5100.

Accept

We agree that clause (v) of Policy 2(a) should be retained.
9
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Recommendation

Reason

DR 5110.

Accept in part

We agree that the text should be amended to address the

concerns raised, and also to acknowledge that some activities
can only locate in particular places due to functional needs.
DR 511.3

Accept in part

DR 5121.

Reject

We agree that the Principal Reasons should refer to

DR 6.10.

Accept in part

protection" as well as use
We accept that RSI can have potential adverse effects on other

DR 61.2

Reject

land uses. Accordingly, we recommend the amendments to
Chapters 5 and 6 that were set out by the s42A authors.
We are not persuaded that the requested amendment to the

DR 6.80.

Accept in part

in response to other submissions we recommend adding
provisions to Chapter4 for public access, including a new Policy
Explanation.

Background text is warranted.

We acknowledge that the imposition of offsets needs to be

considered on a case by case basis, having regard to relevant
case law, national policy and good practice guidelines on
offsets, and expert advice. We recommend amendments to the
text accordingly.
DR 7.27.

Reject

We are not persuaded that referring to the Forest Act 1949 is
necessary. We understand that the provisions of the Forest Act

to not preclude RMA requirements applying to forestry
operations
DR 7.48, DR 7.53.

Accept in part

We are not persuaded that deleting Issue 3 is appropriate.
However, in response to other submissions we recommend

that issue 3 is amended to better reflect the requirements of
Part 2 of the RMA and the superiorinstruments.
DR 7.8, DR 7.9, DR 7.10, DR 7.11. , DR 7.24, DR 7.32, DR 7.45, DR 7.46,
DR 7.51, DR 7.59, DR 7.61. , DR 7.64, DR 7.67, DR 7.71, DR 7.76,
DR 7.77, DR 7.81, DR 7.83, DR 7.86, DR 7.89, DR 7.90, DR 7.114,

Accept in part

See our narrative in Section 9 of this recommendation report.

DR 7.117, DR 7,118, DR 7.1.23, DR 7. T24, DR 7,125, DR 14.1. .
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Recommendation

Reason

Accept in part

in response to other submissions we are recommending the
omission of the text referring to "encouraging the Crown to
acquire ownership" of private land and the omission of Policy 2

DR 7,142, DR 7,153, DR 7,154, DR 7.155.

and its explanation, and the associated Method and AER.
DR 7,119, DR 13.17, DR 13.18, DR 13.21

Accept in part

Various provisions in the PRPS (including amendments we
recommend) refer to 'offsets'. The detailed additional policy
sought is out of context with the rest of the document, as are

definitions of 'biodiversity offset' and 'no net loss'. However,
where the term 'offset' is now recommended to be first

included in Chapter 2 of the PRPS, we recommend a new
Reject

footnote referring to the August 2014 guideline document.
The additional wording sought is more akin to a new policy than

Accept in part

an explanation of Policy I
See our narrative in Section 1.0 of this recommendation report.

DR 8,114.

Reject

We are not persuaded that the suggested amendment to

DR 7.12, DR 9.6, DR 9.7, DR 9.9, DR 9.10, DR 9.22, DR 9.33, DR 9.43,
DR 9.54, DR 9.63, DR 9.64, DR 9.65, DR 9.71, DR 9.102.

Accept in part

Method I would assist with achieving the purpose of the Act
See our narrative in Section 110f this recommendation report.

DR 9.26.

Reject

Deleting the paragraph referred to would inappropriate Iy

ACce pt

weaken the Background discussion
We agree that it is appropriate to refer to hazards within the

DR 7131.

DR 7.84, DR 7.1.30, DR 8.28, DR 8.41, DR 8.44, DR 8.72, DR 8.79,
DR 8.80, DR 8.84, DR 8,112.

DR 911.5.

coastal environment and their inclusion in district plans and
that doing so gives better effect to the NZCPS
DR 10.31

Accept in part

in response to this submission we recommend referring to

DR TITO.

Reject

guidelines and standards
We are not persuaded that deleting the words referred to
would assist with clarifying the Background to the issues.

DR 11.23.

Reject

The 'qualification' sought by the submitter inappropriate Iy
detracts from the clear aim of the Objective.

11
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I. Introduction
1.1 Role of the Reg onal Policy Statement - ts Scope and Effect
The role of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) is to promote the sustainable management of the
natural and physical resources of the West Coast. it does this by:
. Providing an overview of the resource management issues of the region; and
. Identifying policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the West Coast's natural and
physical resources.
The

RPS tMCI is the vehicle for identifying and dealing with the significant
resource management issues on the West Coast. it takes account of all those issues relating to
resources such as land, water, infrastructure, and the coastal environment that are of importance to
the region, and puts in place policies and methods to achieve the integrated management of those
resources.

The

RPS [MC] has an important role in setting the overall direction for the
management of natural and physical resources and the environment of the West Coast. Although the
RPS IMCl does not contain rules to regulate activities, the West Coast
Regional Council (WCRC) tMCIand the District Councils of the region are required to give effect to this
document when preparing or changing regional or district plans (which may contain such rules). in
addition, the
WCRC} and the Territorial Authorities are required to "... have
regard to" relevant objectives and policies in the
RPS [MC] when considering
an application for a resource consent (section 104(I)) of the Resource Management ACL (RMA) [MC]
The Regional Council must have a

RPS IMCl in place at all times - this will

be the West Coast's second one. The

{RMA) [MC] prescribes what the
RPS tMCI must cover (section 62) and the responsibilities of regional and
district councils (sections 30 and 31).

1.2 Regional Policy Statement Guiding Principles
The

WCRC) tMCI has developed this

RPS [MC]

using the following principles. They provide strategic direction on what is important to the communities
of the West Coast.
PEOPLE

People are at the heart of this Regional Policy Statement. All District and Regional Plans should have
regard to people and communities and their need for a healthy environment, well managed
infrastructure, em 10 merit and business o ortunities and education DR 1.15 for their wellbein
and long-term economic success.
ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT
The

RPS IMCl

,

,

seeks to I've due cons^elation to economic and environmental cons^ions 1:7cto/s in resource

mana ement deci5'ton-inakin . IGS 201 it recognises that a healthy West Coast economy needs a
healthy environment. This
RPS [MC] is enabling, balancing improving the
economy and using our resources wisely, with managing and investing in the environment to achieve
our future aspirations for improvement throughout the West Coast.
EFFECTIVENESS

The Regional Council believes that environmental regulation needs to be clear and simple with quick
processes. it recognises that solutions must be affordable, fit for purpose and achieve the objectives.
The policy instruments used should match the resource management issues and opportunities
identified. in line with affordability this avoids unnecessary compliance costs.
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

The management of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast is a complex task as the
environment, resources and systems are dynamic. Understanding of these also changes over time. The
management regime is therefore adaptive and able to respond to change as required in order to achieve
sustainable resource management.
AFFORDABILnY

There may be circumstances where current resource management practices may have to change over
time in order for these resources to be managed sustainably. Where these changes may impose a

significant financial burden, or a practical solution is not currently available, a reasonable time is to be
allowed for desired environmental outcomes to be achieved. This is to take into account the need for

change and the costs and effects of not acting, or not acting quickly.

13

Statutory and Planning Framework

,. 3.
The

POLICIES, PLANS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
RPS [MC] is the key document for identifying issues related to the

development, use and protection of natural and physical resources on the West Coast and establishing
a management framework for dealing with them. it is, however, only part of a broader policy and
planning framework under the RMA. The RMA provides for a hierarchy of resource management policy
statements and plans related to the three levels of government - central, regional and district.
At the national level, the main statutory instruments include:
National environmental standards - Regulations made by Order in Council on the recommendation
of the Minister for the Environment, to prescribe technical standards relating to the use, development
and protection of natural and physical resources. National standards override existing provisions in

plans that require a lesser standard.
National policy statements - Issued on recommendation by the Minister for the Environment, they
state policy on matters of national significance relevant to achieving the purpose of the RMA. Regional
and district-level planning documents prepared under the RMA must give effect to these.
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement - Prepared and issued by the Minister of Conservation, it
states policies for achieving the purpose of the RMA in relation to the coastal environment of New
Zealand. Regional and district-level planning documents prepared under the RMA must give effect to
the
NZCPS} tMq.
Water conservation orders - Issued on the recommendation of the Minister for the Environment

and made by Order in Council to recognise and sustain outstanding amenity or intrinsic values
associated with a waterbody that warrants protection. The
RPS [MC] must
not be inconsistent with these.

At the regional or district level, the main statutory instruments include:
R glorial policy statements - Prepared by regional councils to achieve the purpose of the RMA by

providing an overview of the significant resource management issues for the region, and the policies
and methods to achieve integrated management.
Reg, on al coastal plan - Prepared by regional councils these are intended to assist the regional

council, in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation, to manage the coastal marine area where
each has specific functional responsibilities. The coastal marine area generally encompasses the
foreshore, coastal water, and the air space above the water, between mean high water springs and the

outer limits of the territorial sea. Regional coastal plans may contain rules to control activities and
effects.

Regiona p ans - Prepared by regional councils to assist them in carrying out their functions under
the RMA, they must give effect to the
RPS [MC]. Regional plans are optional
and may contain rules to control activities and effects.
District plans - Prepared by district councils these plans assist them in carrying out their specific
functional responsibilities under the RMA, particularly those relating to controlling the effects of land
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use and subdivision, and the provision of associated public works and utilities. District plans may contain
rules to control activities and effects. The RMA requires that district plans must "give effect" to the
Regional Policy Statement of a region and must *'not be inconsistent with" regional plans.
Resource consents - Required either from a regional or district council (or both) to carry out activities
that would otherwise contravene the restrictions in the RMA on the use and development of natural

and physical resources. Under section 1040) of the RMA, a consent authority considering a resource
consent must have regard to any relevant regional policy statement.

Resource Management Act

Environmental
Standards and

Regulations

New Zealand

National Policy

Coastal Policy

Statements

Statement

Regional Policy
Statement

Water Conservation
Orders

Other Management
Plans
Iwi Plans

Regional

Regional

District

Coastal Plan

Plans

plans

CDEM Group Plan
Regional Transport
Plan

Resource consents

Plans of adjacent
councils

Figure I: Regulatory Framework

Duties in relation to Maori
7he RMA reco ribes that the PIinc/' kgs of the itea of Wallan I' are an int 181 art of fomotin the
susta/habk?mana ementofnatu/a/and h sfo'airesources, Sectton 61 of theRMA re ufr'es thatI tonal
I' statements must be re aredin accordance with Part 2 matters Ihc/udin the itea of Wallan I
ribc/' kgs and reco ribin and 10vft7'/h forthe cuture and traditions of M, ^'onin the I ton and their
refat/Onshi w/Ih their ancest/81 bnds water sites w^h/ to u and other toon a. Sect/On 62 of the RMA
I unes a RPS to state the resource mana ement Issues of SI' rin7cance to Iw/' author/lyes in the re ton.
7^ R, nan a o A1 at 7^hu ts' the 17v/' author/' for the entire West Coast R ton. Pout/h/ A1 ^/ 7^hu are
the tan at a whenua of 7:9 7^/' 0 Poutin/' the West Coast . Under sect/On 9 of the 719 Rt7nan a o N ^
7:7huAct1996 the two a atr' u ranan a who re resent the tan ata whenuainterests of Pout/h/'/V at

7:7hu on the West Coast are 7^? Ranan a o A1 ,^'t/ ,Vaewae and 7:9 Ranan a o Makaawhto. tDR 2.21
Sect/On 220 of the N at 7^ahu Cb/ms Settk?merit Act 1998 reco nts'es the mana heki b A1 at 7:7hu in
rebt/On to s cfr7c SItes and resources known as Statuto ACknowk?d ement Areas. 7hese are
acknowk?d ements' b the Crown of the s fat rebb'onshi s that A1' ^ 7^hu have with the Areas for
cutura/ s intua/ hts'tor/t:'a/ andt/adjt/Onaireasons. On the WestCoastthe Statuto ACknow^d ement
Areas are, ' Okar/' La o0n 7:31amakau R/'ver K6tukuwhakaoka Lake 81unner Moana Lake Kanjiere
Pouerua-h^' ua Satwater La o0n Ok^fito La o0n Makaawh/b 7acob3' R/'ver Ka/an arua La o0n
and Lake Palm a. 7he West Coast Councffs w/17 cons^er 7:9 R, nan a o A1 at 727hu and the res ed/ve
a at/' u 10'nan a to be a/7^ofed artiies where resource use ina adverse/ affect Statuto

ACknowk?d ementAreas, [DR 2.2]
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I. .32 FUNcrioNS AND POWERS

To give effect to the purpose and principles of the RMA, central government, regional and district
councils have specific functions, powers and duties.

Regional and district councils have been given primary responsibilities for the management of natural
and physical resources within their areas, subject to the requirements of central government as
exercised through the instruments available under the RMA or through other legislation (such as the
Local Government Act 2002 or Civil Defence Emergency Management ACL 2002).
Under section 30 of the RMA, the

WCRC [MC] is responsible for the control

of:

. Water, air, and land (for the purpose of soil conservation, water management, natural hazards
avoidance and mitigation and hazardous substances management); and
. The investigation of land for the purposes of identifying and monitoring contaminated land;
. The coastal marine area (in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation);
. The discharge of contaminants into the environment;
. River and lake beds; and
. The establishment and implementation of objectives, policies and methods for indigenous
biodiversity; and,

. The strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies and methods.
Under section 31 of the RMA, the three district councils are responsible, in relation to their district, for

the preparation of objectives and policies for the:
. integrated management of the effects of land use;
. Control of the effects of land use, including responsibility for the:
avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards;
use, disposal or transportation of hazardous substances;

prevention and mitigation of the adverse effects of the use of contaminated land; and
the maintenance of indigenous biodiversity;
. Control of the emission of noise; and7
. Control of activities on the surface of water in rivers and lakes.

' WCRC [MC] is further responsible
Under section 30(I)(a) of the RMA, the
for preparing objectives, policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the natural and
physical resources of the region and for preparing objectives and policies in relation to any actual or
potential effects of the use, development, OF and tMCI protection of any land which is of significance.
IMCl has been developed to give effect to this responsibility.

The RPS

,.. 3.3 SrA EMENT OF REGIONAL AND DrSTRICr COUNCIL RESPONSIBILITIES
The
RPS [MC] must state the local authority responsible

for specifying the

objectives, policies and methods for the control of the use of land To avoid or mitigate natural hazards or any group of natural hazards; and
sub^ [MC]
To maintain indigenous biological diversity.

RPS [MC] has identified the management of natural hazards and
indigenous biological diversity as significant resource management issues for the West Coast and
consequently addresses the roles and responsibilities within Seetiens Chapters 11 and 7 respectively.

This
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.4 User Guide to the

.

RPS [Mc]

Part A (this part) contains the introduction. This includes the purpose and the key principles of the
RPS tMCI and an overview of the RMA which provides the statutory
framework relevant to the implementation of objectives, policies and methods in the Regie^liey
^^ent RPS [MC].
Part B contains the 51' nff7cantresource mana ementts'sues for the West Coast Ihc/ud/h the issues of

significance to Poutini Ng5i Tahu. it 10vk/es a summa of these ts'sues andsets' out the obet:a'yes
frC'^s methods and anat:'/ red environmental resu^s' rebt777 to them. 7hts' includes It-contains

[DR 2.2] the objectives, policies and methods to take into account the principles of the reaty of
Waitangi and for recognising and providing for the relationship of Maori with ancestral lands, water,
sites, weihi tapu and other taonga.

[DR 2.2]
,

,

,

To assist the reader in locating all relevant policies, related policies (e, g for
examofo; where

frC'/es in sevena/ cha tels' are rek?vant to a to OSed adj'v/

are cross-referenced in Cha tels' 3-11. tDR 2.21

Part 9 ^:' sets out the administrative procedures relating to the implementation of the Reg^F^liey
Statement RPS [MC]. They include the processes that the

WCRC tMCI will

use to promote integrated management and deal with issues that cross local authority boundaries, and
the procedures to monitor the effectiveness of the

RPS tMCI and for its

review.

Glossary - To assist readers in using the
prepared and is located at the back of this document.

RPS [MC], a glossary has been
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Part B

^Z^!z_t resource management issues
...

.

.

..
..

.

.
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3. ^a, . tDR 2.21 Summary of significant Resource Management
Issues for the West Coast
This Seetien-Chapter^ifies summarts'es MC the si nificant resource mana ement issues for the

West Coast region, Ihcft/din resource mana ement Issues of SI nitcance to Pout/h/' IV ^ 7:7hu IDR
2.21 and ^resents-the ex bibs the RMA bnn/h framework of[MC] objectives, policies and methods
of implementation

. [MC] These issues are summarised in Table I, andare taken

direct/ from Cha tels 3-11 of th/:s' RPS

. IDR 2.21

,

Table I: Summa of the si nificant resource mana ement issues for the West Coast
Sianificant
issues for

Poutini Nq5i
Tahu

I . Ex less/On of ran mrat8n a afyrou h art/'ve Ih vo/veinent in resource mana ement
dects'/On-inak/ho.
2. me need for Ihte rated en v//oninent8/ mana ement of and between 81 resources
rel7ed/h k/' uta ki tai
3. It/$ /in oitant to Pout/h/' /V at 7:7hu that the fr7?;!-su It/h co ac/' of the environment
13 sang uarded and th/:s ca ac/' 1:5 restored where it has been fin aired b use and
deveto merit offesources.
4. fibe need to use resources Ihc/ud/h inah/h a kanesources to susta/h the coinmun '
5. 7he obfr' at70n to rotect w^h/ to u and other toon a for future eneratrbns.
6. 7he wts'e and efi7c/ent 810cab'on and use of non-mineral resources within their ca ac/
to I enerate themselves andhav/h re 81d to the effects of the use. DR 2.2

Resilient and
Sustainable

I. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. it is critical that our

planning documents address this risk by

Communities

,

ev

in n ofn Ia/an h I

,

nffn
Iwh7

inn

n

n

eff

intr

manaoement; IDR 4.61

2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global
commodity prices which can affect the social and economic wellbeing of our
communities. Councils' management of natural and physical resources needs to
contribute, where possible, to making our communities more resilient and sustainable

in the long term. This includes ensuring that communities retain their sense of place,
identity, herboe tDR 4.41,9.8,9.46, 15.1, 15.2, 15.3, 15.6, 15,111 and amenity
values. tMCI
3. The implementation of the RMA by/0031au@^onfrescon,
suooo/t economic growth and creation of
,

employment in the region . whffsta/ avoft/in rein
a

Use and

Development

e

in orm

nana

. DR 4.47

I. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast.
2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, and development andoroted/On of natural
andohvs/Cal resources. tDR 5,461

RegionalIy
Significant

I. Recognising the benefits of, and providing for, the establishment and continued

operation of regionalIy and nationally significant infrastructure

infrastructure

, [DR 6.19] particularly where the^eFe^ it crosses district and/or
regional boundaries.
2. Strate icall inte ratin infrastructure and land use.

Biodiversity and
Landscapes

I. The RMA requires councils to provide protection to significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. W

Is

,a

bnd at can be of concern t 8/7^d fan owners. DR 7.24 7.32 .

, In the context of the current
abundance of Ihd/' enous re etat/bn much of wh/ich I^ on bnd mana ed b the
De artment of Conservation a cross-a en a loach to mana ement Ihc/ud/h both
r ubto and non-re ubto measures I^ re ufr. ed

tDR 7,231
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3. The relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast provides a wealth of
SI nitc:ant fird/ enous v etatibn SI nff7aant habitats of indi n $1^uria outstanding
natural features and natural landsca es and areas w/th outstandin natural character.
JP'hffe these arcos must
be rote^d it 1:5 55fo^ to careft/ff mana e them in a wa that enab/ a to fiate

future employment, regional growth OF anddevelopment. [DR 7.45,7.46,7.51,7.53]
4. Counc/;S' and Pout/h/' A1 at 7^hu need to work to ether to Identi' 0 o1tun/t/es to
reco n/S'e and 10v/de for Pout/h/'/V at 7^hu culture andtr'ad/tinnsin re^^On to the use
and roted/On of Ihd/' enous bind^^e/SI' under the RMA to the extent fact/Cad

ooss/b^. [DR 7,126]
Land and Water

I. Managing adverse effects on water quality arising from point source and diffuse source
discharges to water bodies from activities on land.
2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during drier seasons.
3. integrating the management of subdivision, use and development activities on land

with the potential effects on water quality.
Coastal
Environment

I. The NZCPS requires the avoidance of adverse effects on signifieant certa/h Ihd/@. enous
[MC] coastal biodiversity, and outstanding natural character and landscapes in the
coastal environment. [MCI^I^ith [DR 9.33] 7heseareasa/e wides readon the
West Coast as t has IDR 9.331 a relatively foroe o1000/tinn of unmodified coastal
However; there

environment.

I^ats'o a tDR 9,361 need to enable appropriate future employment, regieRalgrowth and

development, to 10v/a'e for the Re tons econom/C' SOC/;31 and cutu/81 weffbe/h .
tDR 9321

2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use, and development of the coastal environment
while reducing the risk of harm to people, property, and infrastructure from natural
hazards in the coastal environment.

Air Quality

Natural Hazards

I. In urban areas dunn w/hter time PM+g MC emissions of art/Cubte matter MC can
potentially affect people's health. it is critical that people are able to keep warm in
their homes while winter time PM+g art/bulate matter [MC] emissions are reduced to
meet the NESAQ.

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects of those
discharges on air quality and other values.
I. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the potential to create
significant risk to human life, property, community and economic wellbeing on the West
Coast.

2. Increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is required for
communities to become more resilient.
3. Subdivision use and develo merit can contribute to natural hazard risk. DR 11.21

For each of these issues, the
The background to the issues;
The objertives to be achieved

RPS [MC] sets out:

.

.
.

.
.

tMCI

The policies that will meet those objectives (and an explanation of those policies);
The principal reasons for adopting the objertives, policies and methods of implementation; and
The environmental results anticipated from the implementation of those policies and objectives.

RPS [MC] the
in formulating the objectives, policies and methods of this
WCRC tMCI has recognised the fundamental purpose of the Reseu-Fee

RMA [MC], to promote the sustainable management of the natural and physical
RPS tMCI, Council recognises the
resources of the region. in preparing this
role of resource use and development, as well as protection, in the West Coast region and their
contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural
wellbeing, while at the same time ensuring that any adverse effects on the environment are avoided,
remedied or mitigated.

For each of the Regional Iy Significant Issues identified, the objectives, policies and methods have been
developed as a generally high level principles approach. Much of the specific detail relating to their
implementation is included within the regional and ^!1st rid plans.
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The statemen^ [MC] significant resource management issues may address eit^ the [MC] use,
development or protection of resources depending on the focus or relevance to the West Coast of the
issue in question. The objectives, policies and methods which follow the issues then establish the
framework for its sustainable management.
The objectives have been formulated to focus on the long-term outcome sought in relation to the issues
identified. These are high level goals to be aimed for. The
WCRC tMCI

recognises that some of these objectives may not be fully achieved over the life of this Re^naFPeliey
Statement RPS [MC]. However, the objertives do establish an overall outcome that is to be worked
towards.

Policies are statements of a general course of action in working towards the achievement of the
objectives. They may deal with resource use, development or protection, or all of these. Some policies
in the
RPS tMCI are broad in their application, reflecting the high level
principles approach adopted, while others are more specific. All policies (and related objectives and
methods) when read as a whole are designed to promote the sustainable management of resources.
The methods of implementation listed in the
to implement the policies.

RPS tMCI are the specific actions

Issues, objectives, policies or methods in this

RPS [MC] may refer to avoiding,

remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment. The Council considers that in carrying out
its functions under the RMA, it must consider any adverse effects of activities on the environment,

including minor effects, in line with the requirements of section 5(2)(a), (b) and (c). However, adverse
effects will be addressed by the Council in different ways to reflect the different nature and scale of
effects. it may not always be possible or necessary to completely avoid, remedy or mitigate all adverse
effects. Some effects will be so small as to be insignificant or inconsequential and can be ignored. Other
effects may be more than minor but may not be able to be avoided, remedied or mitigated fully, and
positive effects and benefits may outweigh any adverse effects. In some Ihstances It ina be acce tabk?
to affow res/dual effects to be addressed b btod/'vets/' o173'et' or environmental coin ensatton

to 58^;' whfo'h 10vft/e an environmental benefit outs/lye the a frC'at70n site, tDR GS 20, DR 3.71 The
degree and significance of effects, including the potential for cumulative effects, will need to be
considered in the circumstances of each case, and assessed a amst
und^ the [DR GS20] rek?, ant
RPS [MC] and relevant IMC] plan
provisions.

Other matters

The RMA, through sections 6 and 7, sets out a number of matters of national importance (section 6)
that shall must [MC] be recognised and provided for, as well as having particular regard to other
provisions (section 7). Not all of these are considered to be regionalIy significant issues for the West
Coast and therefore do not warrant haulh s ecff7c ob ed/'yes and o1.6^s

tDR 3,101 within this

RPS [MC]. However, they are

recognised, provided for and given regard to oene/affythroughout thts' document; tDR 3,101 regional
and !!1strid plans and in the resource consenting process.

' 777eG?veinmentdocument 'GoodPiact7ce GUManceon Badlyeis/

th in WewZeabnd A ust2014" intrdes u/da

on them iron of on^ts', DR 71/9
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2-3.

[DR 2.2]

Reso u rce

ariagement Issues of Significance

to Poutini Ngai Tahu

. tDR 2.21
Poolr, vr"e^r 7;, HUAffo THEMA"AGE"E"70F"ArumL RESOURCES

7here 15' a dts't/hct/ve cultural context to the wa that Pout/h/' N ^/ 7^hu th/hk about and res rid to

resource mana ement ts'sues in their tok^^^, 7hts cultural context ts' a reflectton of [ D R 2.2]
. The connection between the natural world and Poutini Ngai Tahu through whakapapa, where people

are descended from PapatUanuku, the ancestral earth mother and Ranginui the ancestral sky father.
. A bod of knowk?d e about the bnd water and resources that was devefo d over ene/ations of
co\'ed/'ve Poutih/' A1 at 7:7hu ex er/ience in 71^ JP'a/ ounamu ,

. 7ibe rebttonsh/' between tan ate whenua and the environment and a worb'v/bw that sees eo ^
as art of the worb' around them and not maste/s of/t,

. An understand/h that the care of natural resources is an act of whanaungatanga (caring for the

family) which recognises that people are dependent on resources and have reciprocal obligations to
care for, conserve and protect them, ,. and
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. 7he desire to rotect ke cutura/ values such as inaur/ and inahin a ka/' that are cr/t/Cal to Ident/
sense of bce and cutu/81 weff-belh ,

A br/ef overview of ke values 11hc/ fo;^s and fact/bes ts 10v/ded here, ' [DR 2.2]
I. K;31thk/tan a

77ad/t/Onaff ka/t/;ak/' were the non-human uard/;ans of the environment e. , birds animak;' fish and
re trk;^s whfo'h in effect coinmunfo'ated the rebt/Ve heath and vital' of their res ed/Ve en vylonments
to focal tobun a and fan at77a who were res onsbk? for Ihter let/h the ^ ns'and inak/h dec/:s'tons
accordin I . Pout/h/' IV at 7^hu cons/der ka/t/ak/tan a as a much w/der cutura/ conce t than ure
uardbnsh/' . 7b pout/h/' A1 ^ 7:7hu kanr^k/tan a entaffs an adj've exerc/:s'e offes onSIb\ Ih a manner
hene/7c/at to the resource. Ka/t/;ak/' the o k;? who fact/be kamiakit'an a do so because the bob the
author/' and res nsfoff/' to do so. 70 Pout/h/ A1 ^ 7^ahu ka/t/;ak/tan a ts' not a ass/'ve custod/;ansh/'
and the are I ufr'ed to b an active ka/t/13k/70k? in the da to da mana ement of natu/81 resources.

[DR 2.2]

Section 7(a) of the RMA requires the Council to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga. The outcomes
of kaitiakitanga are likely to include the management of natural resources in a way that ensures that
all taonga (which includes all natural resources) are available for future generations.
2. Ran at flatan a

Ran at/78tan a involves hay/h the mana or author/' to exercts'e the rebt/Onsh/' of Pout/h/'IV at 7^hu
and their cuture and tradit'/bns w/th the natural worki. Altfo'k? 17 of the itea of Wallan I' and sections
6 e and 8 of the RMA are concerned with thts' same rebt/Onsh/' .
77ad/ttona\' fan atfr'at an a Ihcor fates the r/' ht to make alter and enforce deci5'/bns e/tain/h to
how a resource ts' to be used and mana ed and b whom. 70da It ts' SIh7ff'81 to the fund/bns of the
MICRC and ts' ex lessed throu h the rebtrbnsh/ between Poutin/ IV at 7^hu and the Councff'. A radical
ex less/On of ran at/ratan a ts' the active involvement of Poutrh/' N at 7^hu in resource mana ement

dects'ton-makih rocesses, The Regional Council has long recognised the need to consult with Poutini
Ngai Tahu - and to provide opportunities for their ^ai^ieipatien active involvement in resource
management processes. The two runanga have been invited to appoint members to the Council's
Resource Management Committee and this arrangement has worked well for many years, rwith-i\i
Pout/h/'IV ^ 7:7hu wM cont7hue to have having a voice in all resource management decision making.
tDR 2.21
3. Maun'

For Pout/h/ N ^ 7:7hu inaun'13 the fryt? force that comes from wallua - the s int or source of exts'tence
and aff fr7^?. Maur/ ts' the fry^ force in the h 5/6a/ worki. As a fr7i? finc/ k? inaur/' fin fres heath and
s 1/11; In the environment inauntan be used to describe the Ihtrins/C' values of aff resources and of the
totalecos stem, In the natural environment inaur/' ts' of a/amount 17n o1tance to the weffbe/h of the
eo fog. Maur/' can be hamied b the act/Ons of humans but 13 unaffected b natural rocesses such as
natu/81d/:5'85te/s.

7i^e reservation of the inaun' of a\' natural resources is' a/amount to Pout/h/' /V at 7:7hu to ensure that
natural and h SIC'a/ resources ina be used susta/hab/ b resent and future ene/attons. 7he overaff
ur OSe offesource mana ement/brPoutrh/'/V at 7^hu ts' the maintenance of the inaur/bfnatu/81and
h siCa/ resources and to enhance inaur/' where it has been de faded.
7here are indicators with/h the environment both h 5168/ and s 1/1tua/ that Pout7h/' N at 7^hu use to
measure inaur/: 7hese Ihc/ude the lesence of heath inah/h a ka^ and health 7701a and 1:7una the
lesence of resources fit for cultural use and the aesthet/C' uafrtlies of resources such as the vts'to\
of in o1tant bndmarks, S intua/ Ihd/Cato/s are those from the atua ods wh/Lib can take man

foams andare recaffedin the k6rero arakau sto/yes of wh, ^'nau andha ,, [DR 2.2]
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4. Mahinoaka/'
Mahin a ka/ renals to Pout/h/ N ^/ 7:7hu cutu/a/ values in assoc/86.0n w/th food and other natural

resources and includes such resources as those used for wea v/h carv/h and 10n o^' M, ^'o11'0r M50r/
med/Cine. it ats'o Ihc/udes the bces where such resources are 8thered such as flyers and coastal
waters, me term inah/h a ka^ encom asses SOC/;31 and educat7bna/ e^merits as weff as the rocess of

athellh cultural maten;ats' natural resources. it Ihc/udes the wa such resources are athered the

bce where the are athered from and the actual resource lise"': IDR 2.21
5 K7' Ut;a K7' 7:31

7he ribc/' k? of k7 Ut;a K7 7:31' ' the mounta/hs to the sea ' reflects the hofr^tic nature of t/ad/bona/
resource mana ement art/Cubr/ the Ihterde endent nature and fundton of the vanbus ek?merits of

the environment within a catchment; 7h/5' nhc/' kg re unesanIht fated mana ementa loach across

the ^ridandwaterbounda . [DR 2.2]
6, JP'^h/ to u

W^h/ to u are bces of antbubr SI nitcance that ha re been Imbued w/th an element of sacredness
or rest/ICt/On to u toffowin a certa/h event or circumstance, JP'ah/ to u 51tes are treated accord/h to

trkan a and kawa that seek to ensure that the to u nature of those sites ts' res eded. ,V^h/ta u Ihcft/de
kdw/' human reina/hs uru ^ bulb/ 51tes wallvhakaheke ttr ^ aku water hurl;31 51tes hts'tollC' a
burr^d whaka//o carv/h s tuh/tuhi o neher^' archaeofo foal and rock art 51tes tohu markers"such
as fondmarks mounti?/hs moun!a/h fan es and some trees aria caves and touran a waka canoe

bnd/h 51tes , IDR 2.21
I 7^on@a
A\' natu/81 resources - air bnd water and Ihd/ enous b/od/ve/SI are toon a, aon a are treasures
thin s h^' h/ 11zed and 17n rt'ant to Pout/h/' IV at 7^hu denyed from the Atua Gods and k?/? b the
ti uria ancestors' to 10vk/e and sustia/h fry^?, 7^on a Ihc/ude sites and resources such as w^h/ to u

touran a waka and inahin a in^total other sites for at hellh food and cutura/ resources tr/baff
SI rin7cant bnd/bams and ligatures. Die tom cutu/a/ bndsca s ts' an incit/sire ex lesston for too
sites and a/^s. D R 2.2

Pounamu is a taonga of utmost importance to Poutini Ngai Tahu/Ngai Tahu culture and tradition, and

the th-Fee two oapatiZiu [DR 2.2] rananga have each prepared a reseu-Fee Douriamu management plan
to manage appropriate use and protection of pounamu. Councils must have regard to these

management plans when preparing regional and district plans, and when considering resource use
activities that might affect pounamu resources.
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. [DR 2.2]

The significant resource management issues for Poutini Nga, Tahu on the West Coast a e.
I. E;^' less/On off;an It/78tan a throu h active involvement in resource mana ement dects'/On-inak/h ,
2. the need/br/hte rated environmental mana ementofandbetween aff resources reflect/h k/Vta
kitai

3. it ts' fin rt'ant to Pout7h/' A1' at 7^hu that the fr7^-su Itin ca ac/' of the environment ts'
sang uarded and thts' ca ac/' ts' restored where it has been fin aired b use and devefo merit of
resources.

4. me need to use resources includ/h inah/h a kanesources to susta/h the coinmun/'
5 me obfr' atton to rotect wabi to u and other toon a for future ene/attons,
6. 7ibe wts'e and ei77c/ent a\'ocat/On and use of non-in/hera/ resources w/th/h their ca ac/

to

re ene/ate hay/h r ard to the effects of the use, [DR 2.2]
Note, ' Some of these issues are deaft' w/th in other cha tels ofthts' RPS. [DR 2.2]

jin^^ [DR 2.2]
OBJEcrivEs

I. To take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi in the exercise of functions and powers
under the RMA.

2. Recognise and provide for the relationship of Poutini Ng5i Tahu and their culture and traditions with
their ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga within the West Coast Region.
POLICIES

I. Adjn coo erativel and in o0d faith the re ional and dts'tr/Ct DR 2.2 councils will continue to
rovide o ortunities for active involvement of tan ata whenua ' DR 2.2 in resource

management processes under the RMA.

2. In consultation with Poutini Ng5iTahu, provide for the protection of ancestral land, w5hi tapu, water,
sites, and other taonga from the adverse effects of activities, in a manner which is consistent with
the purpose of the RMA.

3. The special relationship that Poutini Ng5i Tahu have with to taiao (the environment), and their
economic, cultural, and spiritual values, including their role as kaitiaki, will be given particular
consideration in resource management decisions and practices.
4. The aspirations of Poutini Ngai Tahu concerning the development of papakainga housing on Poutini
Ngai Tahu land will be recognised and supported.
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

Pof I ts' Ihtended to reflect flea rinc/' fogs and lyes effect to sectfon 8 of the RMA. [DR 2.2] The

term **principles of the Treaty of Waitangi" originates from the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975. The Court
of Appeal has emphasised that it is the principles of the Treaty which are to be applied, not the literal
words. The Priw Council characterised the Treaty principles as a dynamic force in that they reflect the
intent of the Treaty as a whole and include, but are not confined to, the express terms of the Treaty.
in this context the re ional andd/5'tortcouncils' res onsibilities are is DR 2.2 to take into account the

principles of the Treaty as defined by the Act and clarified by the courts.
7he wa s in which act/'ve involvement shoub' be 10vk/ed w/\ need to be determined in consutatton
between the Counc/1:5 and Pout/h/' A1 at 727hu. As weff as consultation on s ecfr7c matters adj've
involvement couki be 17n k?merited b methods Ihcftid/h but not frh7/ted to informatton shallh
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deveto merit of Maria ,,'hakahono a Rohe Ivy/' art/d atton allan ementS or other rebt/Onsh/

a feementS su oft for Pout/h/' N ^ 7^ahu environmental Ih/t/;at^^es and re resentat/On on beanh

oanels'. [DR 2.2]
The re ional and dtstrfotcouncils DR 2.2 will endeavour to:

a) Ensure that its their [DR 2.2] understanding of the interpretation of the principles of the Treaty is
consistent with the current interpretation of the Courts;
by Take into account the following principles:
. act reasonably and in good faith;
. make informed decisions;
. consider whether active steps are needed to protect Maori interests;

. not take actions which would prevent the redress of claims; and
. recognise that the government must be able to govern.
PofrC' 2 I'ves effect to section 6 e of the RMA b reco rib/h recognise [DR 2.2]
that some resources, places or things are of special significance to Maori. These include w5hi tapu sites,

IMCl archaeological sites, other historic sites or places and natural fondsca es or
features of cultural or traditional importance to Maori. A1'atural bndsca es ina have cutu/81 values
such as ,^' k^/h a ara towhit'o triad/t/bna/ ti'a/^' ounamu inah/h a ka/ and w, ^'h/ in oa face

names , 7ibe traditions of A1 ^/ 7^hu in uria ancestors are embedded in the bndsca e, IDR 7,1281

The policies aim to protect such sites and values from the adverse effects of resource use and
development as far as is practicable.
Po"'cv 3. ' Pofi'C' 3 I'ves effect to sectton 6 e of the RMA and ars'o to Sect/On 7 a wh/bh I unes that

art/Cubr I 31d be lyen to kamiak/tan a, [DR 2.2] The role of Poutini Ngai Tahu as kaitiaki is an

integral part of the special relationship Poutini Ng5i Tahu have with their land, and all living things.
Pout/h/' A1 ^/ 7:7hu airead have in ut Ihto ki'ent/' in and assess/h adverse effects on their economic
cultural and s intua/ ,81ues throu h RMA bnn/h and consent rocesses. Further consuit'8170n ina

be undertaken in the future between the re tonal and dts'irkt counc/^' and Pout/h/ N 51 7^hu about

how their ka/tbk/tan a 10^ can be enabk?d tDR 2.21

Policy 4 abo lyes effect to sectton 6 e of the RMA b seek/h seeks to ensure that tangata whenua
face no unnecessary barriers in the development of their Poutih/'N a^' 7:7hu [DR 2.2] lands.
RELATED POLICIES

Chapter 4 Policy 5
All other policies in this

RPS [MC].

METHODS

I. Provide for consultation with Poutini Ngai Tahu in a way which is timely, practicable, meaningful
and continuous as provided by the Te Rananga g Ngai Tahu ACL 1996, and in accordance with
Poutini Ngai Tahu tikanga.
2. Prov^FSFCounc/115 must MC consult w/th Poutini N ai Tahu about the a to fiate foam of their
involvement on Ih. '

12!^0 development,

^!

,

and

resource consent processes, .
^!! other counc/I RMA deci5'/bn-inakin rocesses ' and
91 enabfr. h the ka/t/;ak/tan a rok? of Poutin/ A1 at 7^hu. [DR 2.2]

3. Recognise Poutini Ngai Tahu initiatives to articulate their resource management values and methods
through iwi management plans.
4. Inform affected Poutini Ngai Tahu Rananga of resource consent applications as they are received.
5.

Add conditions to resource consents incorporating iwi protocols to protect
ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu and other taonga where a to 1/13te to avo/d reined or
in/ti' ate adverse effects on fly/ yak/es.
. [DR 2.26]
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6. in re arin re ional andd/^intr DR 2.2 o1icies and Ians and when makin decisions OR rebtrho

!j2 resource consents, have regard to Statutory Acknowledgements Areas7 and mataitai reserves,
and take Ihto accountiwi mana ement Ians.
7.

,

,
,

,

,

,

tDR 2.21
Z Dts'tr/of councils' must consuff' w/th Poutin/' A1 at 7:7hu to detem7ine how a akt^'/h a hous/h can be

toy/ded form the 06tr/tit Pbns. [DR 2.17]
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJEcrivEs, POLICIES AND METHODS

All those exercising functions and powers under the RMA are required by section 8 to take into account

the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. These provisions reflect current practice which is working well,
and will enable the Regional Council to continue to carry out its obligation under the RMA to provide
for tan ata whenua act/'veinvo/veinent ' ' DR 2.2 in the mana ement of the re ion's natural

and physical resources and to recognise and provide for the relationship of Poutini Ng5i Tahu, their
culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, w5hi tapu, and other taonga. 7h/:s' ts'
Ih7 Itant to susta/bin Pout/h/'/V ^ 7^hu bent/' and weffbe/h . tDR 2.21
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESUL S

I. Wahi tapu and other taonga are recognised and provided for when managing the adverse effects of
the use and development of natural and physical resources.

2. Helping to maintain the relationship of Poutini Ngai Tahu and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, w5hi tapu and other taonga within the West Coast region.

3. Recognition of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, and making resource management decisions
which take these principles into account.
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4.

Resilient and Sustainable Communities

BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

To plan for the future we must first examine and learn from our past. Prior to European settlement and
the discovery of gold circa 1864, the West Coast was home to Poutini Ngai Tahu. Reciprocity or balanced
eXchange encompassed all areas of general trade - timber, pounamu, in ahinga kai {Feed)-sea^^, art
and weaponry, and land access agreements, internally and inter-tribal Iy. Post 1864 the West Coast had
its economic roots in the mining industry - both gold and coal. Timber, fisheries and agriculture also

played a big role.
, Due to a htsto/foal refance on the ex It of
coinmodt^s from the r ton [DR 4.13] our towns and communities' populations have fluctuated -

dramatically in some cases. When employment declines people often move away, and communities can
lose their sense of identity. Less money is available and towns and settlements can become run down,
losing their amenity values.
To be resilient and sustainable, our communities require a skiffed workforce in [DR 4.30] more
consistent and reliable em 10 merit and a decent household income and focal access to as-relFas

[DR 4.30] modern health, education and recreation services. Our regional community cannot grow and
prosper without new economic development that ts dr/'yen b Ihfr'astructure Ihno, atton ca 11:31
internat/Ona/ connect/Ons and a sk/\ed workforce

IDR 4.301 Without this, there is a very real risk that this region will start to experience population
decline and the loss of core services.

The re^tire^^ emergence of the st^ing [MC] dairy and tourism sectors have provided
alte^ Ihcome sources add/ttona/ MC to the mineral extraction industries. But the future of the
re ion cannot rel on these three sectors alone. Further diversification of the West Coast DR 4.31

economyis crucial - to counteract fluctuations causedb external/h/7uencessuch 851n tDR 4,311 the
commodities market, eXchange rates and the needs and wants of our export and tourism markets. The
dispersed nature of the West Coast means that even small to medium-sized investment can have
significant positive impacts. The West Coast needs to present itself as an attractive place to live, kgarn,
Ihnovate [DR 4.31] and do business, inviting diversification of the key industries and providing
alternatives from, and added vaft/eta [DR GS39] the cornerstones of the traditional earners. ^=his
ACh^v/hq diversification can be asststed by enab17io

reliable access to

the natural and h sfo'a/reg-ie^ resources of the re 10n, [DR 4.17] mmot7h an ariaffab/\ of uafr'
ffvin environments [DR 4.32] as-\rell-as and ensuring sound, consistent and reliable regulatory
processes.

7he h/ h uafr' fry/h en vimnment on the West Coast 13 made u of man thin s that our coinmun/tiles
value. 7he ton loud histo of the West Coast remains vts'/bk? in the numerous hts'tollC' bulk//h s
bces monuments and bndsca es incft/d/h our flyers bkes and coastal en v//oninentS. it 15' from
these resources that a sense of bce and benti' are derived 7b ensure our communities 10s er we
must rotect the SI rin7cant yakies of these resources as for as lactic'ab/ 551bk? wh/1st encou/a in

o o1tumbes for fonth and devefo merit that do not underrnine those values. tDR 5,108,7.128,9.6,
9.8,9.46,9.96,15.1,15.2,15.3,15.6,15,111

Poor quality regulation and high compliance costs can act as a brake on business growth, investment
and job creation. Councils need to be mindful of the impact of regulation on the economy - good quality
regulation can be used to stimulate economic growth. Consistency in interpreting and implementing
the law has been identified as a desirable yet problematic feature of any regulatory environment.

Businesses require a reasonable degree of certainty to operate with confidence, especially when it
comes to larger investments. Consistency between Councils with approaches that are timely and effects
based, and provide both certainty as well as flexibility where it is required, is critical Iy important for
business confidence.

Each of the Councils recognise the importance of economic growth and development for their districts
and have taken steps, individually and collectively, to raise the profile of this through the development
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RPS [MC] does not
of district and regional economic strategies. While this
seek to drive economic development of itself, it can establish the importance of developing an enabling
RMA) framework in our region, within which growth is welcomed, by
ensuring that the Legional and glistrict plans enable development whilst also achieving environmental
outcomes.

,

. IDR 4.6,4,1241
The significant issues in relation to resilient and sustainable communities on the West
Coast are

I. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. it is critical that our planning documents
address this risk by

,

,

encouraged-enab"'h the a 10 16te use and devefo merit of natural and h foal resources whffst
fomob'h theirsustiainab^ mana ement. [DR 4.6]
2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global commodity prices
which can affect the social and economic wellbeing of our communities. Councils' management of
natural and physical resources needs to contribute, where possible, to making our communities
more resilient and sustainable in the long term. This includes ensuring that communities retain their
sense of place, identity, bentoQe [DR 4.41,9.8,9.46,15.1,15.2, 15.3, 15.6,15.11] and amenity
values.

3. The implementation of the RMA by focal authorities can, '

,

supporteconomic growth and creation of employment in the regionz
whffstabo avoft/in reined in ormit'/ atin an assorratedadVe/se e/7^cts. [DR 4.47]
OBJECTIVES
I. To enable sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast.

2. To ensure the region's planning framework releen^e^and tDR 4,691 enables aooroon;ate ev^'tino

andnew[DR 4.72] economic use, development and new employment opportunities in-the^ion,
MC while ensurin susta/habfo DR 4.72 environmental outcomes are met ach^ved, inck/dino

those s fled in the Anat'/ ted En^tonmenta/ Resufts' in aits' RPS [DR 4.66]
3. To ensure that the West Coast has bu-ilt oh^/C'a/ tDR 5,108,9.6,9.46,9,961 environments that
effective Iy integrate subdivision, use and development with the natural environment, and which
have a sense of place, identity and a range of lifestyle and employment options.
4. 7he 51' nitcant values of hts'tonC' henZa e are a to 11;ate/ mana ed to contr/bute to the

economfo' SOCb/ and cultural weffbe/h of the West Coast tDR 9.8,9.46,15.1,15.2,15.3,15.6,
15.111
5. 76 rec nts'e and IOUftfe for the rebt/onshi s of Poutin/' A1 at 7:3hu w/th cutu/81 bndsca es.

[DR 7,128]
POLICIES

I. To sustainab/ IDR 4.1011 manage the West Coast's natural and physical resources in a way that

enables a range of exts'tin and new tDR 4,981 economic activities to occur, -prieFit^g Ihcft/d/ho
[DR 4.96] activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term sustainability
of the region's communities.
2. Regional and ^!istrict plans shall musttMq:
a) 9nly ^onto in regulation if-it that is the most effective and efficient way of achieving resource
management objective(s), taking into account the costs, benefits and risks;
by Be as consistent as possible;
c) Be as simple as possible;
d) Use or support good management prortices;
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e) Minimise compliance costs where possible;
f) Enable subdivision, use and development that
effect to re^vantnat/ona/andre tonal ofrt:' directton; [DR 4,106] and

q/yes

g) Focus on effects and, where suitable, use performance standards.
. IDR 4.6,4,124,4,126,4,1291
I^. 4, To consider the transfer and delegation of regional and district council functions (as provided by
sections 33 and 34 of the RMA) where it would result in increased efficiencies and/or effectiveness
in achieving resource management objectives, using shared services principles.
^. 5, To promote. :

a) the sustainable ^16pment-in manaoementoftDR GS. 201 urban areas and small settlements,
along with the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values in these places, ,. and
by the maintenance and enhancement of ubfrC' access to and akin the coastal manhe area bkes
and flyers where it contr/butes to the economic SOCb/ and cutu/81 weffbe/h of eo kg and
coinmun/t/es. DR 5,108 9.6 9.46 9.96

5 Promote the susta/habk? mana ement of hts'tonC' hernia e throu h. .

a) Ident/77cat/On of 51' nitcant values assoc/;ated w/th hts'tonC' bento e '
by Ensunh that subdivision use and devefo merit does not detract from the SI rin7C'ant values of
h/^tollC'herita e' and

c) Encou/;a in the ada t/Ve reuse of hts'tonC' hellta e where a to flate and factfo'ab^. tDR 9.8,
9.46,15.1,15.2,15.3,15.6,15.111
6. Cutura/ bndsca es are a to I^tel Identified and effects of act/'v/ties are mana ed in a wa that

toy/des for the cutura/ rebttonsh/' s of Poutin/ N ^ 7^ahu. [DR 7,128]
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

The implementation of Policy I supports diversification of the economy in order to create communities
that are both more resilient and sustainable. The importance of manao/ho beth natural and physical
resources in a sustainabk? wa is acknowk?d ed [DR 4,162] recoon/:sino that
this-as it is through the roted/On use grand [DR 4,160] development of those resources that our
communities' economic and social wellbeing will be provided for in the future. Weleaning Enabl, ho tMCI

opportunities for a wide range of industries to establish in the region will provide a variety of
employment options assisting with reducing the potential market fluctuations on individual industry
sectors.
EnabfrhQ tDR 4,961 growth will also provide incentives for bath
businesses to develop in the region, as well as encouraging people to reside on the West Coast.

Policy 2 aims to provide a regulatory framework that promotes diversity, innovation, and encourages
businesses to invest in the region and grow. The policy seeks to make the regional and e!istrict plans
as *business friendly' as possible (while still maintaining environmental standards). Consistency over
like matters is efficient for Councils, businesses, developers, communities and individuals. it can lead
to smarter shared services, and ensuring that regulation is effective and not excessively costly.
Adopting or supporting good/best practice through other tools such as performance standards or codes

of practice should avoid regulation from becoming out of date as well as promoting ownership of
environmental performance and reduce compliance costs.

Enabling subdivision, use and development in Legional and ^!istrict plans can be achieved in a number
of ways. Most obviously this is through activity status (for example permitted or controlled activities),
but there are other tools such as limited notification of resource consent applications and setting out
resource consent application information requirements.

Effects of activities should be the focus of plans. This encourages innovation and avoids unnecessarily
restrictin uses and develo merits that are able to meet environmental bett^lines outcomes. DR

4,1621 There will be circumstances whereby specific constraints are justified. However, Plans should
provide the ability to innovate and adapt where possible.
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tDR 4.6,4,1241

Policy 4-,^' seeks to achieve efficiency and consistency in the management of council functions
particularly where one council may have expertise.

The implementation of Policy 5:!^incorporates concepts of aesthetically pleasing, stimulating and vibrant
urban areas and smaller settlements. it also seeks to promote a range of amenity values to present
choices to meet the diverse needs of residents throughout the region. it is important to not only apply
this in the recognised urban towns but the smaller settlements with which people feel a strong
connection to, and identity with. in renalence to PofrC' 4 b It ts' 17n o1tant that ubfrC' access to these
natu/81 environments is' mainta/hed where o551bk? exce t for exam fop where It ts unsa/^ so that

eo k? and coinmun/t/es can 10v/de for their weffbe/h . IDR 5,108,9.6,9.46,9.961
Pofr' 5 fomotes the sustainabk? mana ement of hist0/76 bento e. 7h/:s' I unes re tonal and dts'tort
bns to include schedu^;s of SI' rin7cant hts'toIfo' henta e ' and that the effects of an subd^^ts'/On use
and devefo merit on those Identified values are a 10 17^tel rec nts'ed and mana ed 7hts a loach
abo encoura es cons/delat/On to be lyen to the econom/C' v/;abff/ of to sab Ihvo/v/h hts'tollC'

heritaoe, [DR 15.3,9.8,9.12]
P0"' 6 reco nts'es that the traditions of Pout7h/' N ^ 7:7hu to uria ancestors are embedded in the
fondsca e. Ind/bato/s of these inter ene/attona/ bndsca es include ^ and ka/h a a/a towhit'o
trad/bona/ trails' ounamu inahin a ka/' w^h/' to u and w^h/^h oa bce names . Protectton of
Poutin/'/V at 7^hu cutura/fondsca s from Iha to n;ate use deveto meritandsubd^^/5/@n ts' /in Itant
to Pout/h/' N ^/ 7^hu cuture ki'ent/' and weffbe/h and consuit'atton w/th Pout/h/' N 5^' 7^hu ts' re uned

to deterin/he a to flate means of addressin thts' in artfo'ubr bcatrbns, [DR 7,128]
RELATED POLICIES

All other policies in this

RPS tMCI-

METHODS

I. The Regional and District Councils, when reviewing their plans, considering options for plan changes,
or replacement of an entire plan, shaW must[MC]:
a) Consider:
i) Removing unnecessary regulation;
it) Opportunities for streamlined, efficient processes;

iii) Increasing flexibility of approach, certainty of provisions, and consistency of process; and
iv) Taking a risk based approach;

by Consider t he benefits, costs and risks of combining planning documents and joint plan changes,
in part or in total, including on specific resources or geographical areas; and

c) Consider the use of good management practices (including environmental best practice
guidelines, and codes of practice).
2. Undertake joint consent processes where appropriate.
3. Use I tonal and d/:girtt bns and the resource consent rocess to it/en ' SI nff7@nt hen^a e
yak/es and to rec nts'e the contr/button of ubfrC' access and 51' nir7cant henta e yakies to the
economfo' SOC/;?/ and cutura/ we\'bein of eo ^ and coinmun/t/es and to mana e adverse effects

on these and other amen/' yak/es, IDR 5,108,9.6,9.8,9.12,9.46,9.96,15.1,15.2,15.3,15.6,
15.111
4. R tonal and dts't7/of councffs w/\ consuff' with Pout7h/ N at 7:7hu about a, ,10,111?te ,toyts'/bn for

cutura/bndsca esin re tonal andd/Str/Ct bns. IDR 7.1281
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PRTNCiPA REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS

The objectives, polices and methods of implementation have been adopted to enhance the quality of
life for the residents of the West Coast by creating sustainable and resilient communities that have

vibrant, safe and cohesive town centres with a range of residential and business opportunities. Providing
a region that is welcoming to business and that will enable growth, diversification and innovation w/Ih/h
a framewo/k of sust;31habk? mana ement IDR 4.1791 is one step towards achieving this leading to
greater community wellbeing. Promoting the ongoing viability of existing town centres by creating a
sense of place and identity with sufficient levels of service is vital to retaining and growing our
population into the future. The intent is for development that is compatible with surrounding uses and
values, is served by the appropriate level of social infrastructure and is appropriate within the context
of the surrounding environment. Good planning (and urban design) can improve West Coasters' social
and cultural wellbeing, strengthen our sense of place, enhance our ability to access services and connect
with our wider community. 7hts' Ihc/udes for exam Ie rowston for rotedin SI nitcant bel7t;a e

values and mainta/h/h ubfrC' access to natural resources, tDR 5.108,7,128,9.6,9.12,9.46,9.96,
15.31
AN ICIPAT D ENVIRONMENTAL RESU TS

I. Improved coordination and collaboration with resource management and related functions between
the Regional and District Councils, using shared services principles.
2. Simplified application of regulation,

. [DR GS20]

3.

7he amen/' ualues of urban areas andsmaff sett^?merits as we\'as ubirC'
access to the coastal manhe area bkes and n've/s are ina/htained and enhanced where 551bk?.

[DR 5,108,9.6,9.46,996]
4. 7he 51' rimC'ant values of hts'tollC' hent6 e are roteded as much as fact/t:'ab/ 551bk? and

contribute to the economfo' SOC/17/8ndcuff'ural weffbe/h of the West Coast IDR 15.3,9.121
5. 7he trad/ttona/andon oin rebttonsh/' s of Pout/h/A1 at 7:7hu with cutu/81bndsca esaresusta/hed

for the benefit of future ene/ations, IDR 7,1281
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5. Use and Development of Resources
BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

The sustainable management of natural and physical resources means managing the use, development
and protection of natural resources in a way or at a rate that enables people and communities to
provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing while meeting the requirements of section
5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the

RMA+tMCI,

The state and availability of natural resources is relatively more important for the West Coast's economy
than for many other regions in New Zealand. 7he un/ ue eofo foalandcfr7nat/C'condit'/Ons of the re ton
have resuted in creat/h a bndsca un"'ke an other in IVew Zeabnd
,

. [DR 7.23] 7h/:s' environment not on/ 10v^es
o Ituru' for economfo' fonth but ts' also treasured b Its man vts/to/s as weff as those who frye

here. Hence, the West Coast is extreme/ tDR 5,321 reliant on the natural and physical resources of
the region for both its economic, social and commani^y cutu/a/tDR 2.21 wellbeing.
Traditionally mining (coal and gold) has been the primary employer in the region. with around-^
Earming is also a significant contributor, particularly throuoh the dairy
industry, ,

,

. [DR 5.32] in addition to direct farm income from milk

production, the added value by the processing of the product is a significant contributor to regional
employment and income. Many engineering and other support businesses exist because the mining and
farming activity, and rebted value-added adjv/ties [DR 5.19] creates the demand for their products
and services.

four/:s'in has a^'o had a ton hts'to on the West Coast startin in the inn:/-18003 with focal u/d/h of
earl Euro ean ex fore/s b Pout7h/'/V ^/ 7:7hu. 7hetourism sectoris-arse cont7hues to Ia ' DR 2.2

an increasingly important role in the West Coast economy.
The region
is rich in natural landscapes, coastal environments, and rivers and lakes, and with world renowned
attractions such as ,Vorki' Hernia e Parks tDR 7,231 the region is gaining traction in international
markets.

DR 5.32 7he West coast

hasahih/ateoftour^in fonth. [DR 5.11]
Aside from these three mainstays of the economy, other industries based on natural resources include
forestry, fishing7 (includ/h for wh/tebait' [DR 5.29] ext/action of other mine/ats'such as ironsano!s' and
garnets, [DR 5.34] horticulture, sphagnum moss harvesting, andfood production as well as a thriving
arts industry usino consistin^f pounamu, gold, wood, stone and copper. Aggregate extraction and
production is important for

the construction, operation, maintenance

and u radin of infrastructure and for broader economic antivi across the West Coast far w/Ih/h the

building and construction sectors. The manufacturing and construction sectors, through heaw and light
engineering industries, have developed to service these primary sectors and now play an important role
in the regional economy itself. Future fonth in the re 10n ts' frke/ to cont/hue to be based around the
use and deveto merit of natu/81 resources in the first instance w/Ih su rt'in Ihdustf/195 deveto in

afon side these 16ffowed b other sectors as demand deterrn/hes or sectors d/Vers/ . tMq
7he West Coast has a SI' rill7cant to rt'/On of bnd adm/hts'teled b the De artment of Conservation,
7he rotedton ofbnd for exam fo? thinu h nattona/ arks or workiher/ta e areas 15' a foam offesource
use that ts' cent/81 to the 10n term sustainab/\ of West Coast coinmun/ties. Wew devefo merit of
tour7:sin rebted infrastructure within the conservat/On estate wM rout/e Ihcentives for fonth and
investment in the w/der Re 10n. 7here are ats'o a number of other act/'v/t/es that occur on bnd
admints'teled b the De artment includin Iazin I, tences min/h and s ha num moss harvestIh ,
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7he De artment ts'sues concess/Ons for these adj'vines to occur and the environmental effects are

cons/dered throu h th/:s' rocess. 7h/S' Ihd/Lates that while br e ort/Ons of bnd are not freehoki in the
Re ton a to 1/13te use and devefo merit can occur ene/at/h fonth 0 o1tunmes wh/^ st/\
rotectin the values of natural resources and the wider environment. Reco nit/On of the De artment

of Conservation as a ina br bndowner and contributor to economic devefo merit I^ extreme/
fin Itant for the future of the West Coast. [DR 5,110]
Some land and resource use activities are may be [DR 5.32 FS] incompatible with others, for example

mining near residential areas. Planning and managing for these is essential to ensure that beth the

rid social wellbein of communities is looked after. 7here are ats'olbstances

where mutual' bene/7c/at outcomes can be achieved for exam ^ where eco/ foal values are
toteded wh/its't deveb merit occurs.

. Where these situat/Ons artse on ubfrC. conservation bnd the w/\
not on/ be mana ed b re tonal and d/^trfot bns but ats'o thinu h the De artment3' Conservation

MariaoementSiC^14 IDR 5.30,5,331

The reliance on the natural resources of the region requires that the environment remain in a healthy
functioning state to provide for this. People choose to invest, do business, live and recreate on the
West Coast

due to tMCI the un/ ue ands ecb/nature of the re ton and/tS

tDR 7,231 natural resources ^he-regien. On the West Coast most con/7fots arise from the desire of

some thes to use resources andthe desire of others to rotectthem. [DR 5.30] Use, and development

and as-*relFas [MC] protection of the region's natural and physical resources7 is therefore a significant
resource management issue for the West Coast.

The significant issues in relation to the use and development of resources on the West
Coast are:

I. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast.

2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, and development and rotedton of natu/81andohvsfo'at
resources. [DR 5.46]
OBJECTIVES

I. To recognise the role of resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution to
enabling people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing.
2. To recognise that the use and development of natural resources may be incompatible with other
land uses, in some situations and locations.
POLICIES

I. Reco nition will be iven in resource mana ement rocesses to the role of susta/habk? tDR 5,791

2.

resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution to enabling people and
communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.
To recognise that natural and physical resources important for the West Coast s economy need to

be protected from significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and developmentran^land
prateetien [DR 5.84,5.86,5.87,5.89,5,103] with particular emphasis on either both. '
a) Avo/a'/h reined in or in/t/' atIh reverse sensitivity effects an3'1h from new adjvit't's belh
Iha to Ibte/ tocared near extstrh IDR 5.86,5.891 toF:
i) primary production activities;
it) industrial and commercial activities;
iii) minerals extraction*;
iv) significant tourism infrastructure; and

v) e, eisting currentand planned regionalIy significant infrastructure; ** and
by ^erilisatien Generaff' avoki'in new act/'v/ties rec/ud/h the otentr;31 future use of: IDR 5.86,
5.891

i) land with significant mineral resource^; or
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it) land which is likely to be needed for regional Iy significant infrastructure.
*Minerals extrartion includes aggregates and other mining adjvities.
**Pie team " brined re tonal 51' nitcant Ihfr'astrudure" in Pofr' 2 a v refers to Ihfr'astrudure and or sites Identified b

des/' nations Asset Maria ement Pbns or Ihcft/ded in other bns or st/at Ies ado ted b the West Coast Counc/ts', IDR 51041
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

The implementation of Policy I recognises the importance of the role of resource use and development
on the West Coast and its contribution to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and
communities. Use and development of resources may be of regional and national importance providing
benefits to people and communities on the West Coast and to New Zealand as a whole. The use and

development of resources must be undertaken in a way which promotes the sustainable management
purpose of the RMA. This will mean enabling people and communities to provide for their economic,
social and cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety while meeting the requirements of section
5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the RMA to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations,
safeguard life-supporting capacity of resources, and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects
on the environment.

Policy 2 aims to create a framework for getting the right development in the right place at the right
time. it is a strategic and proactive policy, designed to give effect to section 30(I)(g)(b) of the RMA
which gives regional councils the function of strategically integrating infrastructure with land use. The
policy seeks to ensure that there is a planned and coordinated approach to developing the built
environment. Well-designed development also provides for the wellbeing of people and communities
now and into the future. it also recognises that some types of development are incompatible when in
close roximi to each other and that some activities can on I occur in certain laces because of the
fund/Ona/ needs of that act^^^'

other development occur there, then this can lead to a lost opportunity for
value use of that land.

. [5.99] Should
a higher

. [5,110]

RELATED POLICIES

All other policies in this

RPS tMCI-

METHODS

I. Provide for the [DR 5,115] sustainable use and development of natural resources through regional
and !^istrict plan rules, and resource consents.
2. Encoura e dts'cusston and co-o erat/On between extst/h resource users' Ihduo?h fond used for
rima
laduct7bn and those to OSin new use and deveb merit of natural and h sf0'81
resources includin the lowston of infrastructure to resolve conflicts and achieve Ihte fatton of
these act/'v/ties, DR 6.10

Note, ' Method2 rebtes to Pofr' 51h Cha tel6 Re tonaff SI rin7cant/riftastrudure. tDR 6,101
PRTNaPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation have been adopted to ensure that the role of
susta/habk? resource use and develo merit in enablin eo re and communities to rovide for their

economic, social and cultural wellbeing is recognised in resource management decision making
processes. Such recognition is a core part of the sustainable management of resources and the
[DR GS20] our communities.

Land, and the natural resources that can be derived from this land, is one of the most important assets
that the West Coast has. Recognition of this, and the conflicts that can arise through poor decision
making, need to be taken into account through both regional and district plans and resource consenting
processes.
ANTI IPATE ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

I. Resource use and development is able to occur in accordance with the sustainable management
purpose of the RMA.
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2. The ability to access or use significant natural resources is not compromised by inappropriate
subdivision, use or development.
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6.

RegionalIy Significant infrastructure (RSI) [Mc]

BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

There is a need to recognise the social, economic, and environmental benefits that accrue toca\',:.
[DR 6.15] regionalIy and nationally from the establishment and continued operation of netv^F1^^ies
an^^ [DR 13.2]
RSI [MC]. Energy enables people to provide for

their wellbeing, and is a key facet of the regional (and national) economy. Transport services provide
vital access and freight links to and within the region. Tele and radio communication networks provide

an important everyday and emergency facility to people and businesses. Municipal water, sewage and
stormwater systems enable communities to maintain a healthy standard of living. The region's flood
protection schemes protect individual and community assets, productive capability, community safety,
and other fj Ih/7ast7udure DR 13.2 networks.

The ambition of West Coast communities is to develop world class infrastructure, including high speed
broadband and enhanced cellular coverage, and to use this infrastructure to enable new diversified

economic development and employment opportunities on the West Coast. The
AeE-(RMA} tMCI processes that are required for this infrastructure therefore need to be simple, quick
and low cost.

Section 30(g)(b) of the RMA gives regional councils the functions of:
"... the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies, and methods:..."
The government has also acknowledged that renewable electricity generation and infr^ the
A1'at70na/ 61/6: is-a are matter. s' tDR 6,141 of national importance, and developed the following policies
and regulations:

. National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 (NPSET);
. National Environmental Standard for Electricity Transmission Activities 2009 (NESEFA); and
. National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 (NPSREG).
For the ur ses of Cha tel 6 of the RPS e^offfo'/' ene/atton transmission and dts'inbut/on

infrastructure that ts' rec ribed as nattona\' SI rill7cant 15' ats'o it/ent/fled as I 10naff 51' rin7cant in the

Gtossa/v. tDR 6,161 Relevant provisions of the national electricity policies are incorporated into regional
plans, particularly the Regional Land and Water Plan, which also provides for other significant
infrastructure.

,

. tDR 6.32,6,961
The NPSREG and AlpsET [DR 6.15] requires that some matters be addressed in reg^^F1aeliey

staten^ent RPS3' tMCI. The potential for certain activities to disrupt, or risk disrupting, the safe and
efficient operation of
RSI [MC] needs to be managed. Additionally,
practical constraints associated with
RSI IMCl can limit their ability
to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects. For instance, infrastructure facilities are often located on
DubfrC' conservation fond estaterand as [MC] hydro electricity generation structures need to locate
where the water resources are. The positive and negative impacts, and limitations of suitable sites, are
some of the matters that need to be weighed up during the consenting process.
In res ect of n at/Ve 17n acts it 15' rec n/5'ed that RSI can have adverse environmental effects

de rid/h on Its scak? and tocatton am on st other I^dots. 3 Ex. ce t for o173ett/h thts' Cha tel does
not have ob ed/yes or ofrb/es to eneraff avoki' reined or init/ ate adverse environmental effects of

RSI as these are addressed in re tonal and dts'ttfot bns and e^;'ewherein thts' RPS. [DR 6.32,6.96]
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RSI for the West

The significant issues in relation to
Coast are:

I. Recognising the benefits of, and providing for, the establishment and continued operation of
regionalIy and nationally significant infrastructure
,

DR 6.19 articularl where it crosses MC district and or re ional boundaries.

2. Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use.
OBJEcrivE

I. Enable the safe, and efficient and Ihteqrated [DR 6.47] development, operation, maintenance, and
upgrading of regionalIy and nationally significant infrastructure.
tDR 639 6431
,

POLICIES

I. Recognise the importance of an-adequate a secure [DR 6.53] supply of energy reseu-Fees IDR 6.53]

to meet the needs of people and communities on the West Coast, and to meet the foreseeable
future needs of economic growth in the region.
2. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading of new and existing renewable
e^dryC'/tv DR 6.59 eneration activities- and National Grid Ihi7astructure. DR 6,101

3. ^a 8'0vide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of any other new and
existing RSI.
. IDR 6.651
.,

,

,

,

,

4. When consider/h I tonal and d/Sirfot bn deveb merit and resource consent a 1.68t7bns for
re 10naff and nattonaff SI' nitcant e^offfo'/' transm/3'5ton dts'tr/button and renewabk? efo?off761'
enerab'On infrastructure have art/Cubr I ard to the constraints 17n OSed b the tocation81

techn/Caland 0 18tibna/re ufr'ements of the Ih/?astrudure. [DR 6.88,6,103]
+ .5! 4'e B, ecognise that
RSI [MC] important to the West Coast's
^Horny weffbe/ho [DR 6.1] needs to be protected from the reverse sensitivity effects 8/15'/ho from
of incompatible new subdivision, use and development, and the adverse effects of other adjv/lyes

[DR 6.47,6.72,6.75] which would compromise the effective operation, maintenance, er upgrading,
orderetoomentof the infrastructure.

5, ^., When considering any residual adverse environmental effects of
+nf^truet^re RSI tMCI that cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, decision-makers sha-H must

[MC] have regard to offsets which benefit the natural environment and community affected,
Ihcft/din badlye/SI o17^'ets w/thin the same catchment or hab"at that are to cated where

ladk:ab^ cto. se to where the res/dualadVe/se effects occur; [DR 6.80].
6, Z Land use and infrastructure should be integrated
Dradfo'abfy, ooss/bfo?., IDR 6.100 FFNZ FSl:

to avoki' as much as

^.) constraints through the lack of supporting infrastructurez^FeenveFsely [MC]
!^.) unsustainable demands being placed on infrastructure to meet new growth;
91 51' nitcant adverse effects on exts'tin bnd uses. [DR 6.100, FFNZ FS]
Note. ' Pofr' 5rebtes to Method2in Cha tel5Resource Use and Devefo merit. [DR 6.10]
xPLANATioN To HE POLICIES

Policy I seeks to ensure that the West Coast has an-adeq-^ a secure [DR 6,107] supply of energy

reseu-Fees [DR 6,107] to meet the needs of people and communities from either non-renewable or
renewable sources. The Policy applies to infrastructure which supplies energy rather than energy
supplies per se.
Policy 2 gives effect to Policies El-E4 of the NPSREG which seek to enable renewable energy e^off/61

[DR 6.59] generation. Policy E2 for hydro-electricity generation is the most relevant for the West Coast.
Pofr' 2 also lyes e/7:9ct to Pofr' 2 of the IVPSET wh/C'h I uir'es reco n/tton of the A1'ationa/ 6/7d
Renewabk? eft;^offfo'/' enerab'on and the A1attona/ 6/1d are in ort'ant cont/rbuto/s to the weffbein of

the Re 10n. IDR 6,1051
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Policy 3 seeks to ensure that other RSI are provided for to meet the needs of the people and
communities of the West Coast. RSIts' defined in the Gfossa , IDR 6.651
Pofr' 4 lyes effect to Pofr' Cl of the AlpsREG and P01' 3 of the A1'PSE7: Ek?offto/' ene/at10n
Ih/7astrudure needs to be tocared at source and the ek?off/61' needs to be con re ed to users, 7he
necessa Ih/7851/udure can somet/mes be h SICa\' technfo'aff or o elationaff const/;amed 7hose
const/81htS can ats'o a I to other infrastructure not covered b the NPSREG and NPSE7 but whfo'h I^

fr3tedin the Gfossa del7n/ton of RSI; [DR 6.88,6,108]
Policy + 5: The operation, maintenance and future development of atin^^ tDR 13.21_reg^My
RSI [MC] can be significantly constrained by the adverse environmental impact
of encroaching activities and development, also known as reverse sensitivity, or b the effects of
exts'a'h resource use. [DR 6.47, 6.72] Pofr' 5 I'ves e/7:9ct to pofrC'/t's 10 and 11 of the AlpsET for

mana in reverse sens/tiv/' e/7^?cts on RSIincft/din the Nattona/ Grid [DR 6,106]
Policy 5 ^: The linear nature of many infrastructure networks determines its form, shape and location.
Technical7 andoperational and-se^ [DR 6.88] requirements associated with infrastructure networks
can limit the extent to which it is feasible to avoid or mitigate all adverse environmental effects.
Consequently in some cases it may be appropriate for new infrastructure to be located in, or traverse
parts of, a sensitive environment to achieve a net benefit, or lower overall adverse effects. These

situations and the a 10 Inateness of in in o17^'ets need to be determined on a case by case basis
haulh I a/d to refo?vant case bw nattona/ I'c and o0d fact/be u/del^hes on o173'ets and ex It

adr'/be. tDR 6.80,6,971

Policy 6 Z recognises the need for planning for growth and development and the provision of local,
regional and national infrastructure to proceed side-by-side in a coordinated and integrated way.
RELAT D POLICIES

Policy 2 of Seet^Chapter 23 tMCI tResource Management Issues of Significance to Pout/h/' Ng5i
Tahul; Policy I, ^: [DR 5,114] and 5 of Seetien-Chapter 4 [Resilient and Sustainable Communities];
Policy I and 2 of Seet^Chapters [Use and Development of Resources]; Policy 1.2, [DR 7.126] and
3 of Seetien-Chapter7 [Biodiversity and Landscape Values]; Policy I, 2 and 3 and 40f Seet^Chapter
8 [Land and Water]; [DR 8.98] Policy I, 2,3,4 and 5 On relation to roading) in SeeEien-Chapter 9
[Coastal Environment]; Policy 2 in Seet^Chapter 10 [Air Quality]; Policy 2 and 4 in Seetien-Chapter
11 [Natural Hazards].
METHODS

I. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of micro and small-scale hydro
electricity generation activities, subject to appropriate conditions, in regional plans as permitted or
controlled activities, and in district plans, [DR 6,111,6,113,6,115] where appropriate.
2. Through regional and ^!istricL plan rules, or conditions of resource consents:
^! recognise the positive benefits of

RSI tMCIi
^!! reco nts'e the const/81htS in OSed b the tocattona/ techn/t:'81 and o erat/On81 re ufr'ements of
RSI Ihc/udin efo?offto/ t/ansints'5/@n dts'tr/button and renewabk? etadrfo'/

enerat/on

infrastructure, ' and[DR 6,119]

^! manage adverse environmental effects on the safe and efficient operation of
at^ IDR 13.21
' tMCI

RSI tMCI

3, As art of I tonal and dts'tort bn deveb merit or rev/t?w rocesses I tonal and dtstr/t:t councffs
must consuft' w/Ih the IVat7bna/ Grid o rator about ki'ent/ in a to n;^te buffer co/71do/s to

mana e the adverse e/7^?ofs of subd^^/Sinn use anddevefo merit on the A1attona/ 6/7d. IDR 6.1231
3 :^. Maintain river control and flood protection works and services.
Notes'

I. Method I: Policy F of the NPSREG requires that

RPSs [MC] include

methods to provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of small and
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community-scale distributed renewable electricity generation from any renewable energy source to
the extent applicable to the region or district. Many of the region's rivers and creeks have potential
for hydroelectric development for individual domestic and small-scale business use, with no more
than minor effects. Appropriate hydro schemes can be developed and the adverse effects reduced
by careful design and location of structures. increased generation in the region would improve
security of supply.
PRTNCIPA REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJEcrivEs, POLICIES AND MET ODS

RSI tMCI

^:' [DR 13.2] important for the

economic and social wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, and plays IMCl a vital
role in daily life. Provision for the safe, reliable, and efficient functioning of such facilities and their
maintenance and upgrading is provided for in this document in recognition of their importance, , and to
ensure that the are effective/ Iht fated w/th bnd use. IDR 6.471

The provisions in this SeetieR Chapter also give effect to national legislation, policies and standards
which direct Councils to address matters of national importance. These are incorporated where they

are considered relevant to the resource management of infrastructure adjvities on the West Coast.
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

I. A perpetualIy ade^uate secure [DR 6,127] supply of energy to meet the needs of people and--,
communities and industry on the West Coast.

2. Increased use and development of renewable energy efo;offfolly [DR 6.59] resources.
3. Continued development, and operation, maintenance and u ladin [DR 6,130] of
RSI. [MC]

4. Effective management of ^etential resource management conflicts

,

,

artsin from reverse

sens/try/' effects on exist/h RSI or between the 10v/:5/@n of RSI and exts'tin resource use,

[DR 6,133]

5. New land use generated by growth and development strategically integrated with local, regional and
national infrastructure, particularly transport, so as to avoid an unsustainable approach to
infrastructure provision and funding.
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7. Biodiversity and Landscape Values
BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES
Under section 6 of the RMA counc/^' have res on51bffit'/es to rec ribe and 10vkie for the roted/On of

51' nitcant Ihd/' enous v etatrbn and bahnat and outstandin natural fondsca s and ligatures and the
lese/vatbn of natural character. Secttons 30 and 31 of the Act also I've re tonal and dts't/fat councils'
the 10k? of devefo in ob ectives ofrC'/es and methods for maintain/h Ihd/' enous b/bfo foal divers/

it ts' 17n ortant to reco nts'e the 10^s and fundtons of the vartous or ants'attons on the West Coast

involved in the sustainabk? mana ement ofbtod^^e/SI' andbndsca e values. IDR 7.41
The West Coast region has a land area of 2,300,000 ha with the Department of Conservation managing

1,912,000 ha or 84% of this land' leaving approximately 388,000 ha (16%) of land on the West Coast
not under their control. in a national context, one quarter of New Zealand's protected land is located
on the West Coast. Compared to other regions, the West Coast is rich in its level of remaining

biodiversity. 7he extent of Ihd/' enous v etatrbn 10v/des other benefits and o51t^^e effects Ihcftid/h
for exam fog weff- v etated u er catchments that reduce floodin eroston and sediment atton
downstream. DR 7.55 DR 7.121

Poutrh/' N ^ 7:7hu as ka/t/13k/fraye a res ns/bff/' to mana e and rotect ind/' enous bibd^^e/SI' . 7he
ab\ of mana whenua to en a e w/th Ihd/ enous s ec/es ts' in ortant to enabfo Poutrh/' IV ^/ 7^hu to
maintain their Ident/' and cultu/81 trad/irons into the future. 7hts' ts' further deta/jigd in Sectton 3.

[DR 7,126]

Where there is a threat to biodiversity, it is most often on the farmed productive lowland environments.
Through ^!1strid and regional plan rules, the significant fauna and habitats in these areas are afforded
recognition and protection I'v/h effect to the refo?vant secttons of the RMA reliefred to above tMCI.

The Legional plans manage the potential effects on wetlands and the ^!1strid plans manage these-in
significant natural areas. in some instances there is an overlap in these areas and in that situation the
rules in both plans apply.

RMA}-[MC] is not necessa/11 absolute, as
resource consents can be granted for a 10 n;ate devefo merit w/ msomes/ rin7cantdeve^
areas as we\' as where b/adjve/SI rat/es ale not 10na\' SI rin70ant IDR 7.91 The West Coast
Regional gouncil^ and Department of Conservation are coinm/Ited to us/h both I ubto and nonBiodiversity protection under the

I ubto measures to ensure that 51' rin7cant ind/' enous ve etatton and habitats and are mana ed
800100r/;atefy, .

. tDR 7,231

. [DR 7.23]

The West Coast is international I reco nised for its landsca e features and natural cha/acte/: The

glaciers, Bancake B, ocks, the Heaphy Track and many other attractions are managed by the Crown for
the purpose of visitor appreciation. The most frequented sites are regional Iy significant for the West

Coast given that tourism is currently one of the top three economic drivers for the region. Ensur/h that
we fetalh a re ton that is' att/adj've to vts'/to/s and our own coinmunit/es I ufr'es mana ement of

orenti^/ adverse effects on these brio!$'ca es b/batve/31' and natural character vaft/es. [DR 7.56]
Other parts of the region also contribute to local landscapes but it is difficult to quantify that contribution
other than on a case by case assessment. For the coastal marine area, the Regional Coastal Plan
4 West Coast Conservation Management Strategy 2010 - 2020 Volume I.
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identifies specific areas with outstanding natural features and landscapes, and outstanding natural
character.

The significant Issues in relation to the management of biodiversity and landscape values
on the West Coast a e

I. The RMA requires ^ouncils to provide protection to signi ICan in 19enous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna. Where those areas ale boatedon 11vate bndthatcan be of concern
to aji^ted bnd owners. DR 7.24 7.32 .
2.

, In the context of the current abundance of
ind/' enous re etatton much of wh/C'h ts' on bnd mana ed b the De artment of Conse/vat/On a
cross-a en a loach to mana ement Ihc/udin both I ubto and non-re ubto measures is'

reou//ed'
,

. tDR 7,231

3. The relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast provides a wealth of ski'n"703ntindto'enous
v etatlbn SI nff7cant habitats of ind/ enous I^uria outstanding natural features and natural
landsca es and areas with outstandin natural character.
Whffe
these areas must be rotected it ts' 55fo^ to careft/ff mana e them in a wa that enab^s
800100rbte
future employment, regional growth er and development.

[DR 7.45,7.46,7.51,7.53]
4. Counc/^' and Poutrh/' IV ^/ 7^hu need to work t ether to Ident/ o Itunit^s to rec rib'e and
toy/de for Pout/h/ A1 ^ 7^hu cuture and traditions in rebt/On to the use and rotect/On of

Ihd/' enous b/bd/ve/SI under the RMA to the extent fact/C'ab/ o55fo^. [DR 7,126]
OBJECTIVES

I. A regulatory framework that reflects the abundance of the West Coasts' ind/' enous [MC]
biodiversity, natural character, and natural features and natural tDR 7,591 landscapes whilst
enabling West Coast communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.
2.

Erotect!o9 significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat^ of
native Ihd/ enousfauna in a tonal conststentmanner using both regulatory and non-regulatory
measures.

I

[DR 7.23,7.67,7.71,7.83]
3.

Pro^Cb'770 outstanding natural features and natural
landscapes and resew/h outstandin natu/a/ chartader in a tonal consts'tent manner Reelng
.[DR 7.10 7.67,7.76]

POLICIES
Areas of SI rin70ant ind/ enous v
IA

toabn and SI n"7cant habitats of ind/ enous I^uria ' and
outs&andin natural/i^attires outstondin natural brio^'o3 s anda/eas of outstandin naruia/

character. wM be it/enti/7ed thinu h the use of

tonal cons^tent cnten;a, DR 7.67 7,118

^Z^51
I.

Adverse effects on significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitat of native Ihd/' enous
fauna, outst8nd/h natural I^atu/es outs^andin natural brio!5.03
and outstanding natural
character arising from the Ihaoon?@16te subd^^ts/On, use and development
will be avoided,
^r^s^. [DR 7.86,7.90]
,

,

. [DR 7,237.93,7.94,7.95,7.96,7.97,7.98,7.99,7,100,7,101]
3-, When harm

a/d to Poir' Z the tMCI appropriateness of any subdivision, use or

development

must[DR 7.106] be assessed against the following criteria:
a) The value, importance or significance of the habitat buna, tMCI feature or landscape at
the local, regional, or national level;
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by The degree and significance of actual or potential adverse effects on the ^tsta-riding
Ratui, al habitat I^uria, features-and o11andscapes, including cumulative effects, and the
efficacy of measures oroposedtMCI to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects;
c) The benefits to be derived from the oroposed subd^^ts'/On, use and 94' [MC] development
at the local, regional and national scale andan technfo'a/o10 fat7bna/constraints on ^s
o100asedftx:ation; [DR 7.114,7.117]

d) The degree of existing modification of the natural habitat buna, IMCl feature or landscape
from its natural character; and

e) The vulnerability of a-^Hiei the hab/^36 I^uria, [MC] feature or landscape to change, and
its capacity to accommodate change, without compromising the 11:5 values ef-t^are
^pe. tMq
34 A 10 17:3te suadivts'ton use and devefo merit in the areas ffsted in Poff Z can be enabk:d

lowdedtheadve/se e/7:5t::ts'of the adjw' areavoft/ed remedied initi a oro/iset [DR 7,123]
3, Give ei7t:!atto Ob ed/ve 2 ofCha ter3b 10v/ofh forthe ka/t/;ak/tan a 10k? of Pout/h/'N at 7:7hu
in the mana ement of Ihd/' enous b/Oofve/SI' and where fact/Cab^ 10 unde for Pout/h/' IV at
7^hu customa use of ind/' enous s Ies in a manner that accords w/th t/kan a and
ka/t/;ak/tan a with/h the framework of the R tonal and 01^tr/Ct Councff'3' RMA fund/Ons,

[DR 7,126]
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

ribes that usin tonaff consistent criteria for detemfr7/h and ben ' in 51' rin70ant
and outstandin areas he/ s to ach^ve in fared mana ement; it needs to be evk/ent where
SI n^703nt a/^s ale boated' co when a subd/vts'ton use or devefo ent 10 I is' ut tonya/d robust
POir'IA

derts'tons can be made aidin its a 10 fiatsness. [DR 7.67,7,118,7,125]
Poli I re uires adverse environmental effects to be mana ed in a wa that ives effect to Part 2 of
the RMA'

. IMq

[DR 7,126]
76 assts't derfs'ton-makers dec^in whether a 10 sad subd'/V'^'ton use or devefo merit 110uki' tre^

Iha to natein the a/^51stedir7 Pigff I [DR 7.86], Poffcv2 reou/resconsideration gf^I^b^iven
to [MC] the nature and scale of effects, the significance of the values affected as well as the impact on
the economic and social wellbeing of the community, and how these contribute to the overall purpose
of sustainable management. Decision-makers need to apply this in context to gfthe West Coast and
the abundance
tMCI of biodiversity, natural character, and natural features and
landscapes remaining throughout the region. Schedule I wetlands in the Land and Water Plan contains
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, and are protected by
provisions in that Plan.

va^es, [DR 7.23]
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[MC]

Poff3A
nts'es that to\'owin the a frt:atton of the cnte/r;a fr^ted in Poir' 2 ff a 10 sad
subdivision useanddevefo meriti5'/bundtobea 10 nate toan be enab^1:7' 10vft/edadVe/se effects

artsin from tale avoaded reined/ed init/ atet7'or o17^'et; IDR7.1231
Poir' 3 frhks to Ob ect/'ve 2 and PofrC'^s 2 and 3 of Section 3 Resource Maria ement Issues of
SI nff7cance to Pout/h/' A1 a^' 7^hu. 70 lye effect to kait/;ak/tan a 11 ts' Ih7 o1tant that re tonal and d/5'tr/d
councffs en a e mean/h ft/ff with Pout7h/' A1 at 727hu, Re tonal and dts'tort counc/^I' shouki rec ribe

that the exercts'e of ka/tbk/tan a and the continuin ab\ to car out cutu/81 factfo'es in accordance
w/th akan a are 17n o1tant to sustainin Poutin/ IV at 7^hu it/ent/ and weffbefri . In deveb in
I tonal and d/5'tr/of bn 10vts'tons for mana ement of Ihd/ enous b/Oofve/SI' re tonal and d/Sirfot

councils need to consuff' with Poutin/ N at 7:7hu and have re ard to how the kan/;ak/tan a fore? of mana
whenua can be enabk?dandhow customa use can be 10vft/ed/br with/h the framework of the RMA.

[DR 7,126]
RELAT D POLICIES

P0"' 2 and 3 of Cha tel3 Resou/ce Maria ementIssues of SI' nff7cance to Pout/h/' N ^/ 7^hu tDR

7,1261; Policy 2 and6[DR 5,114] of ^etien Cha tel4 tResilient and Sustainable CommunitiesI; Policy
I of ^etien Chapters [Use and Development of Resources]; Policy 2,3,4,5 and 60f Seeti^,? Chapter
6IRegionally Significant Infrastructure {RSI}l; Policy I, ^ and 3 of Seetien Chapter8 [Land and Water];
Policy I and 2 of Seetien Chapter9 [Coastal Environment].
METHODS

I. Maintain the regional and !!istrict plans with objectives, policies, Iuk?s tDR 7,138j and methods of
implementation addressing potential impacts on significant indigenous biodiversity.
2. Encourage the use of non-I ubto measures to 10v/17e for the sustainab^ mana ement of areas
of SI nff7cant Ihd/ enous 1:7una or ind/' enous v etat/On.

. tDR 7,231

3 . Use I tonal and dts'tr/of bn Iu^s and or resource consent rocesses to mana e the Avoid^
or-n+itigate adverse effects of subd^^/5'ton use and deveb meriton outstanding natural character
and outstanding natural features and landscapes, 7
[DR 7,143]
4. Re tonal and dts'tr/Ct counc/I^' w/\ work t ether with Pout7h/ IV at 7^hu to lifenti' o Itunit/es to
enabk? their ka/t/;ak/tan a 10k? in rebb'On to the use and totedton of Ihd/ enous btod^^e/SI under
the RMA incft/d/h mana in adverse effects of subd^^ts'ton use and devefo merit on the customa

use of/hd/' enous btod^^e/SI . [DR 7,126]
5. Re tonalandd/Strictcounc/15' wMworkto ether to a fee on a consts'tentsetofcn'telb16/1/7ent/' in
SI nitcant Ihd/ enous re etatton and 51' nff7cant habitats of ind/' enous I^uria to be lyen effect to

in I tonal anddts't7fot bns. [DR 7.67,7,118,7,125]
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECrivES POLICIES AND METHODS

Part 2 of the RMA requires gouncils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to recognise and
provide for areas of significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitat of ^tire Ihd/@. enous fauna,

and outstandin natural character, and-eats^adjng natural I^atures and natural landscapes, from
inappropriate development. 7he Ob ed/'yes Polobs and Methods in thts' Cha tel a/in to 17n ^merit
these st8tuto I ufr'ements in a 18 matic e/i7c/ent and effective wa to ensure that both rotectton
of the natufia/ environment and the economic SOC/;31 and cutu/81 weffbe/h of the West Coast are
ach/eved. DR GS20
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. [DR GS20]
R ard must ats'o be had to the 10^ lyen to counc/^' b Sect/bns 30 and 31 of the Actin maintain/h

ind/' enous b/Oofve/SI' IDR 7,1471 andhow th/:s can be woven in with the I Ibna/anddts'tortcounc//:^'
obfr' attons to work t ether w/th Pout/h/' N at 7:7hu and their kamiakit'an a 10k?. [DR 7,126]

. [DR GS20]
A range of methods are proposed to implement the policies and achieve the objectives. Where

regulatory tools are to be applied these are to be targeted to significant values, not preventing
appropriate use and development. Method 2 reco ribes that non-re ubto measures ats'o have an
fin o1tant 10k? to b in the sustainabk? mana ement of SI nff7cant ind/ enous I^uria and v etab'On
on the West Coast. 7hese measures couki include but are not I'mited to covenants bnd swa s or
exchan es in ownersh/' between 11vate bnd owners and the De artment of Conse/vat/On. 7hts' Method

kands su It to those a loaches and encoura es cross sector coffabo/atton. IDR 7.231 This overall

approach is more likely to result in community acceptance and support for biodiversity and landscape
protection.
in accordance with section 621 I in of the RMA the three dtst//dcounc/I^'
tMCI
of the region will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the control of

the use of land to maintain indigenous biological diversity except where the control of the use of land
relates to the

WCRC's [MC] fundions under the RMA regarding:
. the coastal marine area;
. the beds of rivers, lakes and scheduled wetlands; and
. land use activities managed in the Regional Land and Water Plan.
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMEN AL RESULTS

I. Maintenance and enhancement of areas with reg-^Rally [DR 7,151] significant indigenous
biodiversity values in the West Coast region.
2. 0 rt'un/t^?s are foulded for Pout/h/ IV' ^ 7^hu to exercts'e their ka/t/;ak/tan a 10k? in rebtton
to the use and roted/On of ind/' enous bibd^^e/SI' where thts' ts' cons/^tent with the West
Coast Councff's'RMA 10k?s. DR 7,126
,

. [DR 7.23]
3. Appropriate protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes, in particular the iconic
tourist vistas that attract visitors to the region.
4. Appropriate subdivision, use and development are 25 able to occur, and regulatory processes
do not unduly delay appropriate resource use and development taking place.

. [GS20]
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8. Land and Water
BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

The West Coast has high rainfall and water is generally abundant in most areas. 6/7en the devetooment
ressures I^c/h other re tons West Coast ex Ilences of the natural environment are belh keen/
sou ht with man of these ex er/ences centred around coastal and freshwater environments. 7he
Re 10n 3' natural beau and resuff'/h o ubr/' w/th tourts'ts ts' in no sinaff measure due to the 11st/he
nature of most water bodies. Maria ement of these resources neeo!s' to take Ihto account the h/ h

recreattona/andhab/nat values these water bodies 10vk/e, [DR 8.13]

itshoukibe noted that this' cha teraddresses both freshwater and coastal water. [DR 8.71,9.8]
70 Pout/h/ N at 7^hu wa/ in, ^'off freshwater and moana coastal waters are toon a. 7he 1.7^- I'v/h
and fr7ie-sustain/h to ert/es of water are intohsfo'aff frhked to the s 1/1tua/ cultural econom/C'

environmental and SOCb/ weffbe/h survival and Identi' of Pout/h/' IV ^/ 7^hu wh^null Poor water
uafr' and act/'v/ties such as abstractton damm/h or divers/On of water can have adverse effects on
the rebb. bnsh/' of Pout/h/' N at 7^hu to fresh and coastal waters Ihc/ud/h on their cuture and
tradt/Ons. 7ibts' is' because the fryt?-su o1tin ca ac/' and or inau/I of the resource can be affected
includ/h its ab/\ tosu ort'heath hab/tat/brmah/h a ka/'andt0 10v/de forthe harvest ofka/moana

andothercustoma uses. [DR 8.98,8.99,8.102,8,103,8.107] 7hefr7^?su Qinh ca ac/' of water
ts not 11st OAhi o1tance for cutu/a/ values but ats'o has rek?vance fortrout sain70n and other s ec/195.

[DR 7.84]
State of Environment reporting has shown that freshwater quality Is Improving on the West Coast.

Council's Long Term Plan now includes five water quality parameters and Council measures progress
with these parameters and reports on this annually.

Water quality management has been mainly focussed on addressing point source (direct) discharges
of contaminants. Continued work on the way land is used and managed to reduce diffuse run-off and

Ieaching would w/i7 enable further improvements in water quality. Council has been working closely
within specific catchments to improve water quality through both regulatory and non-regulatory

approaches, with some success6*.
Compared with other regions, there are relatively few significant water use pressures on water bodies
on the West Coast. However, water availability is coming under increased seasonal pressure due to
extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may require further work to prioritise water
allocation between water uses such as

dr/hkin water tMCI and in-stream uses (for
example fish habitat/aquatic ecology and other in-stream needs).
7he AlpsFM was azettedin 2014, tDR 8.71
The

RPS [MC] must give effect to the NPSFM. The objectives, policies, rules

and methods in the Regional Land and Water Plan are meeting the requirements of the NPSFM through

managing the effects of land use and their potential impact on water bodies. Further emphasis on the
requirement for integrated management, particularly on the effects of the use of land on fresh water
for both the Regional and glistrict gouncils, will give further effect to this the NPSFM. An Ihteorated
a loach also consk/e/s the effects ofbndand/7eshwater use on coastal water. [DR 8.71,9.8]

The sign, ficant issues in relation to the management of land and wate for th West Co st
egion ar

I. Managing adverse effects on water quality, arising from point source and diffuse source discharges
to waterbodies from activities on land.

2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during drier seasons.

. tMq
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3. Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development activities on land with the
potential effects on water quality.
OBJECTIVES

I. Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of
West Coast communities while maint6/hin or 17n 10v/h water ua"' and a uat/C' ecos stems7
. tDR 7.84,8,441
,

2. Determine allocation priorities for water in catchments where there are competing or conflicting
demands.

3. Achieve the integrated management of fi, esh water and the subdivision, use and development of
land within catchments, rec ribin the interconnections between bnd fresh water and coastal
water tDR 8.71,9.81
POLICIES

I. Adverse effects on the SI rin7cant values of/7esh and coastal[DR 7.84, DR 8.40] water arising from
subdivision, use or development of land; dtschar es of contain/hants to water, water abstract/Ons,
and act/'v/ties in or on water [DR 8.28, 8.80] will be avoided, remedied or mitigated thereb
ensur/h that water ual' and a uab. C' ecos stems are ina/htained or Ih7 roved tDR 7.84,8,731
. tDR 8,721
2. 70 I've effect to Ob ect/'ve 2 of Cha tel3 the adverse effects of subd^^ts'/On use and deveb merit
on Pout/h/' N ^/ 7'^hu cultural yames w/\ be avo/ded remedied or init/' ated tok/h into account the
toffow/h matters. '

a) A left?fence b Pout7h/' IV at 7^hu for dischar es to bnd over water where fact/Cabk:^ '
b) 7he yakie of 11' an;an mar in re etatrbn for water uair' and a uat7C' ecos stems ' and
c) Effects on the sustainab/;I' of inah/h a ka/ and roted/On of taon a areas, tDR 8.98, 8.99,
8,102,8,103,8,1071

^ 2. Subject to the requirements of Part 2 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) the allocation of
water will generally be dealt with on a "first-come, first-served" basis but will take into account the
reasonable needs of water users. in catchments where there is likely to be competition for the use
of water, allocation decisions will be made having particular regard to the following:
a). Reasonably foreseeable future requirements for domestic and community water supply needs,
stock drinking, and firefighting;

b). The degree of national, regional or community benefit from the taking and use of water;
c). That any adverse environmental effects from the allocation of water will be avoided, remedied
[DR 8.7] in accordance with other policies of this RPSPeliey
or mitigated
Statement or regional plans, and the requirements of the RMA; and
d). me extent to wh/bh the 10 OSa/maximts'es the e/77clenta\'ocatrbn and use of water tDR 8.71
^. 3-, Regional and district plans are integrated to manage the effects of the use and development of
land on water incft/din coastal water [DR 8.71,9.8]

EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

policy I fe^ai9es- lyes effectto the AlpsHlf andOb eatvejabove b I urnh that[DR 8.7] theadve^
e^e^-ef-subdivision, use and development activities on land d/ischar es of contain/hantS water
abst/acttons and adj'v/t^s in or on water are te-be [DR 8.28] managed in a way that \il^Ibute
reduces the adverse effects of those act/'v/t/es

. Explicit detail on how this will be achieved is set out in the Regional Land
and Water Plan, as well as provisions in the glistrict plans and through conditions on individual resource
consents. This includes providing for discharges to land where this is more appropriate than discharging
contaminants to water, for example dairy shed effluent, and requiring treatment of certain contaminants
prior to discharging into water, such as sewage effluent. 61v/h effect to Pofr' I WM atso ensure that
the SI' rill7cant yak/es of water Ihc/udin but not fr7n/ted to a uat/I:' ecos stems and recreational uses
'includh the hadtat offrout andsainon. tDR 7841
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w/i7 be IOUft/ed for. SI rimC'ant values can Ihc/ude the nattona/ and focal palues rel^?fled to in the

NPSFM, [DR 7.84]
Re ard/h Pofr' 2 the dischar e of contain/hantS to water ts' a 51' nil7cant envfr'oninent;31 and cutura/
concern to Poutrh/' IV ^/ 7^hu because of Its 17n act on the heath and inaur/bf water bodies Ihcft/d/h
adverse effects on sheff/75h beds and fishin areas. 7b achlieve the susta/habit of inahin a ka/' the
health of these toon a must be maintained to 10v/lye for the needs of future ene/attons. Dts'char e
of sewa e e/77uent to water ts art/Cubr/ offensive to Poutrh/ N ^ 7:7hu. Dts'char es to bnd are
rel^/red where lacticabk? and where the e/7:9cts' are ^?55 than for dts'char es to water. Where
551bk? Pout/h/' A1 51 7:7hu encoura e bnd-based treatinent of storrnwater acknow^d in that this
s. Pout/h/
ina not be I^?851bk:^ in aff 51tuat/Ons on the West Coast lyen the h^' h 181h/;aff and 50/1
A1 at 7^hu ats'o fomote the maintenance and enhancement of 11 8/18n re etat/On to rotect water
ua"' and a uat/IC ecos stems, Adverse effects on cultural values can be assessed and mana ed in
consultation w/th tan ata whenua throu h the resource consent and bn devefo merit rocesses.
Mah/h a ka^ and other toon a areas of 51' rin7cance to Pout/h/' IV 51 7:7hu are or w/\ be Ident/fled in the

reo/Ona/and dts'tndobns. IDR 8.98,8.99,8,102,8.103,8,1071

Policy 2 ,^ [MC] sets out the approach to be taken to determine allocation priorities for the use of water.
Subject to Part 2 of the RMA, the Council will generally allocate water on a *first-come, first-served
basis'. However where there is likely to be competition for the use of water, the Council will need to
'prioritise' water allocation among competing users. Policy 2.3 establishes that allocations are made
subject to Part 2 of the ACL including the need to safeguard the life-supporting capacity of water and
protect instream uses and values. This will be done in accordance with other policies in the Regional
Pene^n^ RPS tMCI as well as the regional plans and the requirements of the RMA. in making
decisions on the allocation of water under this policy, some water users will need to be given priority
because they provide important economic, social or health and safety benefits to the community, the
region, New Zealand, or because of the strategic nature of their business or operations. Water will be
managed and prioritised where allocation pressures exist. The intent is to avoid, remedy or mitigate
the adverse effects that the use and development within these catchments may have on these water
resources whilst still enabling communities to meet their social, cultural and economic wellbeing. While
this issue is fairly limited at this time, future development, and use of freshwater, in the region may
put other catchments under pressure.
The Freshwater NPSFM [MC] requires the

RPS IMCl to provide for the

integrated management of the effects of the use and development of land on water. This is to include
encouraging the co-ordination and sequencing of regional and/or urban growth, land use and
development and the provision of infrastructure. Policy 3 ^: recognises the connectivity between
activities on land and its effects on water, and that these must be managed through both the regional

and !!istricL plans. Adjvmes u stream can abo alit^^at coastal water uafr' . [DR 8.71,9.8] An example
of where integrated management is necessary is ensuring sufficient infrastructure capacity is provided
for stormwater disposal and discharge from new subdivision and land development, to avoid stormwater
overflows flooding adjoining land, or eroding riverbanks, or causing sedimentation of water bodies.
Pofr' 4 also I'ves effect to the IVZCPS o1'611es for int rated mana ement of act/'vines that affect the

coastal environment includ/h effects on coastal water from u stream bnd uses, [DR 8.71,9.8]
RELATED POL CIES

Policy 2 of ^etien Chapter 2 !^ [MC] tResource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai
Tahul; Policy I, 2, ^: [DR 5,114] and 5 of ^etien Chapter4IResilient and Sustainable Communities];
Policy I and 2 of Seetien Cha tel5 [Use and Development or Resources]; Policy I, 2,3,4,5, and 6 of
Seetien Cha tel6 [Regional Iy Significant Infrastructure ^RS^)]; Policy I and 3 [DR 7,126] of Seetien
Chapter7IBiodiversity and Landscape ValuesI; Polic 2 of Cha tel9 Coastal Environment tDR 8.71,
9,1011.
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METHODS

I. , Maintain a regional plan with objectives, policies, rules and methods of implementation to ensure
that any adverse effects of point and diffuse source discharges to land and water are avoided,
remedied or mitigated, and that water quality is maintained o11h70roveda-n^Rhaneed. [DR 8,113]

Z. Include in !!istrict plans, policies, rules, guidelines or other information to avoid, remedy or mitigate
the adverse effects of land use activities and management practices on water quality.
3. Re tonal and dts't/fot counc/;S' in their bn devefo merit and resource consent rocesses w\ consut
w/Ih Poutin/ IV at 7:7hu about avo/din reined in or in/t/' atIh adverse e/7^?ofs on Ihat/h from

bnd and freshwater use on their cutu/81 values 8550c/;ated with fresh and coastal water Ihc/ud/h

b Ident/' in 51' rin7cantmah/h a ka/'andothertaon a areas. PR 8.98,8.99,8,102,8,103,8.1071

^. 3-, Maintain a regional plan with objectives, policies, rules and methods of implementation to ensure
the prioritisation of freshwater in catchments where conflict may arise during dry periods.
^. + Regional plans are integrated across land and water resources (/hc/ud/h coastal water tDR

8.71,9.81 and Legional and e!istrict plans are integrated across statutory functions.
6. in accordance with the WCRC3' P less/ve in ^mentalion P famine undertake water uafr
mon/tonh further invest/' ative wo/k bn chan es to the Land and Water Pbn and an
subs uent in tamentat/On acttons necessa to enabk? 17n fomentation of the NPSFM incft/din

b'ent7i7cat7bn of the 51' rin7cant left/es rel^tradtOin Ob ec:a've Z andPofr' I. IDR 8.251
PRINCIPAL R ASONS FOR ADOPriNG OBJ errVES, POLICIES AND METHODS
it is the activities that occur on land that have the greatest influence over the quality of our freshwateF
fresh and coastal water DR 8.71 9.8 The Re ional Land and Water Plan rovides a coin rehensive

tool for the integrated management of land and fresh [MC] water. These RPSL^I!;lobjectives, policies
and methods do, at their broadest level, establish a policy framework for maintaining and improving

freshwater on the West Coast. Their aim is to maintain the West Coast's generally high to excellent
water quality and to enhance that water quality by addressing the effects of water contamination from
diffuse and point sources. Further detail and the specific approaches to the management of these issues
is provided in the Regional Land and Water Plan. Regulation, through the inclusion of rules in the
regional and !!1strid plans, as well as conditions on resource consents, provide a simple, efficient and
effective method of controlling adverse effects associated with the use of land and water.
Int fated mana ement of the effects of bnd and fresh water use on coastal water ts' in of tant for
in81hta/h/h coastal water uafr' in areas with 51' rin7cant cutu/a/ values. DR 8.71 9.8 7hese yakies
Ihc/ude sheff/75h beds fishin areas and other inahin a ka/' and toon a areas that are sens/live to
water containinatibn. DR 8,988.998,1028.1038.107

The aim is to provide for the many uses of land and water and to balance these competing demands

while also maintaining, and where appropriate, enhancing water quality. Through the statutory
framework in place, and in particular the use of regional rules, the Regional Council can provide for the
use of these resources for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of our communities while
managing any adverse effects.
Counc// wM cont/hue to monitor water uafr' throu h State of Environment Re o1tin and as art of
the Counc"'3' Lon 7:9m7 Pbn. Further work w/\ be undertaken to detemiine what more needs to be
done to 17n kgment the AlpsF71f Ihcft/d/h cons/denh whether add/t/Ona/ ob ed/'yes are re uned for
s c/77c water bod/195 within the Re 10n freshwater mana ement un/ts , Consideratton w/17 ats'o be I'ven

to the a loach to mon/tor/h 10 less toward ach/ev/h an Ident"7ed ob ^;c:t/'yes of the AlpsFM and
whether the information ava/%ab^ in res of of freshwater takes and contaminants needs 17n 10vin in
order to ach^ve these ob ect/ves. Where necessa detaffed directton w/\ be 10v/ded thinu h

orov/$'/Onsin 1001@na/obns. [DR 8.25]
ANTIC PATED ENVIRONMENTAL ESULTS

I. Water quality is maintained or improved on the West Coast.
2. Water allocations are prioritised and managed.
3. Regional and glistrict plans are integrated.
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9. Coastal Environment
BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

This Seetien Chapter identifies resource management issues of regional significance affecting the West
Coast's coastal environment. Resource management of the coastal environment is shared between
regional and district councils, as follows:

a) The coastal marine area (CMA) covers from the line of mean high water spring (MHWS) out to the
12 nautical mile limit at sea, wherein the Regional Council manages effects of occupation and other
activities through the Regional Coastal Plan;

by The coastal environment extends from the MHWS line inland to "where coastal processes, influences,
or qualities are significant" (Policy I(2)(c),

NZCPS. IMCl

The three !!istrict gouncils manage effects of land use and subdivision in the coastal environment of
their respective e!istricts via their glistrict plans. The Regional Council manages effects of activities
such as earthworks and discharges in the coastal environment through its Regional Land and Water
Plan.

,

[DR 9.22]
Section 62(3) of the
RMA) tMCI requires that this
RPS [MC] must, among other things, give effect to the

{NZCPS)

[MC]. The Minister of Conservation prepared and approved a revised NZCPS in 2010 covering a range
of coastal matters. The NZCPS policies relevant of Dart/Cubr rek:^vance to this chapter of the [DR 9.6]
RPS are:

. Policy 6 which has clauses recognising the contribution of activities in the coastal environment to
the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and communities;

. Policy 7 which requires consideration of where, how and when to provide for activities in the coastal
environment, and where protection from inappropriate activities is needed;
. Policies 11, 13 and 15 which require protection of significant indigenous biodiversity, areas of

outstanding natural character, and outstanding natural features and landscapes from adverse effects
of activities; and
. Policies 24,25[DR 9.82] and 27 which provide guidance on managing coastal hazard risk.
Some 10 vts'/Ons in other cha tels' of thts' RPS ina ars'o a I in the coastal en unonment for exam ^
in the Res/itent and Susta/habk? Coinmun/t/es and Land and Water cha tels'. Downstream effects of
bnd and freshwater use on coastal water are addressed under the Iht fated mana ement 10v/5'tons
in the Land and Water cha tel. 7hese 10vts'/Ons are rel^fled to in the Rebted PofrC'/es section of thts'
cha tel and eneraff lye e/7^of to otherNZCPS froes. ^ther Further detail^'of o1icies in the NZCPS

2010 which are relevant to the West Coast CMA are given effect to in the Regional Coastal Plan and
dtstffot bns, IDR 9.61

As referred to in Seetien Chapter 7 on Biodiversity and Landscape Values, the West Coast coastal
environment has an abundance of natural habitat, natural character, and landscapes Ihc/udin w/th/h
the coastal environment, Protection of these values

in accordance with

the A1ZCPSdoes notnecessarff 10hb/tappropriate subdivision, use and development. [DR 9.9] While
there is currently a relatively low level of development particularly in the coastal marine area, there is
the potential for further resource use and development in the coastal environment in 80,100nE7te
tocattons and forms and w/th/h a to flate frh7/1:5, [DR 9.26] Tourists are attracted to the West Coast
to view iconic coastal scenic areas such as the Pancake Rocks at Punakaiki. Natural materials such as

sand, gravel, driftwood, and minerals such as ilmenite and oamets IDR 5.341 can be used to provide
for people's social and economic wellbeing.
tDR 9.91
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mrs' Cha tel does not have ob ed/'yes or froes to mana e effects of aff act/'v/t/es that are in the
coastal environment. 7hat ^ve/ of deta// ts' addressed in I tonal and dts'trfot bns Ihc/ud/h for
exam kg effects of act/'v/t/es in or near 11'ver mouths on fish in/' fat/On and a uatfo' eco/ both

u stream of the coastal environment and w/Ih/hIt, [DR 9.31]
Climate change can potentially affect the coastal environment via sea level rise, and changes to the
intensity and frequency of storm surges and waves. 7h/:s can affect flyer mouth in/' ration and b o0n
flood^vets. DR 9.27 7he coastts' a h^' h/ d nam/tenv//oninent because of a combinat/On of manhe

tellestr/;?/ and tedonfo' environments and this combined with atmate chan e means that more tDR
9,241 frequent or greater erosion and inundation can be expected in coming decades. Inappropriate
subdivision, use and development can increase the exposure of people and communities to risks from
coastal hazards. This Seetien Chapter IMCl proposes guidance on
tGS 201 allowing
appropriate development in the coastal environment while managing inappropriate development that
increases the risk of hazards that affect eo re and coinmun/t/es. DR 9.30 A r/S'k-based a loach to
assess/h coastal hazard risk Ihc/udes takin a recautibna a loach as re uned b the NZCPS 2010,

[DR 11.10] Cha tern Natu/a/Hazardsabo has 10vts'/bns that are let?vantto the coastal environment
[DR 9.24]
The sign, Icont Issues in relation to the management of the coasts environment for the
West Coast region are:
I. The NZCPS requires the avoidance of adverse effects on signifieant certain Ihd/ enous [MC] coastal
biodiversity, and outstanding natural character and landscapes in the coastal environment. [MC]

haw^ith IDR 9.331 7hese areas ale wk/es I^d on the West Coast as it has [DR 9.33] a
relatively broe Droport/On of unmodified coastal environment,
Howeve/; there ts' a^;'o a tDR 9,361 need to enable appropriate future
employment, regional growth and development, to 10v/de for the R tons' economic SOCb/ and
cutura/ weffbe/h . [DR 9.32]
2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use, and development of the coastal environment while reducing
the risk of harm to people, property, and infrastructure from natural hazards in the coastal
environment.
OBJECTIVES

I. A regulatory framework that protects significant ind/' enous [MC] coastal biodiversity, outstanding
natural character areas, and outstanding natural features and natural IDR 9.431 landscapes from
adverse effects of IhaoD/Donate' activities.
2. Recognise

a to flate andsus&amabfo [DR 9.47,9.51,9.54] subd^^/:ston, [MC]

use and development in the coastal environment and its contribution to enabling people and
communities to provide for their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing.
3. Ensure that any new subdivision, use or development alto^ [DR GS20] in the coastal environment
has appropriate regard to the level of coastal hazard risks.

4. Ensure that coastal hazard risks potentially affecting existing development are managed so as to
enable the safety, and social and economic wellbeing of people and communities.
POLICIES

I, Where new subd'/ifts'/bn use or deveb merit ^' 10 edin the coastal environment:

a) avoftf adverse e/7^^::ts on the taxa eros terns areas and habitats ffsted in IVZCPS 2010
Po"'icy 11/13);

by avoki' SI nf7aant ad, else effects and avok/ fern or initi ate other adverse e/7^I::ts' on the
taxa ecos ms areas and habitats ffsted in IVZCPS 2010 Poff ZZ b ,

c) avob' adverse e/7^cts of ina 10 fiate' subdi, iston use and devefo merit on areas of
outstandin naturalcha/acter outstandin natural/^atu/esandouts'tandfri naturalbrioS'o3

' for the u

of Object' Z andPbff I of 078 tor 9 whether an act'w' 15 'ina in ate"ornotts' to be delem/hadin
accordance win the inter78 frStedin for 2 of 073 9 andFb"' 2 ofcha ter Z
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d) avoft7'SI nir70antadve/se e/7^acts of ina 10 fiate' subd/v/5'119n use and deveto meritandavoto'
reined or initi ate other adverse e/7^;cts' on natu/a/ character natu/81 I^?atures and natural

brio!s'canes. tDR 9.63,9.64,9,651

2. In addit'ton to the matters 1sted in Poir' 2 of Cha ter 7 when MC considerin whether or not

IMCl proposals for new subdivision, use, and development in the coastal environment ale
inaoo/Don;ate, MC take into account the followin contextual matters:

a) The protection of the values of the coastal environment does not preclude use and development
in appropriate places and forms, and within appropriate limits;
by Some uses and developments which depend upon the use of natural and physical resources in
the coastal environment are important to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people
and communities; and

c) Functionally some uses and developments can only be located in the coastal marine area or
inland coastal environment.

3. 717 lye effect to Ob ed/'ve 2 of Cha tel 3 of thts' RPS mana e bnd and water use in the coastal
environment in a wa that avoids 51' rin7cant adverse effects other than those an3'1h from the
devefo merit o erat/bn maintenance or u lad/h of RSI and focal roads and avo/ds reined/es
or in/t/ ates other adverse water uafr' effects on 51tes that are 51' rin7cant to Poutrh/' N ^ 7:7hu
Ihcft/d/h the to\'owlh .'

a . Estuar/es h, ^' ua b o0ns and other coastal wetbnds' and

b , Shall75h beds and 175'hin areas. tDR 9,971

:^. 3, Where new subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment may be adversely affected
by coastal hazards, adopt a risk management approach taking into account, where applicable:
a). Official, nationally recognised guidelines for sea level rise;
by The type andlife-cycle of the proposed development, Ihcft/din whether/tts't9^a shortterm,
long term, orpermanen^),' [DR 9.81]

c) Whether the predicted impacts are likely to have material or significant consequences;
d) The acceptability of those potential consequences, given their likelihood; and7
e) Whether there are sufiabk? o a'Ons to avo/dincreas/h the Itsk ofharrn from coastal hazards
and whether DR 9.82 future ada tation o tions are feasible.

,5'. 4. Coastal hazard risks should be assessed over at least a 100 year timeframe.
^! 5; in areas of significant existing development likely to be affected by coastal hazards, a range of
options for reducing coastal hazard risk should be assessed.
I

I

^,^, [DR 9.90,9.91]
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES

Policy I gives effect to Policies 11,13, and 15 of the NZCPS 2010 to rotects/ nitcantandoutst6nd/h
b/Oofve/SI' fondsca e and natu/81 cha/acter vaft/es for exam ^ bush cbd cff, ?^' andiavfr7es or marine

reserves. tDR 9,251 in applying this Policy, case law indicates that it may be acceptable to allow
activities that have minor or temporary transitory [GS20] adverse effects on significant biodiversity or
outstanding natural character or landscape areas and still give effect to these NZCPS policies, where
the avoidance of the effects of an activity is not necessary (or relevant) to protect the particular values.
Poff I therefore focuses on hew' use or devefo merit as it has a I^ref flee", hot7d of hawh mole
than minor or trans/to adverse effects. ^1.6tin infrastructure and other actrV'it/es that have been in
face for man ^/s ale irke/ to have adverse effects that ale no more than minor; When hayiri

100a/tito Poffcv Z, IMCl ^on sideration should be given to the nature and scale of effects, what adverse
effects are to be avoided, and what values are to be protected. Decision-makers need to apply this in
context of the West Coast.

. [DR 9,102]
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Policy 2 gives effect to Policy 6(2) of the NZCPS 2010 reflecting that the RMA does not preclude
appropriate use and development in the coastal environment. "Use'not on/ means resource use it
at;'o includes for exam ^ recreat/On81 use and ubfrC' access as uses of the coastal environment

[DR 9.6,9.78] Policy 2(a) also links to Policy 7 of the NZCPS which requires consideration in regiena-I
pene^^ RPS's IMq, and plans of where, how and when to provide for future development.
These matters are implemented for the coastal marine area in the Regional Coastal Plan by identifying
areas with important values where adverse effects of proposed new development may need to be
assessed. Plan rules indicate when consideration of effects is required through the consent process.
District plans will have similar provisions for the coastal environment to be consistent with the RPS and
Reotona/Coastal Plan.
Pofr' 3 rec ribes that some coastal environments in offant to Pout7h/ N at 7^hu are artfo'ubr/
sensitive to ek:^vated^ve/$' of contain/hantSin coastal water. R tonal anddtsttfotcounc/I^' needto have
I ard to the effects of coastal devefo merit on coastal inahin a ka/' areas such as estuaries b o0ns
coastal wetbnds she\'/75h beds and fish/h areas Ihc/ud/h mata/1131' reserves. SI n/77cant coastal
inah/h a ka/' areas for Pout/h/' N ^ 7:7hu are or w/\' be Identified in the I tonal and dts'tr/Ct bns,
Pofr' 3Ihcft/des an exce t7bn for the deveto merit o e/atton maintenance or u ladin of RSI and
focal roads in rec nitton of the 1:7ct that there are several bces in the coastal environment where

fin o1tant fr7??"'he Ih/7astructure exts'ts in or near to the areas frSted in cbuses a and b . tDR 9,971
Policy 3 ^: The potential impacts of climate change on coastal processes (and thus natu/81hazards) are
complex, and a risk management approach to coastal hazard management is necessary when
considering if coastal subdivision, use and development is suitable in the coastal environment. A number
of national level guidance manuals are available which have a range of factors to consider when
assessing the risk of coastal hazard effects on proposed development, including adaptive management.
Pofr' 250fthe A1ZCPS20ZOI ufr'es that/h areas tenthff ai7t?ofedb coastal hazards over at^ast
the next I00 ears IhcreasedItsk of ham7 from such hazards must be a voided 7here are a fan e of
reventive tools' that ina be considered in teams of their e/7^?diveness for avoidh Ihcreasin the Itsk
of harm. Deterrn/h/h their effect/'yeness w/\ de rid on 1:7cto/s such as the k?ve/ of frisk whether the

Its'kina chan e over t7h7e andb howmuch. [DR 9.82]

Policy 45: Policy 24 of the NZCPS 2010 requires that a minimum 100 year timeframe is used for
assessing coastal hazard risks, particularly for proposed development in or adjoining areas identified as
being high risk for hazards. This will provide consistency for development in the coastal environment
of the three districts.

The provisions in this Seet^ Chapter are specific to resource management-related hazard issues in
the coastal environment. The Natural Hazards Seetien Chaoter has provisions which may also apply in
the coastal environment.

Policy 5 ^: Policy 27 of the NZCPS 2010 lists several options to consider for managing coastal hazard
effects on significant existing development, including relocation and removal of existing development,
as well as hard protection structures. Where resource management action is needed to protect people
and property, the RMA provides for councils to take the best practicable option.
. tDR 9.90,

9.911 Decision-makers will need to consider the potential social and economic impacts, including costs,
to land and infrastructure owners of options to best manage hazard effects.
RELATED POLICIES

Policy I, 2 and 3 of Seet^ Cha ter 2 [Resource Management Issues of Significance to Pout7h/' [MC]
Ngai Tahul; Policy I, 2, :^ [DR 5,114] and 5 of Seetien Chapter 4 tResilient and Sustainable
Communitiesl; Policy I of Seetien Cha tel5IUse and Development of Resourcesl; Policy I, 2,3,4,5,
and 6 in Seetien Cha tel6 [Regional Iy Significant infrastructure {RSI)]; Policy I and 3 in Seetien
Chapter 7 [Biodiversity and Landscape Values]; Pof I 2 3 and 4 in Cha tel8 Land and Water '
[DR 9.101] Policy 2 On the inland coastal environment) of Seetien Chapter 10 [Air Quality]; Policy I, 2,
3, and 4 of Seetien Chapter 11 [Natural Hazards].
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METHODS

I. Allow appropriate use and development in the coastal environment, and manage adverse effects of
activities by provisions in the Regional Coastal Plan, the Land and Water Plan, and glistrict plans,
Ihc/ud/h k/ent/77cat/On of 51' nitcant coastal inah/h a ka/'areas, [DR 9.97]
2. Use there tonalanddtstr/Ct bns IDR 9,1131 resource consent, building consent, and rating district

processes, andcommun/' consultation [DR 9.19,9,112] to assess and manage the risk of coastal
hazards affecting development in the coastal environment.
in the
3. Cont/hue to rev/19w andinc/ude the Coastal Hazard Areas
and
in
distort
bns
and
it/enti'
whether
these
Areas
have
Regional Coastal Plan

a top, ; medium or[DR 9,114,9,115] high risk of being affected by a coastal hazard.

4. Consider using expert advice where there may be a medium or high risk of significant existing
development being affected by a coastal hazard.
PRTNaPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJECTIVES POLICIES, AND MErHODs

The provisions in this ^etien Chapter will enable Councils to carry out their obligations under the RMA
to manage subdivision, use, and development in the coastal environment. This includes giving effect to
relevant parts of the NZCPS 2010 which apply to the coastal environment of the West Coast.
The provisions for managing coastal hazard risk also implement Councils' functions under section 30 of
the RMA for controlling the use of land, including land in the coastal environment, to avoid or mitigate
natural hazards.

Managing effects of activities in the coastal marine area which may potentially cause or exacerbate a
coastal hazard risk is covered in the Regional Coastal Plan.
AN lapATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

I. The particular values that make biodiversity, natural character, and natural landscapes, andnatuia/
I^?aturesareas [DR 9,120] significant and outstanding are protected from adverse effects of activities
in the coastal environment.

2. West Coast communities can continue to appropriateIy use and deveto [MC] resources to provide
for their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing.

3. Appropriate subdivision, use and development occurs in the coastal environment, with ways of
reducing coastal hazard risk incorporated into their design and location.
4. Existing significant development is protected from coastal hazards, where practicable.
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10. Air Quality
BACKGROUND To THE ISSUES

Most of the West Coast Region enjoys a generally high standard of air quality. This is because of the

Region's relatively windy and exposed nature, together with its small and dispersed population, and
low numbers of heary industry and vehicles.

Burning coal and wood for domestic heating in winter affects air quality in some urban areas on the
West Coast. The main contaminant affecting wintertime air quality is particulate matter 61=PM+e, IMq
which are the very sinaff MC articles sri^+^^ measured in MC micrometres +^d^

[MC] that can adversely affect human health.
The Regional Air Quality Plan does not have provisions to deal with individual discharges of smoke from
domestic fires, except for in the ReefLon Airshed. Region-wide control of domestic fires through rules
in the Regional Air Quality Plan is not appropriate because of the number of individual sources of
discharge.
The Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality) Regulations 2004

(NESAQ) contain limits for certain contaminants, including Dartfo'ubte matter; PM+e, [MC] that councils
must meet as part of their resource management functions. A balance needs to be achieved between
fulfilling Council's obligations under the NESAQ to meet PM+o the oarticubte matter [MC] standards,
and ensuring that people are able to keep warm in their homes during cold winter months.
ommercial, industrial, recreational and institutional discharges to air of odour, dust, smoke, and other

contaminants are a by-product of resource use and development or other activities undertaken by
people providing for their social, cultural and economic wellbeing, which the
RPS IMCl and regional and district plans seek to enable. Such discharges can have the potential for
more than minor adverse effects if not managed properly. This SeetieR Chapter provides direction for
the Regional Air Quality Plan to manage these air discharges.

The 519nificantissuesin relation to the management of air qual, tv for the West Coast region
are:

I. in urban areas during winter time, PM+e [MCI emissions of Dart/Cubte matter [MC] can potentially
affect people's health. it is critical that people are able to keep warm in their homes while winter
time PM+e Dart/t:'ubte matter tMCI emissions are reduced to meet the NESAQ.

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects of those discharges on air
quality and other values.
OBJEcrivEs

I. To reduce winter time PM+e Dartfo'ubte matter MC emissions to meet the NESA , while ensurin

people's and communities' health and wellbeing is not compromised.
2. To allow discharges to air which are part of activities contributing to the social, economic, and
cultural wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, while managing adverse effects of
. tDR 10,131

those discharges,

Note: Objective 2 does not apply to domestic fire emissions.
POLICIES

I. Where appropriate and pinchcable, use a range of regulatory and non-regulatory tools to reduce
w/hter time PM+o oarticubte matter MC emissions that also enable eo re to kee their homes

warm during cold months.

2. Management of adverse effects of the discharge of contaminants to air shall must tMCI include
consideration of the following:

a) Reverse sensitivity, including the siting of ne, ,; Ihcomoat/bk? mapp^ development !t!
fox/in/' to act/'v/t/es that dts'char e contaminants to air; [DR 10.16]
by Use of technology, codes of practice, and industry standards; and,
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c) 7he best practicable option to in/himbe the adverse effects of the d/S'char e. [MC]
EXPLANATION To THE PO TclEs

Policy I: The Regional Council has worked with the Reefton community to identify a range of options
for reducing PM+o oarticubte matter [MC] levels in the Reefton Airshed to improve public health and
meet the NESAQ, while allowing the community to continue using solid fuel, particularly coal, to warm

their homes during winter. Provisions will be added to the 9-FafE Regional Air Quality Plan to reduce
PM+o Dartfo'ubte matter tMCI emissions in the Reel^on Airshed.
As a general principle for the rest of the Region, Council recognises the importance of residents being

able to keep warm during 141inter. Council will balance this, along with the principles underpinning this
RPS IMCl, including affordability, when considering what other regulatory
and non-regulatory action will or may be taken, to meet the NESAQ for PM+e Dartfo'ubte matter tMCI

The matters listed in Policy 2 are potential issues and tools commonly associated with managing
discharges of contaminants to air (other than domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed). Reverse
sensitivity effects can occur when new [DR 10.16] sensitive activities are inappropriate Iy located in close

proximity to activities which discharge contaminants to air. in conjunction with Policy 2 of the Use and
Development of Resources Seetien Chapte/; this Policy 2 allows for the consideration of the siting and
establishment of subdivision, use and development to avoid, remedy or mitigate reverse sensitivity
effects. Due to the subjective element of managing air discharges, and odour in particular, national and
industry guidelines are available to assist decision-makers, as well as considering the best practicable
option under the

RMA [MC].

RELATED POLICIES

Policy I and 3 of Seetien Chapter2 [Resource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini NgaiTahu];

Policy I, 2, and 4 of ^etien Chapter 4 [Resilient and Sustainable Communities]; Policy I and 2 of
^etien Chapter5 [Use and Development of Resources]; Policy I and 2 of Seetien Chapter6 tRegional Iy
Significant Infrastructurel; Policy 2 (in the inland coastal environment) of Seet^ Chapter 10 tAir
Quality"
METHODS
I.

Provft/e [DR 10,241 education and advice on how PM+e Dartfo'ubte matter [MC]
. [DR 10.24]

emissions can be reduced from domestic solid fuel burners.

2. Allow discharges of contaminants to air and manage the effects through regional and ^!istrict plan
rules, and resource consents (apart from domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed).
PRINaPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES METHODS

The provisions relating to the NESAQ for PM+o Dartfo'ubte mattertMCI reflect appropriate management
approaches for the West Coast Region. Councils are required under the NESAQ to reduce PM+o
Dart/Cubte matter [MC] levels in airsheds. it is uncertain if or what action may be needed or may be
feasible in other urban places to meet the NESAQ for PM+e Dart/Cubte matter [MC] once compliance is
achieved in Reefton. An adaptive management approach is therefore required providing Council the
flexibility to consider these matters in the future. This will ensure that the balance of good air quality
and people's warmth and wellbeing is maintained.
Managing discharges to air (other than domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed) through plan
provisions reflects current practice which is working well. The Regional Air Quality Plan is an effective
means of managing air discharges. Under section 67(3) of the RMA the Regional Air Quality Plan must
give effect to the direction provided in the

RPS IMCl on managing discharges

to air.

No provisions are included for managing emissions of greenhouse gases
beKBuse under section 70A of theRMA the WCRCmustnothave ant
to the e/?^cts' of o75cha to air on cffmate chan e evce t to the extent that the use and devefo merit

offenewab^ ene enab^^s a feductton in the dtscha e into air of leenhouse ases. tMCI
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

,8

I. Reduced PM+o Dart/Cubte mattertMCI levels in winter in some urban areas.

2. Odour, dust, smoke, and other contaminant emissions are discharged at acceptable levels undeFthe
RNA-in accordance with nationa\' rec nts'ad uft/efrhes and standards for ^vets of contain/hants

dts'chained to air; IDR 10.311 enabling resource use and development to occur for people's social,
cultural and economic wellbeing.
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11. Natural Hazards
BACKGROUND To HE ISSUES
A 'natural hazard' as defined under the

RMA)-tMCI is "any atmospheric or
earth or water related occurrence (including earthquake, tsunami, erosion, volcanic and geothermal

activity, landslip, subsidence, sedimentation, wind, drought, fire or flooding) the action of which
adversely affects or may adversely affect human life, property or other aspects of the environment. "
Natural hazards arise from natural events such as high rainfall, earthquakes and high winds. However,
natural events only become natural hazards when they have the potential to affect people, property
and other valued aspects of the environment.

The West Coast has a range of high risk environments that are susceptible to natural hazards. The
potential impacts of natural hazard events range from general nuisance to creating significant damage
and loss of property and, in extreme cases, loss of lives. These can lead to high economic and social
costs on the West Coast with significant consequences for public health and safety, agriculture, housing
and infrastructure. Maria in natural hazards I unes a coffaboratiVe effort from a ran e of
or antsab'Ons incft/d/h cent/81 overriment focal ovemment crown a enc/es infrastructure

toy/dels' bus/he55es and focal coinmun/ties, IDR 11.601 Maria ement of natu/81 hazards shouki' be
undertaken in an Iht fated manner w/th/h catchmentS. [DR 11.9]

The effects of climate change are addressed in this Seetien Chapter The West Coast is expected to
have both more severe and frequent extreme weather events in future decades. This can exacerbate

potential natural hazards and good planning is needed to avoid locating inappropriate land uses in high
risk areas.

Depending on the nature of the natural hazard, the level of risk, and the advantages and cost of any

action, there may be benefits in undertaking actions or activities to avoid or mitigate the effects of
natural hazards on people, property and communities. However, inevitably there will be events where,
despite a community's readiness and efforts to mitigate the effects of such events, coordinated relief
actions and responses are necessary to assist individuals and communities affected. This activity is
facilitated through the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 CDEMA [MC] and the plans
and local arrangements developed under this framework by the West Coast Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group.

RMA} [MC] people must be able to provide for their social and
economic wellbeing; however, this needs to be balanced against the risk to people, property and
Under the

infrastructure from natural hazard events. There is an increasing amount of information that shows
which areas of the West Coast are prone to damage from natural hazards and this enables informed

assessments about the risk to people and property. Where there is existing development within hazardprone areas, enabling appropriate hazard mitigation measures to be created will help to minimise the
risks and impacts on these vulnerable communities.

,

7he

mana ement of SI nitcant Its'k from natu/81 hazards has recent/ been elevated to a matter of national

importance under section 6 of the RMA andts' frke/ to be su o1tedb a A1at/bna/Pofr' Statement in
future. [DR 11.11] Future planning for natural hazards will require an adaptive management approach
and flexibility to allow for new information and/or changing legislation.

The significant is ues in relat'on to t e management o the natural hazar s for the We t
Coast are:

I. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the potential to create significant risk to
human life, property, community and economic wellbeing on the West Coast.
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2. increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is required for communities to
become more resilient.

3. Subd^^is'ton use and devefo merit can contribute to natu/81 hazardrts'k, IDR 11.211
OBJECTIVE

I. The risks and impacts of natural hazard events on people, communities, property, infrastructure and
our regional economy are avoided or minimised.
PO CIES

I. Reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community and environment to natural hazards by
improving planning, responsibility and community awareness for the avoidance and mitigation of
natural hazards.

2. New subdivision, use and g!' development should be located and designed so that the need for
hazard rotection works is avoided ormin/mrs'ed. DR 11.33 Where necessa ando/act/Cabki? DR

11.361 further development in hazard-prone areas will be restricted.
3. Avoid or mitigate adverse effects on the environment arising from climate change by recognising

and providing for the development and protection of the built environment and infrastructure in a
manner that takes into account the potential effects of rising sea levels and the potential for more
variable and extreme weather patterns in coming decades.
4. The appropriateness of works and activities designed to modify natural hazard processes and events
will be assessed by reference to:
a) The levels of risk and the likely increase in disaster or risk potential;
by The costs and benefits to people and the community;
c) he potential effects of the works on the environment, and

d) The effectiveness of the works or activities and the practicality of alternative means, including
the relocation of existing development or infrastructure away from areas of natural hazard risk.
EXPLANATION To THE POLICIES
Hazards w/Ih/h the coastal environment are abo addressed in Cha ter 9. ' Coastal Environment and

these cha tels' shoukibe read t ether when cons^elm coastal hazards. [DR 11.4]

Policy I seeks to increase awareness of hazard risks and the adoption of appropriate building controls,
including avoiding inappropriate development in hazard prone areas, to reduce the susceptibility of the
West Coast community to the adverse effects of natural hazards. Civil defence planning and
preparedness under the
CDEMA [MC] provides further

means of reducing the potential for loss or damage from natural hazard emergencies and disasters.
Application of regional and district activity to applying the four R'S (reduction, readiness, response and

recovery) will continue to assist with preparing communities for emergencies as well as ensuring that
Councils and partner agencies are ready to act should these events arise.
Policy 2 recognises that through appropriate planning, the need for protection works can be avoided
by siting new subdivision, use and development away from existing or potential natural hazards.
Research on natural hazards is ongoing. This information may indicate that in places where
development has already occurred these areas may be susceptible to natural hazards. in such cases,
further permanent development may need to be restricted to reduce additional risk to people or
property. However avoki'/h devefo meritin hazard lone areas ina notbe factfo'abk:^in affinstances
as some

s of deveto merit are I'm/ted in where the can be tocated to fund/bn effect/'ve/ .

tDR 11,361
Subd^^/:5/@n use anddevefo merit that ina cause or contribute to a natural hazardshouki'be avofi7ed.

In some cases act/'v/tiles in an area ina cause or cont/bute to a natural hazard affectin another area,
For exam k? an u stream or Ihbnd fond or flyer use can have downstream or down ladent hazard
effects on other deyefo merit 7he Itsk of subd^^/:5/@n use and deveb merit aji^?offh or exacerbat/h

a hazardnS'k e^;'ewhere needs to be assessed/h bn and consent rocesses. tDR 11,211

Policy 3 recognises that adverse effects arising from climate change may be significant in certain areas.
While there is some uncertainty over the possibility, extent and timing of climate change effects, when
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assessing natural hazard risk, gouncils should use the latest national guidance and the best available
information on the impacts of climate change on natural hazard events. Local authorities, as managers
of significant infrastructurel assets and through their statutory resource management and emergency
management responsibilities, will, as opportunities arise and as prerticable, plan and prepare for the
anticipated effects of climate change.
Policy 4 recognises that there will be situations where modifying the environment to reduce
susceptibility to natural hazards will produce benefits to the community in excess of the costs involved
in protection or prevention works or programmes. Consideration should be given to the relocation of
existing development and infrastructure away from areas prone to natural hazards, however it is
recognised that this cannot always occur. Consequently, those who benefit from the works or services
should pay for them.
R LATED POLICIES

Policy I of Seetien Chapter 3 [Resource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu];
Policy 2 and 5 .^!!^! [MC] of ^etien Chapter4 [Resilient and Sustainable Communities]; Policy 3 and 4
of ^etien Chapter6 [RegionalIy Significantlnfrastructure {RSI)]; Policy 3, :^tDR 11.41 and 5 of ^etien
Chapter9 [Coastal Environment].
METHODS

I, .. increase understanding and public awareness of natural hazards, including the potential influence
of climate change on natural hazard events.

Z. Furtherdevefo meritofa natural hazards knowk?d e base andcont/hued use of Use [DR 11.67] the
most up to date and accurate information available in areas potentially affected by natural hazards.
3. 7he Re tonal Counc// and dts'tnCt counc/^' will su ort' an Ihte fated and coffaborat^^e a loach
between rek?vant a enc/es the coinmun/' and local bus/he55es to mana e SI nir7cant natu/81
hazardr/5'ks and effects. DR 11.60

^. 3Where appropriate, include provisions in regional and district plans that address natural hazard
issues including the control of the use of land to avoid or mitigate natural hazards. Particular
methods may include:

a) Special hazard zones and rules;
by Identification of natural hazards on maps and registers;
c) General building and development controls or criteria;
d) Subdivision controls;

e) Informat/On re ufr'ements to asstst consent rocessin ' and [DR 11.70]
f) Inte fated catchmentmana ement; [DR 11.60]
^., + Take into account the location, nature and potential extent of natural hazards when providing
and planning for the provision of essential lifeline utilities.
^., 5-, The Regional Council will maintain detailed regional flood response strategies in priority
catchments as well as initiating and maintaining flood protection works where communities are
willing to fund such works.

L 6, The Regional and ^!istrict ^ouncils will maintain and implement the Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan for the West Coast, and Local Arrangements, setting out regional and
district emergency responses and contingency provisions in the event of a natural hazard event as
members of the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group.

^. 7-, The Regional and ^!istricL ^ouncils will maintain a civil defence emergency management response
capability, which includes the ability to assist in the establishment and coordination of disaster relief
and recovery assistance programmes.
PRI CEPAL REASO S FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation establish a policy framework for the
management of natural hazards and, in particular, avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of natural
hazards on human life, property and the environment.
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in accordance with sertion 62(I)(i)(i) of the RMA the three territorial authorities of the West Coast will
be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the control of the use of land to
avoid or mitigate natural hazards except where the control of the use of land relates to the West-G^st

Re^^ WCRC's tMCI functions under the RMA regarding:
. The coastal marine area;
. The beds of rivers, lakes and other water bodies; and
. Land use activities managed in the Regional Land and Water Plan.
Members of the Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group, and in particular the Lifelines Group
and the Co-ordinating Executive Group, are expected to continue to research and investigate natural
hazards in the region and make recommendations to the relevant gouncil, should rules around land use

be indicated as a hazard avoidance or mitigation method. This further promotes a collaborative
approach between the Regional and !!istrict ^ouncils
IMCl to implement a region-

wide approach to the management of natural hazards while allowing flexibility of application.
There is an increasing amount of information that is being produced that identifies areas at risk from
natural hazards. This work will be ongoing and is integral to minimising the risks and impacts of natural

hazard events. These objectives, policies and methods allow for the consideration of this and the
application of an adaptive management approach as required and w/\ assts't communities in bulb'/h
resff/ience to the effects of natural hazards. DR 11.71
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

I. A reduction in actual or potential losses to people, property and the environment.
2. Use and development of resources consistent with levels of risk.
3. Increased community awareness of, and responsibility for, natural hazard avoidance and mitigation.
4. Appropriate development within areas subject to natural hazards provided for in regional and district
plans.
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Administrative procedures
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Administrative Procedures

The

RPS [MC] state^:

RMA} IMCl requires that a

a) The processes to be used to deal with issues that cross local authority boundaries, and issues
between territorial authorities or between agencies (section 62(I)(h));

by The procedures to be used to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of the policies or the methods
contained in the

RPS IMCl (section 62(I)a)); and7
WCRC's [MC]

c) Any other information required for the purpose of the
functions, powers and duties under the RMA (section 62(I)(k)).
This ^etien Chapter of the

RPS [MC] covers these matters and other related

administrative procedures.

12 I integrated Management and Cross Boundary Processes
This

RPS [MC] is about the integrated management of the West Coast's

natural and physical resources. Integrated management involves a consideration of:
a) The effects of the use of one natural resource on other natural and physical resources or on
other parts of the environment recognising that such effects may occur across space and time.
by The functions of other agencies with roles and responsibilities that contribute towards or impact
on resource management

c) The social and economic objectives and interests of the community, recognising that natural
and physical resources cannot be managed without having regard to social, economic and
cultural matters.

The need for integration between resource management authorities is required under the RMA in terms
of dealing with cross-boundary issues (section 62). These issues can arise in a number of situations but
generally fall into two categories: those related to the preparation and review of plans; and those
related to the administration of plans and associated resource consents.

To achieve integrated management, it is essential that the policies, plans and actions of all those
involved in resource management (government agencies includ/h the De artment of Conservatton,
IDR 12.31 regional and district councils, iwi and the community) are coordinated. The aim of integrated
management is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in an efficient
manner by implementing and promoting complementary, efficient and effective management of all
natural and physical resources. in addition to the polices and methods identified in Part B and C of this
RPS [MC], the

WCRC tMCI will use the following

procedures to further promote integrated management and address cross-boundary issues:
. Liaise, as appropriate, with central government agencies in relation to resource management
issues of regional significance.
. Make submissions, as appropriate, on documents prepared by central government agencies

regarding issues of national significance that impact or impinge on the
Godneil WCRC's IMCl resource management functions under the RMA.

. Liaise, as appropriate, with other Legional gouncils on resource management matters that are
relevant to more than one region.

. Have regard to any policy ^tatements and plans (including resource o1anagement plans and
WCRC IMCl and the 1001bn ^'
^rinual plans) prepared by the
territorial authorities (including those under other legislation e. g. BIOSecurity Act and the Givil
CDEMA tMCI), and the extent to which this Statement
RPS needs to be consistent with those documents.

. Consult adjoining local authorities in the preparation of regional and ^!. istrict plans to ensure a
consistent approach between districts and between the regions and districts regarding issues
which cross local authority boundaries and state in those plans the processes for dealing with
them.
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Advocate to the Buller, Grey and Westland District Councils that where appropriate, provisions
are included in ^!. 1strict plans that avoid unnecessary duplication of resource management
responsibilities.
Consider the transfer of functions that other agencies could carry out more efficiently,

effective Iy and appropriate Iy. Transfers of functions will be considered on the requirements of
^ection 33 of the RMA, including where both authorities agree that the authority to which the
transfer is made represents the appropriate community of interest, and where the transfer is
desirable on the grounds of efficiency and technical or special capability or expertise.
Establish appropriate protocols for the efficient and effective operation of joint hearings.
Give full consideration to the effects on all other aspects of the environment in the development

of strategies and plans, in the consideration of resource consent applications, and in the
provision of advice.

When considering an application for resource consent, consider all issues in the balance with
other policies set out in the

RPS tMCI-

2.2 MO I ring
Monitoring is an important component of the decision-making process. it establishes a process to check
on the progress being made towards the achievement of objectives and the efficiency and effectiveness
of the options that have been chosen. The RMA recognises the value of monitoring and gives the
regional and district councils responsibilities in this area. Section 35 of the RMA outlines the Regional
Council's information gathering, monitoring and record keeping responsibilities.
The

WCRC tMCI monitors:
. The state of the West Coast environment;

. The efficiency and effectiveness of our policies and plans;
. The exercise of any functions we delegate; and
. Compliance with resource consents.

The Regional Council already has a number of policies and procedures in place to gather information,
and to monitor and report on how well the West Coast's natural and physical resources are being
managed. These include:

. The review process for regional plans which monitors the their efficiency and effectiveness of
regb^Fp^ as a means of achieving the objectives and policies of the
RPS IMCl;

The State of the Environment Monitoring Reports for air and water on the West Coast. They are
produced every three-five years and are a comprehensive analysis of the environmental monitoring
results and trends;

The Regional Council's Annual Report which reports against objectives and performance measures
in the Council's Long Term Plan for the West Coast, developed under the Local Government Act
2002.

The content of future State of the Environment Reporting will be reviewed and updated to reflect the
new environmental goals (objectives) and ensure the right information is being gathered to monitor
the environmental results anticipated in the

RPS [MC].

123 Review of t e Reg'on al Policy Statement RPS
WCRC [MC] commence a full review of this
RPS [MC] no later than 10 years from the date upon which it becomes
operative. The Council will also undertake an internal review no later than 5 years from the date that
this
RPS [MC] becomes operative. The internal review will determine whether

The RMA requires that the

the direction taken in it this-^n^ continues to be relevant. A review of the relevant parts or
RPS tMCI may be carried out if a new issue arises or regional
provisions of the
monitoring shows that a review would be appropriate.
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Glossary
7:9ms used in the RPS that are defined in the RMA but not conta/had in 65ts' Gbssa
meanfr7 as the RMA defined teams. nits' incft/des:

have the same

. Amen/ Deities
. Best o1adfo'ab^ option,
. 8101 foal divers/ or bit7d'/vets/
. Coas^31 man77e area,
.Dts'chaine,
. E/7^::t,
. Environment

. KE, ithkitanqa,
' Land
. IVationa/ oof^by statement
. IVatu/a/ and h foal resources
. Natural hazam!. and
. Sus6a/hab^mana ement

[DR 13.19]

Coastal environment encompasses the coastal marine area and the land areas adjacent to the
coastal marine area that have a coastal character.

Community means a social group of any size, in a particular locality, who share common interests.
Cultural landsca e means a e0 18 h/Cal area that bobs 51' rin7cant value to Pout/h/' IV ^ 727hu due
to the concentratton of w, ^'h/ to u or taon a yakies or the in ortance of the area to Pout/h/' A1 at 7^hu
cutu/a/ t/ad/ttons histo or it/ent/' , Cutu/81 bndsca es 10v/de current and future ene/atIons of
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Poutin/ A1' at 7^hu the 0 o1tun/' to ex errence and en a e w/th the bndsca e as their t/ uria once

did [DR 7,128]
Cultural values are those values that relate to the culture of a society.
,

^.^
,
,
,

,

,

Environmental results anticipated means the expected or foreseen result or outcome on the
environment as a consequence of implementing the policy or policies and methods of implementation.
The environmental results anticipated provide a means of assessing the success of the objectives,
policies and methods but may not always be measureable or achievable within the operative life of the
RPS tMCIIndigenous means native to New Zealand.
instream values are those uses or values of rivers or streams that are derived from within the river

system itself and include amenity values, cultural and spiritual values of tangata whenua, and values
associated with freshwater ecology and recreational, scenic, aesthetic and educational uses.
Integrated management means managing (i. e. identifying, prioritising and acting on) the use,
development and protection of natural and physical resources as a whole. Integrated management
involves three inter related parts:
a) A recognition by management agencies that natural and physical resources exist as parts of
complex and inter-connected social and biophysical systems, where effects on one part of a system
may affect other parts of the system and that there effects may occur immediately, may be delayed
or may be cumulative; and

by The integration of management systems between agencies so that the various roles and
responsibilities of those agencies are clearly identified and combined or coordinated to achieve
consistency of purpose; and

c) The integration of management systems within agencies to ensure that other legislation or
administrative actions are consistent with promoting sustainable management of natural or
physical resources.
Issue means a matter of concern to the region's community regarding activities affecting some aspect
of natural and physical resources and the environment of the region or their management. These
matters are addressed in the

RPS as either:

a) Significant resource management issues of the region; or
by Resource management issues of significance to iwi; or
c) Issues which cross local authority boundaries; or
d) Matters where jurisdiction and delineation of responsibilities need to be made clear.
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. [DR 13.2]

Policy means a specific statement that guides or directs decision-making. A policy indicates a
commitment to a general course of action in working towards an action.
RegionalIy significant infrastructure means:
a 7he IVatibna/ 6/11d' as defined b the Ek?of rid Indust Act2010 ' tDR 6.16,13,121
Other IDR 6.16, 13.131 electricity distribution and transmission networks
b)

defined as the system of transmission lines, sub transmission and distribution feeders and all
associated substations and other works to convey electricity;

a} ^:! Facilities for the generation of more than I MW of electricity and its supporting infrastructure
where the electricity generated is supplied to the electricity distribution and transmission
networks;

e) ^Z! Pipelines and gas facilities used for the transmission and distribution of natural and manufactured
gas;

^_^! The State H/ hwa network and road dyad networks cbss/fled in the One Wentork Road
Cbss/77cat/On Sub-cate o as striat IC' [DR 13.6]
; tDR 13.61
^! O The regional rail networks tMq
^:{ 91 The Westport, Greymouth, and Hokitika airports;
^ IIJThe Regional Council seawalls, stopbanks and erosion protection works;
^! !!Telecommunications and radio communications facilities;
:^! Z! Public or community sewage treatment plants and associated reticulation and disposal systems;
^ ^:! Public water supply intakes, treatment plants and distribution systems;
^ I! Public or community drainage systems, including stormwater systems; and
^ 1122 The ports of Westport, Greymouth and Jackson Bay.
^! n Pub"'t:' or coinmun/' so, frd waste stora e and dts' OSa/1:7c/it/195. [DR 13.8]

Significant mineral resource, for the purpose of Chapter 5 Use and Development of Resources
Policy 2(b)(i), means the monetary value of the mineral resource is significant to the local community,
and employment is created in extracting the resource, based on the latest information available about
the resource at the time.

Significant tourism infrastructure refers to the major tracks, roads and facilities managed by the
Department of Conservation and other ubl, C' or coinmun/' infrastructure 10vk/e/s [DR 13.15] which
are regional Iy and nationally important in terms of their contribution to the regional economy such as
the Glacier Roads, Heaphy Track, Punakaiki the West Coast Prim'emess 77a/I tDR 13,151 and other
visitor information and visitor access facilities.
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Taonga means treasure, property; taonga are prized and protected as sacred possessions of the
tribe. The term carries a deep spiritual meaning and taonga may be things that cannot be seen or
touched, e. g. wahi tapu, waterways and mountains.
Tapu means under spiritual protection or restriction.

Wahi tapu means places or things which are sacred or spiritually endowed.
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Leader, Hadley Mills - Planning, Science and Innovation Manager

Date:

2 August 2018

Subject:

Planning Monthly Report

Submission on ro OSed National Plannin Standards

The Ministry for the Environment (MFE) has publically notified the first set of proposed National
Planning Standards (the Standards) and invited submissions to be lodged by ,. 7 August. The
purpose of the Standards is to remove unnecessary variation in certain aspects of council s policy
statements and plans across the country, to achieve greater consistency, make them easier to

develop, and easier for users to understand. The Standards still allow for variation to address local
Issues.

This first set of Standards covers:

. Regional policy statement and plan structure;

. Specific standards for parts of these documents, for example, the introduction and tangata
whenua chapters, and schedules, appendices and maps;
.
.

Eplanning (having plans and plan information fully electronic and accessible on council's websites;
Mapping, spatial planning, chapter form and numbering and status of rules (for example, rules in
tables with default rule status for all permitted rules)

o Definitions

Staff have reviewed the proposed Standards and drafted a submission (see attached draft

submission). Not every individual Standard is commented on as there is a large number of them. Only
those that are of particular relevance or will affect the Council the most are addressed. Key points in
the submission are:

Question the claim that the Standards will have the positive outcome of less time and costs for
councils to prepare and use plans;

Concerns around meeting some of the timeframes for implementing the Standards;
Some of the Standards are supported where they will make council s planning documents easier

for plan users to use, and provide flexibility and options for councils to reflect matters specific to
their districts and regions;

Some of the Standards are opposed where they may potentially require consequential changes to

the RPS and regional plans which need to be publically notified, incurring further costs, namely for
RPS and regional plan structure, the requirement to include in plans a record of national policy
implementation, and some definitions.

With most of the Standards, incorporating them into planning documents does not need to go

through an RMA plan change process. However, we are uncertain at this stage how many
consequential changes might need to be publically notified.
The West Coast District Councils were invited to make a joint submission, however Buller and
Westland did not have their submissions ready in time to go in this Council s August meeting papers.

The first set of Standards is required to be final ised and gazetted by 19 April 2019, as per the

provisions that were added to the RMA under the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017. MFE
are working to meet this timeframe.
Below is a link to the proposed Standards:
htL : WWW. info. ovt. nz sites defaul files media RMA FINAL%20%200raft%20Nationa1%20Plannin %20standards%20Combined. f

, A

Re uest for extension of time to release Plan Chan e I Decisions

Proposed Plan Change I to the Regional Land and Water Plan was publically notified on 22 August
2016. Section 10(4)(a) of Schedule I in the Resource Management ACL 1991 (RMA) requires local
authorities to notify their decisions on submissions on regional plans and plan changes no later than
two Years after publically notifying the document. The two Year timeframe for releasing decisions on
Plan Change I ends on 22 August 2018. The hearing for Plan Change I was held between the 18 -21
June 2018, at which some landowners disputed the location of the wetland boundaries on their

property. Following hearing of submitters and the Council staff Right of Reply, the Panel adjourned

the hearing to obtain further information to enable them to make a fully informed and robust decision
on proposed amendments to the wetland boundaries. The Hearing Panel has commissioned an

Assessor to undertake site visits to certain wetlands that were submitted on, and to produce a report

(pursuant to Section 41C(4) of the RMA) to clarify whether these wetland boundaries are correct as
notified under Plan Change I. The report is due to be completed by the end of August. Once the
Panel have received the Assessor's report, the hearing will be reconvened, followed by deliberations,
and recommendations to the Council. This means that the two year timeframe to release decisions on

Plan Change I will be exceeded, and so an extension of time is sought.
Under Section 37(I)(a) of the RMA, Council can extend a time period specified in this Act, whether or

not the time period has expired. it is uncertain at this stage how long it will take to complete the
process to the stage of the Panel providing their recommendations to Council, although it is likely to

occur within the next 6-12 months. Therefore staff request a 12 month extension to release decisions

on Plan Change I, so that decisions are released by 22 August 2019.
Submission on the Zero Carbon Bill

Staff submitted a response to the Zero Carbon Bill (ZCB) discussion document on the 19th July. The

submission is attached. Staff are in the process of getting a piece of research done regarding the

West Coast region's net CO2 emissions in real terms. This will take into consideration CO2 emissions
and carbon sequestration.

The scope of the research will be:

. A summary of native forest carbon sequestration and how this compares with plantation forests,
techniques used to collect this data, and assumptions;
.

A reasonable estimate of total CO2 emissions from human activity within the West Coast Region;

. A reasonable estimate of the total net carbon sequestration for the West Coast Region including
from native forests, plantation forests and from any other natural processes (if any);
. Net CO2 emissions for the West Coast Region in real terms; and

. A summary of the emissions trading scheme (EFS) with specific discussion on native forest rules.
This work will better inform the Council as to what action we should take on climate change, and help
inform any future submissions on national policy.

Staff are in the process of commissioning this work through an Envirolink grant.
Gre FMU U date

The Grey Freshwater Management Unit (FMU) Group will be formed over the next three months. The
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) implementation team made up of
staff (partnering with Te Rananga o Ng5i Tahu stain propose the following key dates for the Grey
FMU group:
. 30/08/2018 - Nominations open

. 13/09/2018 - Community Information Session
. 20/09/2018 - Nominations close
. Late September to early August - interviews

. 09/10/2018 - FMU group members appointed (Council Meeting)
. 30/10/2018 - First Grey FMU meeting

IOI:
As per the terms of reference presented at the July Resource Management Committee meeting we
require an elected representative from the West Coast Regional Council on the group.
^!^Y

There was one flood event for the reporting period.
Time of peak

Peak
level

Warning Issued

Alarm
threshold

08/07/201816:00

4267 mm

08/07/201813:10

4000 mm

08/07/201816:20

5966 mm

08/07/201810:00

4500 mm

Buller River at Te Kuha

08/07/201823 :00

9962 mm

08/07/201812:15

7400 mm

Grey River at Dobson

09/07/2018 01:35

3906 mm

08/07/201820:20

3400 mm

Site

Karamea River at Gorge
Mokihinui River at Welcome
Ba

New Recorder Sites for 20/7/18 Financial Year.

Three new recorder sites have been built in the 20/7/18 Year. This work is part of the hydrology
network improvement programme which will improve our forecasting capabilities.
Orikaka River at Plateau

Rainfall Gauge

Orikaka River at Gorge

Flow Recorder

Mawheraiti River at Atareu

Rainfall Gauge
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NRZi

Figure I: Orikaka River at Gorge Flow Recorder
RECOMMENDATIONS

I. mat the report ts rece/'ved

2. 7hat the Councff' approve the draft submts'ston on the proposed A1atlbna/ Pbnn/h9 Standaro!s'
for foolg'/n9.

3, 7hat a 12 month extenston untff 22 Au9ust 2019 ts' 9/8nted to affow time to re^ase Dec/:5'10ns
on the proposed Pbn Chan9e I to the Land and Water Pbn.
4, 7hat an e^ated representative from the West Coast Re9tona/ Council (/?Qin the Grey

Const/tuency) be chosen to sit on the Grey Freshwater Maria9ement Unit (F'MU) Group as per
the Grey FMU Group 7191ms of Reli?fence.
Hadley Mills
Planning, Science and Innovation Manager
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THE WEST COAST
+

REGIONAL COUNCIL

3 August 2018

National Planning Standards Consultation 2018
Ministry for the Environment
PO Box 10362

Wellington 61.43

Dear Sir/Madam

SUBMISSION ON THE NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENT FOR THE NATIONAL PLANNING STANDARDS

The West Coast Regional Council welcomes the opportunity to make a submission on the Proposed National
Planning Standards. Attached is our submission.

If you wish to discuss any of our comments, the contact for service at the Council is:
West Coast Regional Council:
Lillie Sadler, Planning Team Leader
Email: 15@wcrc. govt. nz
Phone: 037680422 x8242

Yours faithfully

Lillie Sadler

Planning Team Leader
West Coast Regional Council
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Submission from the West Coast Regional Council on the proposed National Planning Standards
introduction

The West Coast Regional Coundl (WCRC) has reviewed the detail contained within the proposed National
Planning Standards (the Standards), as well as the Consultation Document, Section 32A Report, Guidance
Document, and the Regulatory Impact Statement. Staff provided written feedback on the initial outlined

categories of Standards in 2017, and also attended workshops on the outlined and proposed Standards in July
2017 and July 2018
General Comments

Council agrees with the intent of the Standards to remove unnecessarily long or wordy parts of Councils RMA
planning documents. This is in line with the principle of simplifying and streamlining plans. However, having
consistency in RPS's and regional plans across the country may not guarantee more streamlined planning
documents, and so we are not convinced that these Standards will achieve the stated outcome of less time and
fewer resources required to prepare and use plans . For example, the Standards could lead to a large amount

of cross referencing being added to the plan to link provisions that have to be located in separate chapters under
the Standards, where they were previously located together in a plan. This would be very time consuming for

our planning staff. The supporting documents for the Standards have little detail on the impacts on smaller
councils. Some of the Standards are overly prescriptive and rigid, and we question the necessity for this
If the Standards are adopted, we recognise that some of them will be beneficial by making it easier for plan users
to find the information they need in online plans. We have no issue with the Standards that provide flexibility

and options for councils to implement them or not. These Standards importantly recognise that some
differences bet\\, aen council plans are appropriate to ref!ect the particular context of their district or region

There are several proposed Standards that we have concerns about. For the WCRC, these include the timeframes
for implementing the Standards, some of the Standards for RPS and regional plan structure, the requirement to
includein plans a record of national policy implementation, and some of the definitions. We are aware from the
Section 32A Report that the Ministry has consulted with numerous councils and planning experts to develop the
Standards, and taken the 'most commonly used' practices as the basis for many of the Standards. However,

common practice may not fit all councils. The key concerns raised in our submission are likely to have cost and
resourcing implications for our small Council, if consequential amendments to our regional plans need to go
through a RMA Schedule I. process and be publically notified.
Structure of submission

The following table outlines our submission points on various Standards. The submission follows the order of
the Standards as published, and comments on the Standards that are relevant to regional councils. Not every
individual Standard is commented on as there are so many of them. Only those that are of particular relevance,

or will potentially affect this Councilthe most, are addressed
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Proposed National Planning Standard

Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

S-RPS: Regional Policy Statement Structure
Standards I. and 2

I. Except as provided in direction 2 below, local
authorities must amend their documents in
accordance with section 581 of the RMA within 5

Years of gazettal of this planning standard
2. Documents of the local authorities listed below must
be amended in accordance with section 581 of the

RMA within 7 Years of gazettal of this planning
standard:
- Auckland Council

- Marlborough Council
- Northland Regional Council
- Southland Regional Council
- Wellington Regional Council

Neutral

On Page 26 of the Consultation Document for the Standards, there is a criteria whereby decisions
on proposed plans that are riotified between April2016, and April2019 (gazettal of the Standards),
have seven years to implement the Standards instead of the five Years for all other councils. The list
needs to be amended to include the WCRC as the proposed West Coast Regional Policy Statement
(RPS) will have a decisions version publically notified by April2019.
On Page 27 of the Consultation Document, MFE have requested that councils who meet the above

criteria give an indicative timeframe within which they expect to implement the first set of planning
standards for their plans. in terms of implementing the Stage L functionality and accessibility
Standard for eplanning, we have no choice as the timeframe for implementing this is within one Year
after the Standards are gazetted. This means we have to implement eplan functionality and
accessibility by April2020. Our IT staff have advised that the Standard for Level I. (shown in Figure I
of the Standards) can be met within this timeframe.

it is difficult to indicate a timeframe for implementing the other Standards as we have a small

planning team of three staff who will be involved over the next five years with giving effect to the
NPSFM and NESPF, completing reviews of the Council's Regional Coastal and Air Quality Plans, and
any other national directiori which is released. Although the Consultation Document states that it

would be more efficient for councils to implement the Standards while undertaking plan reviews or
changes, this is likely to be confusing for lay submitters to know which parts of a notified Plan
implement the Standards and are not open for submissions. it may be more straightforward to

implement the Standards after decisions are notified or appeals are resolved, prior to a plan
becoming operative. it will depend on the scale of any changes needed to implement the Standards,

what stage the plan reviews are at, and whether implementing the Standards necessitates any
Schedule T changes that need to be publically notified for submissions

Section 581 of the RMA states that the Standards have to be implemented within T year of gazettal,
however apart from the Stage Ieplanning Standards, the rest of the Standards require that they be
implemented within five Years (or seven Years for listed councils). Will these different time frames
in the Standards override Section 581 of the RMA? The background documents to the Standards
identify that the one Year timeframe to implement all Standards is unrealistic for councils to achieve
Does the one Year timeframe in the RMA need to be amended if it is the higher order document?

I. -"
C,
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Proposed National Planning Standard

Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

Standard 3

Support

All regional policy statements must contain mandatory
headings (i. e. , part, chapter or section headings) in the
order provided in Table 3: Regional policy statement

The ability to use mandatory headings as either a sub-heading in a plan, or as a chapter heading, is
supported. This provides flexibility where smaller planning documents do not have separate
chapters for all the theme headings listed in the Standards. This is the case for the West Coast
Regional Policy Statement and Regional Plans. Standard 3 should be retained

structure below, unless otherwise stated.
Standard 4

Support

This provides good flexibility for smaller councils with smaller plans

Neutral/

We are unsure if this section is intended to list a set of issues that are different to the issues listed

Local authorities must consider whether other sections

should also be included and include them if they are
required.
Table 3: Part 3 Regional Iy Significant Issues

oppose

in each of the theme chapters, or to list the same issues from the theme chapters. if it is the former,
then we consider that this will be unnecessary as it creates an overload of issues. The RPS should
only have one set of issues.

Table 3: Part 4 Themes (chapter/section headings)
. Air quality

Partly
support

We understand that councils only need to include the theme chapter titles if the subject matter of
the title is addressed in the RPS. If this is correct, we support this approach. However, we are unclear

. Coastal environment

as to whether it is only those issues raised in the Regional Iy Significant Issues chapter that are

. Landscape, landforms and natural character
. Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity

expected to have a themed chapter. See our comments above on RPS's having only one set of issues

. Environmental Risk

The Part 4 chapter Themes state that if the subject matter is addressed in the RPS, then it must be
included in a 'separate' chajiter on that subject. However, the Standard 3 provides for the theme
chapter headings to be parts or sub-headings. The Standard 3, and Theme chapter titles Standard,

. Historic Heritage
. infrastructure and energy
. Land

seem to be inconsistent

. Water

. Special Topics

We seek that Standard 3 overrides the text in the Part 4 Theme chapters, to provide flexibility for
smaller councils who do not have, or want, separate chapters for all the listed themes.
Alternatively, we seek that the explanation in Table 3 for each of the theme chapters be amended
to refer to Standard 3

I. -"
Cl
-a
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Proposed National Planning Standard

Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

Table 3: Part 4 Themes

Partly

Landscape, landforms and natural character

oppose

Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity

Consideration should be given to making it optional to have separate Ecosystems and Indigenous
Biodiversity, and Landscape and Natural Character, chapters as proposed in the Standards, so that
they can be in a combined chapter. Many areas of natural character are considered to have natural

character because they have significant indigenous biodiversity, or have important ecosystems for a
number of indigenous species. The West Coast proposed RPS has these matters in a combined

chapter as there are not many objectives, policies and methods for them. They are broad, high level,
strategic provisions, with the detail being at the regional and district plan level. The West Coast RPS

decisions will be released in the next few weeks. it is inefficient to have to split the objectives and
policies up into two separate chapters. We anticipate that other councils' RPS's may have similar
issues, objectives and policies for protecting these natural values where they are identified as
significant. Having these two chapters combined would be more practical, and would fit with a
streamlined approach to plan making.
Partly
support/

Although we do not have any specific provisions on ecosystems in our proposed RPS, we understand
that the term "Ecosystem" is general and similar to biodiversity so that it should not generate the

oppose

need for any new provisions in our RPS, which might need to be publically notified in a Schedule I

process. We would be strongly opposed to the chapter title changing to "Ecosystem Services" as
this is something different, and brings a higher risk of needing to go through a Schedule T change.
Table 3: Part 4 Themes

Strongly

Land and Water

support

Table 3: Part 4 Themes

Support

Special topics

The option to combine the Land and Water chapters is supported. Our proposed RPS does this, and
having this flexibility in the Standards is important as it means we will not have to separate these
RPS chapters which could be difficult, and potentially require a Schedule I process.
We support the "Special Topics" theme. The Council's proposed RPS has two additional special topic
chapters: Chapter 4 "Resilient and Sustainable Communities" and Chapter 5 "Resource Use and
Development". Over the pasl: five or so Years there have been a significant number of job losses on
the West Coast due to the drop in coal prices and closure of coal mines, as well as a drop in the dairy
sector pay-outs. Having chapters in our RPS that address these issues by enabling appropriate

subdivision, use and development that contributes to social and economic wellbeing while managing
adverse environmental effectsisimportant for the future of West Coast communities
Oppose

The wording of the Special 'Fopic chapter in the Standards requires that topics which cannot be
addressed under the other theme chapter headings must be included in the Special topics chapter

I--.
t. .:.
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Proposed National Planning Standard

Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

This means that historic heritage provisions must be in a separate RPS chapter rather than a Special
Topic chapter. However, this is inefficient when there are only a small number of heritage provisions
The Special Topics chapters need more flexibility to be able to include some of the other themes

listed where they are relevant to that special topic. For example, our proposed RPS has a special
topic chapter titled "Resilient and Sustainable Communities". There is only one historic heritage
issue, objective, policy and method, and these are in the Resilient and Sustainable Communities

chapter as heritage is part of our local communities' culture and identity.
We request that flexibility be provided with Special Topic chapters to allow for situations where
there are only a small number of provisions on one of the Themes which can be combined into a
Special Topic chapter, using a theme title as a section sub-heading. This relates to the issue
mentioned earlier about inconsistency between Standard 3 providing for this, and the text in the
Table 3 Themes chapters not providing for this
Part 6 - Schedules, Appendices and Maps

Support

We support the Standard for schedules, appendices and maps in RPS's being optional. Our proposed
RPS has none of these as this level of detail is in the regional plans, and duplication of them in the
RPS is considered unnecessary.

S-RP: Regional Plan Structure Standard
Standard I and Standard 2

Partly

Except as provided in direction 2 below, local

oppose

authorities must amend their documents

In

accordance with section 581 of the RMA within 5 years
of gazettal of this planning standard

We do not meet the criteria in the Consultation Document (Pg 26) to implement the Standards for
regional plan structure with ill seven Years of gazettal of the Standards (April2027). This means that
the WCRC must implement the structure Standard in all of its regional plans within five years, by
April2025. We are uncertain if this time frame can be met for all of our regional plans, given the
workload required by the NPSFM and other national direction, and review of our regional plans. As
mentioned under the RPS Structure Standard, although the Consultation Document states that

councils can implement the Standards while undertaking plan reviews or changes, this is likely to be
confusing for lay submitters to know which parts of a notified plan implements the Standards and
are not open for submissions. it may be more straightforward to implement the Standards after

decisions are notified or appeals are resolved, prior to a plan becoming operative. It will depend on
the scale of any changes needed to implement the Standards, what stage the plan reviews are at,
and whether implementing the Standards necessitates any Schedule I changes that need to be
publically notified for submissions

I. -*
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

We support more flexibility in this Standard, and/or the option to request further time to implement

it if needed. Other smaller councils may be in the same position. We note that in the supporting
documents, MFE refer to smaller councils needing more support and possibly individual assistance
with implementation. it would be useful to get this confirmed in writing at an early stage (i. e. now)
to the individual councils most likely to be negatively affected.
Standard 3

Strongly

All regional plans must contain mandatory headings
(i. e. part, chapter or section headings) in the order
provided in Table 4: Regional plan structure below,

support

The ability to use mandatory headings in either a section of a plan as a sub-heading or as a chapter
heading is strongly supported. This provides flexibility where smaller planning documents do not
have separate chapters to match all the headings listed in the Standard. This is the case for the West
Coast Regional Policy Statement and Regional Plans. Standard 3 should be retained

unless otherwise stated
Standard 4

Support

This provides good flexibility for smaller councils with smaller plans

Table 4: Regional Plan Structure: Part 4 Themes

Partly

General comment

Similar to the RPS structure Standards, the Standards for regional plan structure appear to be silent

oppose

on situations where a policy covers two of the theme chapter matters.

Local authorities must consider whether other sections

should also be included and include them if they are
required.

We seek the ability to exercise our discretion to combine themes as appropriate for the West Coast
region

Table 4: Part 31ssues and Objectives

Support

The flexibility to include, or not include, this part is supported

Oppose

Similar to the RPS structure Standard, we are unsure if this section is intended to list a set of issues

and objectives that are different to those listed in each of the plan theme chapters, or to list the
same issues and objectives from the theme chapters. If it is the former, then we consider that this

will be unnecessary asit creates an overload of issues and objectives. Plans should only have one set
of issues and objectives, and they are bestlocated within the theme chapters
Table 4: Part 4: Theme headings
. Air quality

Neutral

We understand that councils only need to include the theme chapter titles if the subject matter of
the title is addressed in the regional plan. If this is correct, we support this approach. However, we

F. .*
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral
.

Coastal environment

are unclear as to whether it is only those issues raised in the Issues and Objectives chapter that are

.

Landscape, landforms and natural character
Ecosystem and indigenous biodiversity

expected to have a themed chapter

.
.

Environmental risk

.

Historic heritage
Infrastructure and energy

.
.

Land

.

Water

.

Special topics

Oppose

The Part 4 chapter Themes state that if the subject matter is addressed in the regional plan, then it
must be included in a 'separate' chapter on that subject. However, the Standard 3 provides for the
theme chapter headings to be parts or sub-headings. The Standard 3, and the Standard for Theme
chapter titles, seem to be inconsistent.

We seek that Standard 3 overrides the text in the Part 4 Theme chapters, to provide flexibility for
smaller councils who do not have, or want, separate chapters for all the listed themes

Alternative, we seek that the explanation in Table 3 for each of the theme chapters be amended to
refer to Standard 3.

Table 4: Part 4: Theme chapters

Oppose

Coastal Environment

The coastal environment chapter will create substantial work for us to implement because it means
that we will have to either duplicate conditions from the operative Land and Water Plan rules into

the proposed Coastal Plan which may require a Schedule I variation as the Coastal Plan presently
only applies to the coastal marine area (CMA). Alternatively, when the regional plans are merged in
the future, the Coastal Plan and some Land and Water Plan provisions would need to be combined

into the Coastal Environment chapter. This latter option could also need a Schedule I public
notification process. We do not have a set timeframe for merging our regional plans, it will be fitted
around implementing the other Standard's and national policy statements
We request that the Standard allows for either a coastal environment chapter or a coastal marine
area chapter
Table 4: Part 4: Theme chapters
Landscape, landforms & natural character
Ecosystem & indigenous biodiversity

Oppose

We strongly oppose the requirement as worded in Part 4 Themes which requires that if a council
addresses matters on any of the themes listed in Table 4, the provisions must be included in a
chapter on that theme. This means that we will need separate chapters for the matters listed in the

Environmental risk

left column of this submissioin point. However, this is inconsistent with Standard 3 for regional plan

Historic heritage

structure, which provides foi' the themes to be used as part or section headings, not just chapter

Infrastructure and energy

headings. Having separate chapters for these theme provisions is inefficient where there are only a
small number of policies, and conditions on rules, for each theme. Standard 3 provides the ability to
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

include, for example, the small number of landscape, natural character, ecosystem, indigenous
biodiversity, heritage, and infrastructure provisions in a Special Topic chapter using these theme
titles as section sub-headings. This is a much more streamlined approach
in our current Land and Water, and Coastal Plans, there are natural values, heritage and
infrastructure objectives anci policies all in one chapter titled "Natural and Human Use Values" We

have very few rules specifically on these matters, so the objectives and policies in this chapter apply
to all the other theme chapters in the Regional Plan. The structure of regional plan theme chapters
does not necessarily have to copy the RPS, and in some cases it is not appropriate. For situations like
ours, the "Natural and Human Use Values" chapter in our Regional Land and Water, and Coastal
Plans could be made into a Special Topic chapter, to avoid duplicating its provisions in several theme
chapters. To do this, the explanatory text for the Special Topic theme in the Standards needs to be
amended.

We request that flexibility be provided in the Standard for Special Topic chapters to allow for
situations where there are only a small number of provisions on themes which can be combined into
a Special Topic chapter, using the theme titles as sub-headings
S-IGP: Introduction and General Provisions Standard
Standard 4c

Neutral

it is unclear what "local strategic scene setting" means. This should be clarified

Standards 4,5 and 1.1

Strongly

4. If the following matters are addressed in the policy
statement/plan, they must be included in the

support

The option to include the matters listed as chapters in the Introduction, or to not include them, is
strongly supported. This will enable councils to include information in the Introduction, or not, as

If the following matters are addressed in the policy
statement/plan, they must be in duded in the
Introduction section:

c. local strategic scene setting

appropriate for the region.

Purpose section

5. If the following matters are addressed in the policy
statement/plan, they must be included in the
Region and its Resources, or Description of Region

I. -.
I. . *
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

or Description of the District (as relevant for the
policy statement or plan) section: ...
11. Local authorities must consider whether other

sections should also be included in this chapter.
Standards 7 - 1.0

Neutral

7. If the following matters are to be addressed in the
policy statement/plan, they must be located in the
Statutory Context section: (a-c).

If a council wants to include in their RPS or regional plan one of the clauses from Standards 7-10, for
example 7a, do all of the clauses under Standard 7 have to be included? it not, the flexibility to
include or notinclude all of the clauses in these Standards is supported

8. if the following matters are to be addressed in the
policy statement/plan, they must be located in the
General approach section : (a-f)...
9. If the following matters are to be addressed in the
policy statement/plan, they must be located in the
Cross boundary issues section: (a-b)
10. if the following matters are to be addressed in the

plan, they must be located in the Legal effect of
rules section: (a-c)
Standard 22

Strongly

We are not convinced that including, in all RPS's and plans, a list of national direction instruments

22. All policy statements and plans must include a

oppose

and how they are being given effect to, will add value to planning documents. Such a list may
become extremely lengthy, especially in merged plans, and this seems to go against the simplifying

national direction instruments chapter as set out in
Table 13: National direction instruments below.

and streamlining principle of previous RMA amendments. Most councils will have undertaken a
process to review and give effect to the various NES and NPS's, and kept an internal record of this
Councils can make such information available on request. The NPSFM requires councils to provide
implementation analysis to MFE, and make this publically available, so requiring the information to
be included in planning dociiments would be duplicating publication of this information. National
policies and standards are reviewed and changed by central government, which could create further

work for councils to list implementation of the changed national policies in RPS's and plans. The

I. ".
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

implementation information in planning documents would potentially be outdated every Year as
councils progressive Iy implement the national direction, creating more work to keep the planning
documents up to date. RMA planning documents are not the best document to record

implementation of national direction. Councils can instead make this information publically available
on their websites, in the same way that the NPSFM requires
We seek that Standard 22 be either removed from the Standards, or be made optional
S-TW: Tangata Whenua (Chapter) Structure Standard
Standard 3 - 6

Oppose

We understand that the requirement to have different chapters for the matters listed may be

3. if the following matters are addressed in policy

necessary for regions where there are a number of iwi and/or hapu. However, in the West Coast

statements and plans, they must be located in the

region, there is only oneiwiwith two Rananga. Having four separate chapters in our RPS and regional
plans for recognition of iwi/hapu, tangata whenua-local authority relationships, Iwi and hapu

Recognition o11wi/hopO chapter:

planning documents, and consultation, is therefore considered unnecessary
4. If the following matters are addressed in policy
statements and plans, they must be located in the
Tangota whenuo-local authority relationships
chapter

We seek that Standards 3-6 provide the option to include these matters as parts, sections or subheadings within a chapter, the same as Standard 3 for RPS and plan structure
Neutral

5. If the following matters are addressed in policy
statements and plans, they must be located in the
Iwi and hopO planning documents chapter: ..

Additionally, if a council wants to include in their RPS or regional plan one of the clauses from
Standards 3-6, for example the third point under Standard 6, do all of the other clauses under
Standard 6 have to be included? If not, the flexibility to include or not include all of the clauses in
these Standards is supported

6. If the following matters are addressed in policy

We seek that the clauses in Standards 3-6 be given a lower case letter to be consistent with other
Standards with clauses, not the 'hyphen' symbol.

statements and plans, they must be located in the
Consultation chapter:
S-SAM: Schedules, Appendices and Maps Standard
Standard I - 11

Mandatory directions: Numbers I - Tl

Support

The standards are generally supported as they appear to not place any onerous requirements on the
WCRC to change the schedules in our regional plans.
I. -.

We request that the Standards as proposed be retained
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

F-I. : Electronic Accessibility and Functionality Standard
Table 1.8: Standards I - 1.6

Support

We generally support these Standards, most of them are straightforward and already met in our
current electronic copies of Regional Plans on our website. Those Standards not Yet implemented
will not take a significant amount of time for staff to meet. This will pull all those layers and overlays
onto one set of maps, and this will give full information to lay people who want to see what applies
to their land or a site of interest.

At some time in the future vre will be looking at combining our regional plans into one document,
but this won't be happening within 12 months of gazettal of the Standards. in relation to Standard
16, is there a timeframe to be applied to plans that are merged in the future? Our preference would
be to have no timeframe.

F-2: Mapping Standard
Standard 4

Neutral

When the District Plan Structure (S-DP), Regional Plan
Structure (S-RP) and/or Combined Plan Structure (SCP) Standards are adopted, the symbols provided in
Table 22 below must be applied in maps and ePlans

We seek confirmation that the symbols in Table 22 are only required to be included in plans if the
features represented by the symbols are provided in plans, for example noise contours, and the

coastal environment. If so, a statement should be included in Standard 4 to make this explicit.

when required
F-5: Chapter Form Standard
Table 26: Rule Table

Neutral

Currently all of our regional plan rules sections are not structured in the table format proposed in
this Standard. While we are not opposed to changing the structure of the rules to make them easier

for Plan users to follow, we want to make You aware that implementing this Standard may take
considerable work

F-6: Status of Rules and Other Text and Numbering Forin Standard
Table 28: Numbering table

We request that there be options with using the abbreviated codes for chapters, to allow for the
changes we have requested earlier in our submission on the chapter themes

CM-I. : Definitions Standard

Numerous definitions from the RMA are included in
the Standards

Oppose

I. ..

Some of the definitions within the definitions Standards are the same terms as in the RMA, and we

*. *

think there is little value in duplicating these in RPS's and plans. The Hearing Panel for the proposed
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

West Coast RPS (which included independent commissioners with considerable planning

experience) recommended removing definitions in the RPS Glossary that are repeated directly from
the RMA as they '(serve no useful purpose and amounts to unnecessary dupfication". Staff agree with
the Hearing Panel recommendation
We request that any RMA definition be removed from the Standards definitions
Bore:

Partly

a) means any hole constructed into the ground that is

oppose

(i) investigate or monitor conditions below the ground

it is unclear what is actually 1:0vered in this definition. The term "bore" is used in our Regional Land
and Water Plan for groundw, ater bores and pumping tests. However, clause (i) could capture drilling
of a rock core sample, or drilling for geotechnica! testing. Effects of "bores" and "drilling" can be
different, and it would potentially mean changes to our permitted groundwater takes and

surface; or

earthworks rules if we have to include the proposed definition in the Plan asit is currently worded

(11) abstract liquid substances from the ground; or
(iii) discharge liquid substances into the ground; but
(b) it does not include test pits and soak holes

Drilling is addressed in our Plan under earthworks rules. To avoid confusion, the Standards definition
should be clarified to state that it applies to water bores. The confusion could also be avoided by
adding a maximum bore size to avoid drilling being classed as a bore. Drilling a water bore and
drilling for other purposes have the same initial process, so it is unclear from this definition when it
goes from being a bore to being a drill hole

used to-

it is also unclear whether "test pits" includes pump tests, the latter is different to test pits. Pump
tests check for the groundwater pressure when investigating drilling for a water bore. Test pits are
generally open pits used to investigate ground conditions such as soakage or mineral availability or
to form an infiltration gallerv

We request that the definition is either removed from the Standards, or clarified.
Cleanfill means an area used for the disposal of
exclusively inert, non-decomposing material

Oppose

This definition refers to an area rather than the types of materials that can be classed as cleanfill,
which does not provide guidance for our consents staff. Our L&WP defines cleanfill in terms of the
materials that can be buried, and is copied from the MFE website definition, with an additional
clause (f):

Cleanfilfjs material that when buried will have no adverse effect on people or the environment
aeanjill mater1'01 I'ncludes virgin natural materials such as clay, soil and rock, and other inert
materials such as concrete or brick that are free of.
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

(0) Combustible, putrescible, degradable orleachable components
(b) Hazardous substances

(c) Products or materials derived from hazardous waste treatment, hazardous waste
stabil^Sat^^n or hazardous waste di^POSa/ practices

(d) Materials that may present a risk to human or animal health such a medical or veterinary
waste, asbestos offachooctive substances

(e) Li^uid waste

(f) Protrudrng reinforcing, any reinforcing must be cut offfrom the concreteface
The MFE website also defines cleanfill as "any landfill that accepts only cleanfi// material as
defined above". However, cleanfillis not only disposed of at landfill, it is often buried on building
sites to replace boggy soils to provide a stronger, more stable foundation for buildings
We request that the Standards definition of cleanfill be amended as follows
Cleanfill means an area used for the burial or disposal of on I clean ill material as de med above
^iai

We also request that Councils are able to use their definition of "cleanfill material" to provide
guidance on what materials comprise cleanfill, as it is managed as a discharge to land by regional
councils under section 15 o1' the RMA

Drain means any artificial watercourse, open or piped,
that is designed and constructed, or used, for the
purpose of the drainage of surface or subsurface
water

Oppose

The proposed Standards definition is different to the WCRC definition in our Land and Water Plan

Drain refers to an artificial channel or subsuiface conduit (e. g. mole drain, tile drain or drainage
tunnel, or roadside swale) constructed for the purpose of
. Collecting and diverting sulface runojj; but also includes water collected from sealed surfaces with
no associated reticulated stormwater system such as roadside swales and concrete dish swales, or
. Intercepting groundwater in order to lower the water table or divert water (excluding a water
race), and directing it to a receiving water body.
. The channel must not incorporate the bed of an existing river or creek, or the water from the bed
of on existing river or creek. The hollows of humped and hollowed land are considered drains
,... h
I. . ,
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

While the first bullet point of our Plan definition is similar to the Standards definition, the third point
is not covered. This matter is in our Plan definition as we have had, and occasionally do still have,
problems about differentiating between drains and water bodies. Drains can often be permanently
flowing due to the amount of rain on the West Coast
As Standards 3(c) and (d) in the Definitions section do not allow councils to have minor variations of

the proposed definitions to reflect local circumstances, the third bullet point would be relegated to
non-regulatory good practice guidance which could potentially create more work and costs for our

Council. Consents and compliance staff may have to spend more time explaining or justifying noncompliance decisions on di'ains that intercept groundwater or are constructed in river beds
Enforcement action on suclT non-compliance with the (repealed) Plan definition could also be

difficult to undertake as tile non-regulatory definitions would not hold much weight in the
Environment Court. This could potentially result in outcomes that are contrary to Section 6
protection requirements, where drains taking groundwater or located in a riverbed remove water

away from significant wetlands, threatening their existence
If the proposed definition of "drain" is gazetted unchanged, some of the Rules in our Land and Water
Plan may need changing under the proposed Standards definition. For example, Rule 79(b)(v) for onsite sewage effluent discharges to land does not permit discharges to be within 20m of a drain. Since

the Standards definition of a 'drain' includes a piped drain, a sewage effluent discharge would not
adversely affect the quality of the water within a piped drain. This means condition (b)(v) will need
amending to exclude piped drains. So we question why the definition includes "piped" drains. This
may also become an issue if other legislation requires drains to be fenced, as it would not be
appropriate or necessary for a piped drain to be fenced

Furthermore, the definition of "water" under Section 2 of the RMA does not include water in any
form while in any pipe. The purpose of a drain is to remove water from an area. So if water within
a pipe is not considered to be "water" under the RMA definition, then water within a pipe which
acts as a drain cannot be considered "water" under this definition

We seek that the definition be either removed from the Standards, or the words "or piped" be
removed from the definition

IC*
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral
Earthworks

Strongly

Means any land disturbance that changes the existing

oppose

ground contour or ground level.

Our Land and Water Plan clefines earthworks as "the disturbance of soil or earth by any means
incluchng excavation (Ihcluding subsurj'ace), tunnelfing, drill^^g, minimg, land rehabi7itation or
restoration, stockpiling, dumping of soil or sand, and the construction I reconstruction of any track,
embankment. or drainage channel. "

Land disturbance means the alteration to land,
including by moving, cutting, placing, filling or
excavation of soil, cleanfill, earth or substrate land.

Some earthworks activities do not change the ground contour, such as tunnelling for an
underground mine, drilling, or where material is removed and refilled. These activities could have

the effect of altering the soil profile and hydrology, so they need to be done in accordance with
permitted rule conditions, or by resource consent conditions. If the proposed Standards definition
is gazetted as currently worded, such earthworks would not have to meet permitted rule or consent
conditions, and could result in adverse environmental effects that are not managed
While the Standards definition for land disturbance covers some types of earthworks activities in
our Plan definition, it does riot include drilling which generally does not alter land. There seems to
be little benefit from having separate definitions for both "earthworks" and "land disturbance" and
the Section 32 Report does not provide the detail to justify this
As Standards 3(c) and (d) in the Definitions section do not allow councils to have variations of the

proposed definitions to reflect local circumstances, the second and third bullet points would be
relegated to non-regulatory good practice guidance which could potentially create more work and

costs for our Council. Consents and compliance staff may have to spend more time explaining or
justifying non-compliance decisions on earthworks that retains the ground contour but adversely
affects the hydrology. Enforcement action on such non-compliance with the (repealed) Plan
definition could also be difficult to undertake as the non-regulatory definitions would not hold much

weight in the Environment Court. This could potentially result in outcomes that are contrary to
Section 6 protection requirements, for example, where hydrology which maintains significant
wetlands is disrupted

Earthworks is one of the most common resource management activities in the West Coast region
Significant revision of our Land and Water Plan may be required if the proposed definition is not
changed to ensure that it applies to other types of disturbance

I. ..
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

We request that the land disturbance and earthworks definition be combined, and either be

amended to include subsurface earthworks that are referred to in our Plan definition, or remove the
earthworks definition from the Standards
Infrastructure

Strongly

(a) pipelines that distribute or transmit natural or

oppose

Our Regional Policy Statement, and Regional Plans have a definition of Regional Iy Significant
Infrastructure (RSI), which generally includes the types of infrastructure listed in the proposed

manufactured gas, petroleum, biofuel, or geothermal

definition, as well as the Regional Council flood protection structures. Our Plan definition has

energy:

different detail to the proposed Standard, which is relevant to the infrastructure in our region, as it
is criticalIy important for the West Coast's economic and social wellbeing. Given our remoteness,
this infrastructure needs to be protected from being adversely affected by other activities that

(b) a network for the purpose of telecommunication as
defined in section 5 of the Telecommunications Act

constrain the efficiency and effectiveness of the infrastructure's operation. Our Plan definition

2001. :

therefore elevates the listed infrastructure to being regionalIy significant, and does not include all

(c) a network for the purpose of radio communication

significance status, along with the important role that the Council's flood protection structures have
in protecting communities from natural hazards. This is inconsistent with the National Policy
Statements for Electricity Transmission and Renewable Electricity Generation, as well as Section 6(h)

infrastructure. If the Standards definition is gazetted as currently worded, our RSI loses its
as defined in section 2(I) of the Radio communications
Act 1989

for managing significant natural hazard risk

(d) facilities for the generation of electricity, lines used
or intended to be used to convey electricity, and
support structures for lines used or intended to be

used to convey electricity, excluding facilities, lines,
and support structures if a personco uses them in connection with the
generation of electricity for the person's use;

The Definitions Standards 31b) does not allow a similar term to be used in RPS's and plans, and it is
unclear whether Standard 3(c), which allows definitions that ".... only apply to a subcategory or
narrower application of a term".... would allow us to keep our RSI definition. it not, substantial
changes will be needed to our RSI chapter in the proposed RPS which is due to have Decisions
released shortly, as well as changes to the RSI provisions in our Land and Water Plan

and

Regional Land and Water Plan Glossary
Regional Iy significant infrastructure means

(ii) does not use them to generate any
electricity for supply to any other person:

I) facilities for the generation of more than I MW of electricity and its supporting infrastructure
where the electricity generated is supplied to the electricity distribution and transmission networks;
Ii) the National Grid and electricity distribution and transmission networks defined as the system of

(e) a water supply distribution system, including a
system for irrigation:

transmission lines, sub transmission and distribution feeders and all associated substations and
other works to convey electricity;
Iii) pipelines and gas facilities used for the transmission and distribution of natural and manufactured

(f) a drainage or sewerage system:

gas;
I. -\
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Support I
Oppose I

Coundl response

Neutral

iv) the road and rail networks as mapped in the Regional Land Transport Strategy;
(g) structures for transport on land by cycleways, rail,

v) the Westport, Greymouth, and Hokitika airports;
vi) the Regional Council stopbanks;
vii) telecommunications and radio communications facilities;

roads, walkways, or any other means:

(h) facilities for the loading or unloading of cargo or
passengers transported on land by any means:

viii) public or community sewage treatment plants and associated reticulation and disposal systems;
ix) public water supply intakes, treatment plants and distribution systems;

(1) an airport as defined in section 2 of the Airport

xi public or community drainage systems, including stormwater systems; and
xi) the ports of Westport and Greymouth.

Authorities Act 1966

We request that either the Standards definition be made optional for councils to include in RPS's
(j) a navigation installation as defined in section 2 of the

and plans, or remove it from the Standards.

Civil Aviation Act 1990:

(k) facilities for the loading or unloading of cargo or
passengers carried by sea, including a port related
commercial undertaking as defined in section 2(I) of
the Port Companies Act 1988:

(1) anything described as a network utility operation in
regulations made for the purposes of the definition of
network utility operator in section 1.66.
Quarry

Oppose

means an area of land where the excavation, with or
without the processing, of minerals and other solid
natural substances occurs

The terms "excavation" and "minerals" in the proposed definition would capture alluvial and black
sand mining. This is not appi'opriate as these activities are not quarrying
We request that the definition for "quarry" be removed from the Standards, or the definition is
amended to avoid it capturing mining

Reclamation

Means the in filling of any part of a water body, bed of
lake or river or part of water body or coastal marine
area, to create permanent land, and includes any

embankment or causeway, but does not include beach

Oppose

This definition as currently worded could capture rock protection structures under Rule 28 in our
L&WP. This should not be the intent of the reclamation definition; we understand that the common
purpose of reclamation is to create an area of land that can be used for land-based activities. In

contrast, the purpose of rock protection structures is to protect adjoining land from the adverse
effects of flooding or erosion. Such structures do not reclaim land at all
I"~,
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Support I
Oppose I

Council response

Neutral

re-nourishment or any deposition of material or

in filling that is not permanent
Small scale renewable electricity generation
Means renewable electricity generation which does
not exceed a power rating of 20kW

We request that the definition be amended to exclude hazard protection works.
Oppose

The Standards definition is problematic for us to implement. Although our Land and Water Plan
doesn't have a definition for small-scale renewable electricity generation, our Rule 41. for water take

and use or diversion for small scale hydro electricity generation permits takes up to 200 litres per
second, along with other conditions. This is appropriate in a region that has plentiful water resources
and sloping land. Limiting the water take and other aspects of the generation, rather than the
amount of kilowatts produced, is a more effects-based approach. We understand that the amount
of electricity produced from small-scale hydro generation varies considerably depending on the

volume of water used, the head (height/distance that the water drops), the steepness of slope and
size of pipe, amongst other things. Such variation makes it difficult to attribute a kilowatt limit to

small scale operations. For example, a take of 200L/second with a 15 metre long head would
generate approximately 201<W. On the West Coast, we have various takes of 1.25L/sec with a 36

metre head, TOOL/sec with a loom head, and 20L/sec with a 600m head occurring. Another
generation activity in South Westland generates 22kW, making the 20kw limit arbitrary. Anything
over this may unnecessarily require a resource consent. Small-scale hydro electricity generation
mostly diverts the water back into the creek or river after use, and is a small-footprint, low impact
activity that is encouraged 111 this region
We request that the definition be removed from the Standards.
Stormwater means water from natural precipitation

Partly

The proposed definition includes contaminants in stormwater, which could be interpreted as

(including any contaminants it contains) that flows

oppose

allowing contaminants in stormwater. Our Plan definitions do not have the term "contaminants" in

over land or structures (including a network), to a
water body or the coastal marine area

them so that they do not give a misleading impression that this is permitted. We are unsure why
"contaminant" is included in the Standards definition; the Section 32 Report and the Guidance
Document do not explain this. The Standards definition could inadvertently allow stormwater to be
directed over a contaminated site as a permitted activity under our Plan rules, making the water

contaminated. If the proposed definition becomes gazetted as currently worded, this will potentially
mean that we would have to change our stormwater rules

We seek that the wording "(including any contaminants it contains)" be deleted

I. -.
To
To
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16 July 2018

Ministry for the Environment
PO Box 10362

Welling ton 61.43
Dear Sir/Madam
Submission on Zero Carbon Bill Discussion Document

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the framework for a Zero Carbon Bill (ZCB) as outlined
in the '*Our Climate Your Say Discussion Document". Attached is the Council's submission which is in

two parts: general comments on the potential impacts of the ZCB on the West Coast region, and
responses to the questions in the Discussion Document's submission form.

Yours faithfully

,^^,
Hadley Mills
Planning, Science and Innovation Manager
West Coast Regional Council
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West Coast Regional Council comments on the framework for a Zero Carbon Bill
General Comments

The West Coast Regional Council (WCRC or 'the Council, does not support the Zero Carbon Bill (ZCB)
as it creates too much uncertainty for the West Coast region. There are too many unknowns that
arise from this discussion document to gain the Councils support. Further, the discussion document
has not presented the science behind the proposed bill. We suggest the science that underpins the
ZCB should be clearly discussed and summarised in order for the layperson to understand and
potentially accept it. Climate change is a very complex issue and to ask the people of the West Coast
to commit to an emissions target (and accept the subsequent adverse effects discussed below), the
evidence proving arithropogenic climate change must be presented and proven beyond reasonable
doubt. We have little expertise and experience with emission targets, the Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS), and emission budgets, and therefore can only consider how implementing the ZCB might
affect West Coast communities.

The first part of this submission identifies potential effects of the ZCB framework on the region's
economy, which is largely underpinned by resource-based industries of mining, forestry, and farming.
Implementing the Bill is likely to result in substantial costs to these industries, as well as changes to
the growing industry of tourism. it will also have impacts on day to day life for West Coast
communities living in a remote, rural region. The Discussion Document recognises that lower income
households are more likely to be affected, and vulnerable regions will need to be supported. We
wonder how the transition to a changed economy and lifestyle can be undertaken on the West Coast
with minimal impact.

The second part of our submission responds to the questions in the Discussion Document's
submission form.
rin acts of the ZCB on the West Coast

Reduced toss// fuel use. ' Reducing or eliminating the use of coal for domestic heating and industrial
energy is clearly going to significantly affect West Coast households and industries. The former is
discussed later under the section on air quality. Coal is used to fuel Coal-fired boilers in
manufacturing plants and in public service organisations, for example, milk processing plants and
hospitals, while diesel and petroleum are used to operate machinery in primary industry. it the Bill
requires primary industries to reduce their emissions, the costs of changing to alternative fuels may
make it difficult for industries in the region to continue; they may close down causing substantial job
losses. This could have flow on effects to other parts of the economy. Service industries such as
machinery and equipment repair and maintenance may close down because they will not have
enough work to continue operating. in larger cities and highly developed regions, this transition to
technological industries is likely to be smoother and better absorbed, but for the West Coast the
effect will be felt sharply
Should the ZCB be adopted, support would need to be provided at the regional level to avoid the
situation where reducing carbon emissions leads to ongoing job losses. Fewer people equals less
health facilities (and schools), which means more people will need to travel to Christchurch to receive
medical care, as is already happening. in the current SOCio-political climate of job losses in coal
mining and restrictions on use of conservation land, there may be considerable local resistance to the
ZCB if it potentially causes job losses in a number of sectors. When drafting the Bill, consideration
needs to be given to managing the uncertainty around job losses. Further work is needed on how the
impacts of job losses can be minimised to ensure the health, economic and social wellbeing of the
community is maintained.
Evolution of coal products throu9h techno/o9y. '
Coal extraction makes up a large part of the West Coast economy employing over 900 people
(including sub trades). Should the ZCB be adopted and fossil fuel be phased out the government
would need to support the evolution of the coal industry from combustion use to other noncombustion uses. The New Zealand institute for Minerals to Materials Research (NZIMMR) has been
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recently set up with this being one of its focuses. The small scale nature of the investment into
NZIMMR means its research focus is limited (initially exploring coal foam, tungsten from gold tailings
and rare earth elements). However, if scaled funding is made available for research into this area,
there is potential we could transition the industry over the 32 Year period.
Reduce 89/1C'u/tura/ em/5510ns. ' Dairy farming is one of the key primary industries on the West Coast
that contributes to the region's economy. Any legislative requirement to reduce agricultural emissions
may cause further job losses on dairy farms, if the technology for reducing farm emissions does not
keep pace with emissions targets and budgets, or is financially too expensive. it the expectation in
the ZCB is that private landowners will change their land use from dairying to forestry, for example,
we wonder what will happen if there is a glut, and irisuffident demand for all the timber that comes
on-stream in another 25-30 Years,
Use electr/C' vehicles. ' Should the ZCB be adopted, there will be challenges on the West Coast that
may delay the move to fully electric transport. Presently, electric cars can only travel approximately
lookms before they need to be charged. Charging can take up to 20 minutes (with fast chargers),
which is lost time for business vehicles. Most tourists coming to the West Coast will not want to wait
while their electric rental car (or bus) recharges, and may be deterred from using electric vehicles, or
staying longer in the region if recharging adds delays to their trip. it could be some time before
electric vehicles are developed with sufficient capacity to drive over alpine passes. Additionally, many
locals use roads that are not on the main highway network, and will be unable to use full electric cars
if there are insufficient recharging stations on local roads. We expect that District Councils will not
have the resources to install and maintain substantial numbers of charging stations on local roads.
Given that the average income on the West Coast is below the national average, many residents will
have to wait until second hand electric cars come on the market at an affordable price. The Council
supports the government investing in new technology to encourage use of electric vehicles, such as
battery banks.
PhDt more trees. ' The West Coast has a limited ability to contribute to reducing carbon levels by
planting more exotic forest, as there is only 16% of land that is not protected under the conservation
estate, and not all of this is productive land. Historically, the region has had a major economic
disadvantage when it comes to availability of arable land and has also suffered from a general lack of
development due to high rainfall, rugged terrain and boom and bust economic cycles (notorious with
industries such as gold mining and native forestry). Due to the above-mentioned and other complex
variables, the region finds itself with 84% of its land area held within Department of Conservation
estate (1,964,141.14 ha). it seems fair and just that the West Coast region and its people be
rewarded for having saved this great asset over the decades for New Zealand's benefit. it is worth
mentioning that the Council does not receive rates from the Doc estate. Tourism benefits to a minor
extent. Having said that, it is highly valued as a major environmental and SOCiocultural asset.
We understand that the West Coast is disadvantaged in that the forested parts of the conservation
estate are not included in the Emissions Trading Scheme (EFS). Forests of indigenous species which
existed before 1990 are excluded from the ETS. BY not accounting for indigenous forest on
conservation land in the ETS, it is effectiveIy saying that the forest does not exist. The fact is, it does,
and indigenous forest does remove CO2 from our atmosphere, albeit, at a slower rate than pine
forestry. The significance for existing indigenous forest with regards to CO2 removal can be realised
with scale, and the West Coast has that scale

in our view, should the ZCB be adopted, implementation must consider how the West Coast region
can credit the bush and forest within the conservation estate to offset emissions, or if the West Coast
is CO2 positive (once our forests are incorporated into the ETS, for example), how these credits can
be monetised for the benefit of the region. it is fair and just for the West Coast to benefit from being
a great carbon sink for New Zealand.
A further limit to the planting of more forests on the West Coast are the restrictions on using
conservation land, including stewardship land. This is land that was previously Crown forestry land,
but was transferred to the conservation estate, despite many areas having little conservation value.

1.1: 6
Use of a portion of Doc stewardship land for forestry would be an excellent initiative, enabling the
West Coast to contribute to the offsetting carbon. Council's Innovation Manager recently undertook a
GIS query and found that 64,514ha of Doc stewardship land was appropriate for forestry. The query
was:

. Areas of land in the specified land cover classes (Low Producing Grassland, Fernland, Gorse
and/or Broom, Manuka and/or Kanuka),
. land less than 35 degrees slope,
. larger than 10 hectares, and
. on Doc stewardship land.
Increase renewable e/edr/C'/Iy 9ene/;atibn. ' Should the ZCB be adopted the Council would support in
principle any provisions that enable renewable electricity generation. There are plenty of water
resources on the West Coast for micro, small and medium-scale hydro generation. Being able to
generate hydroelectricity to supply West Coast communities, and outside the region, would have
social and economic benefits for local communities. However, many of our water resources are
located on conservation land, and under the current Conservation Minister's approach, use of these
resources for renewable hydro electricity generation may be further restricted or prohibited. There
seems to be potential inconsistencies between the ZCB's promotion of hydro electricity generation
and the Conservation Minister's dirertion for restricting activities in the conservation estate. West
Coast communities could bear the cost of increased line charges from having to continue importing
electricity to the region, rather than benefitting from reduced prices from increased generation within
the region.
it the ZCB requires a move away from using fossil fuel such as coal, then the ZCB framework also
needs to provide for local renewable electricity generation, and improved transmission and
distribution to overcome the negative impacts on West Coast communities.
Cleaner air. ' The Discussion Document (Page 10) identifies a number of health and environmental
benefits, including cleaner air. Improving air quality is already being addressed through the current
National Environmental Standard for Air Quality (NESAQ) under the Resource Management Act
(RMA), which has requirements to improve air quality in designated airsheds. The NESAQ is being
reviewed and may bring further changes to reduce emissions from domestic burners, which could
potentially have increased costs to households. We would be concerned if the ZCB duplicated any
future restrictions under the NESAQ on domestic burning of coal. Care should be taken to avoid
unnecessary regulatory duplication, and ensure that the ZCB and other national policy instruments
are integrated.
Better home lbsubb, On. . We would be concerned about the costs to beneficiaries and low-income

households of any blanket requirement to install cleaner heating devices under the ZCB framework.
Increased use of pubffc tran:;oort. ' West Coast communities will not experience these benefits, or
contribute to reduced emissions by using public transport, as there is no public transport system in
the region due to the lower population, and the long distances between urban areas.
Conclusion

While the framework of the ZCB appears to be well-intentioned the science behind the bill and
Arithropogenic climate change needs to be presented and proven beyond reasonable doubt. it the
ZCB is adopted the key will be how it is implemented. The ZCB will put obligations on individuals,
businesses and organisations to change their behaviour and reduce emissions nationally, however,
the impacts will be felt at the regional level, particularly on the West Coast. The proposed areas
where emissions can be reduced will potentially have significant negative economic and social
repercussions for this region.
it the ZCB is adopted it must focus more on regional effects. Much more work would be needed to
ensure that negative outcomes of implementing the ZCB on West Coast people and communities are
avoided or minimised.

2. Res onses to Discussion Document

uestions

Summarised submission form

WCRC response

2050 tar et

}. What process should the Government use to set
a new emissions reduction target in legislation?
Pick one:

The first option provides more certainty for businesses and the public. Whatever option is
chosen, it should be based on sound modelling, have flexibility to adjust to changes, and take
into account the potential impact on regions.

the Government sets a 2050 target in legislation
now

the Government sets a goal to reach net zero
emissions by the second half of the century, and
the Climate Change Commission advises on the
s ecific tar et for the Government to set later.
2

it the Government sets a 2050 target now, which is
the best target for New Zealand?

We do not have the expertise to answer this question, but support LGNZ's comments: 'IGNZ

Pick one:

that those coinmun/Iles have. We do not yet have a clear understand/h9 of what lange-scale
bnd use w/\ enta// and when 11 w/// happen and there 13 still' skymficant further work to do
around develop/h9 relevant sc/ence and techno/o9y to support rural coinmun/t/es to do more

net zero carbon dioxide: Reducing net carbon
dioxide emissions to zero by 2050
net zero long-lived gases and stabilised
short-lived gases: Long-lived gases to net zero
by 2050, while also stabilising short-lived gases

rec09n/:ses the skyn/77cant Impacts of the trans/non on rural coinmun/t/es and the concerns

to reduce and account for a9r/cultural em/:5510ns. "
There is too much uncertainty to pick one of these options.

net zero emissions: Net zero emissions across
all reenhouse ases b 2050.
3.

How should New Zealand meet its targets?

Based on the information available in the Discussion Document, and the LGNZ submission, we
consider that the second option may be preferable for West Coast communities. it appears to
domestic (within NZ) emissions reductions only provide flexibility which will be important for this region, given the indications that the West
(including from new forest planting)
Coast rural sector may be potentially hard hit. Also refer to our comments on forest planting

Pick one:

domestic emissions reductions (in duding from
new forest planting) and using some emissions
reductions from overseas (international carbon
units) that have strong environmental

above.

safe uards.
4

Should the Zero Carbon Bill allow the 2050 tar at to

Yes. History has shown how much the economy and the environment can change over time,
I-*
r. .,
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be revised if circumstances change?
Pick one:
Yes
no.

and the West Coast is already undergoing significant change. The Government should be able

to allow the 2050 target to be revised to reflect changes, particularly at the regional level.
Reducing emissions may have substantial negative effects on the health and wellbeing of
communities, requiring the targets to be revised. Also, technology may not become available
in time to reduce emissions at the same rate that the tar at or bud ets are set.

Emissions bud ets

5. The Government proposes that three emissions The suggestion sounds reasonable, this will provide flexibility for the Government to set

budgets of five years each (ie, covering the next 15 targets that reflect the state of the economy at that time, so the social, economic, and

Years) be in place at any given time. Do you agree cultural well beings of local communities are maintained. '
with this proposal?
Pick one:
yes
no.

6. Should the Government be able to alter the last

emissions budget (Ie, furthest into the future)?
Pick one:

We support in principle the option for allowing the Government to change the third emissions
budget provided that the subsequent budget is set. This option will allow the Government to
make suitable changes as more information becomes available.

yes, each incoming Government should have the

option to review the third budget in the sequence
Yes, the third emissions budget should be able to
be changed, but only when the subsequent
budget is set
no, emissions budgets should not be able to be
chan ed.

7. Should the Government have the ability to review and While this should provide flexibility to reflect any sudden changes in the economy or the
adjust the second emissions budget within a specific environment, including natural disasters, it depends on what exceptional circumstances are
range under ex e tiOna CFCumStan es?
included. The Discussion Document does not provide many examples for what would be
Pick one:
Yes

considered exceptional circumstances. if the Bill proceeds, it should include a list of
exceptional circumstances.

no.

8.

Do you agree with the considerations we propose Yes. The regional economic and social effects of reducing emissions must be considered. it

that the Government and the Climate Change people are substantially economical Iy hindered by trying to meet the targets, then their health
Commission take into account when advising on and and social well-being will potentially be affected.
setting budgets?
Pick one:
yes
no.

I. ..,
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Government res onse

9. Should the Zero Carbon Bill require Governments to Yes. This will ensure the Government sets out plans within a timeframe to avoid creating too
set out plans within a certain timeframe to achieve much uncertainty. Careful and considered planning by the Government will be important,
the emissions budgets?
Pick one:

particularly so as to avoid unintended impacts of any plans on communities and businesses.

yes
no.

10. What are the most important issues for the We agree with the four bullet points listed at the top of Page 39 of the Discussion Document,
Government to consider in setting plans to meet especially the fourth point: 'how we address chaffen9es I^aced by vufr7erab/e coinmun/t/es and
budgets? For example, who do we need to work with, sectors, to ensure a Just trans/t/On, " Investing in new technology and research to assist
what else needs to be considered?
highly affected regions will be important. Plans for achieving emissions budgets need flexibility
to provide for the differences between regional impacts. Adequate consultation must be
undertaken amongst all regions, especially with communities most affected, when preparing
the plans.
Climate Chan e Commission

1.1. The Government has proposed that the Climate Yes. The Commission should also provide advice to the public (as well as the Government) so
Change Commission advises on and monitors New that communities are kept informed, and understand, about how emissions budgets and the
Zealand's progress towards its goals. Do you agree Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) work, to help achieve local uptake. Monitoring is important
with these functions?
Pick one:

to identify if progress is being made towards achieving the targets without causing significant
negative social, cultural, and economic effects to communities.

Yes
no.

12. What role do you think the Climate Change We agree with the LGNZ view, that the Climate Change Commission should have an advisory
Commission should have in relation to the New role to the Government for setting policy on the ETS. it the Commission's key role is to advise
Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme (NZ ETS)?

the Government on climate change policy, then it should also advise on the ETS, as this would

Pick one:

keep the Commission's roles consistent.

advising the Government on policy settings in the
NZ ETS

This would enable the Commission to advise the Government on matters such as changing

makes decisions itself, in respect of the number the ErS so that it recognises the carbon credits held in forest and bush on West Coast
of units available in the NZ EFS.

conservation land.

I-.
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13. The Government has proposed that Climate Change We agree with all the essential and desirable expertise listed on Page 45 of the Discussion
Commissioners need to have a range of essential and
des rab e ex ert se. Do you agree with the proposed

expertise?

Document. The inclusion of local government expertise to address adaptation is highly
supported; this will enable the Commission to consider the effects of implementing the ZCB

framework on local communities.

Pick one:
Yes
no.

Ada tin to the jin acts of climate chan e

14. Do you think the Zero Carbon Bill should cover Yes. Policy needs to be set around how we adapt to climate change because even if we
adapting to climate change?
reduce our emissions, this may not stop climate change from occurring for at least several
Pick one:
decades, if at all, so we need to find ways to manage the ongoing effects of climate change.
yes
That said, care is needed to ensure that climate change adaptation in the ZCB is not
no
inconsistent with, or duplicates aspects of, other legislation, such as local government's role in
managing significant natural hazard risk under the Resource Management Act (RMA).
15. The Government has proposed a number of new

We generally support the functions proposed, however we also agree with LGNZ's comments
functions to help us adapt to climate change. Do you that the LGNZ's proposed Local Government Risk Agency (LGRA) may be better placed to
agree with the proposed functions?
Pick one:
yes

undertake a national risk assessment, and should also be involved in the preparation of a
national adaptation plan. Local government is best placed to understand the implications for

councils and their communities.

no.

16. Should we explore setting up a targeted adaptation Our view on this will depend on whether the WCRC is required to report, and if so, the SCO e
reporting power that could see some organisations

and scale of reporting required. We own/administer public infrastructure (hazard protection

share information on their exposure to climate structures), and provide a public service. The Council is small with a limited rating base, and
change risks?
Pick one:
Yes

we do not have the capacity to undertake significant reporting, additional to what is already
required of us under the Environmental Reporting Act 2015, RMA, and Local Government Act.

no.
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL couNaL

Prepared for:
Prepared by:
Date:

Subject:

Resource Management Committee - 14 August 2018
Edith Bretherton - Senior Policy Planner, Hadley Mills, Planning, Science, and
Innovation Manager
I August 2018
Proposed Local Bill: West Coast Orreversibly Damaged Timber
Recovery on West Coast Conservation Lands) Bill

Local bills address matters confined to a particular locality, and are intended to change I limit the
effect of the general law in its application in a particular locality. A local authority may promote a bill
only for an area that is within its jurisdiction. The bill seeks to amend the Conservation Act 1987 for
the West Coast Region, see attached. The local Member of Parliament is often the member in charge
of a local bill. Members in charge of a local bill are not required to support the premise of the bill. The

promoter is responsible for drafting a local bill, in this case the West Coast Regional Council would be
the promoter. Any bill presented for introduction to the House must conform with Standing Order
requirements for the drafting of bills. We have had legal advice and the attached draft bill generally
complies with Standing Orders.
Preliminary procedures for the introduction of local bills - Standing Order notification requirements:
. The promoter of a local bill must alert the public through public notice of the promoter's
intention to introduce the bill; and
. The Clerk of the House of R. enresentatives examines the local bill and documents required by
Appendix C to ensure that Standing Order requirements have been complied with.
Notice of intention :

. Notice of intention to promote must be advertised in either a daily newspaper circulating the
region, or the equivalent,
. Notice of an intention to promote must be advertised in the major centers; and
. Notice of intention must be published at least once in each of two successive calendar weeks,
including details of the bill (objects of bill, contact details, places the bill can be inspected,
website copy of the bill, dates during which the bill can be inspected).
Notice to persons with direct interest:
. A promoter must also advise people with a direct interest, or who may exercise any power
proposed in the bill; and
. A promoter of a local bill must give written notice to every member of a Maori or General
electoral district whose constituents may be affected by the provisions of the bill. Proof that
this notice has been given is required. Notice can be by email, mail or by hand.
Once the preliminary procedures for the Local Bill are complete the promoter must make a
declaration to the Clerk of the House providing evidence of the completion of the preliminary
procedures.
Presenting a bill for introduction:
The Member of Parliament in charge of the bill will lodge a notice of intention to introduce the bill to
the clerk.

Parliamentary readings:

. 1'' reading: it a bill passes its first reading it will be referred to a select committee for
consideration. Select committees have 6 months to consider and report back
recommendations on a bill to the House. A select committee may call for submissions, and
may hear evidence on a bill,

. 2"' reading: The select committee reports the bill back to the House with recommended
changes. The House considers these in the second reading debate. If the bill passes its
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second reading it is set down for consideration in a committee of the whole House. The
committee reports the bill back to the House with any amendments it recommends; and
.

3" and final reading: If your bill passes the third reading, the Clerk prepares the bill to be
assented by the Governor-General, at which stage the bill becomes an Act of Parliament.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. That a notice of intent/On ts' d/5'5em/hated throu9hout the re9/On to promote the proposed
focalb/\.' West Coast (meve/SIbly' Dama9ed rimber Recovery on West Coast Conservation
Lands. .) '"
2. that notice be 91'yen to persons w/Ih direct IhterestIhc/ud/h9 every member of a Mt^'on or
General electoral d/Sint:'t whose const/Iuents may be affected by the pro v/:5'10ns of the b/\.
3. That tofr'owlh9 coinpfo?tibn of the prefi, minao/ procedures a decb/atton to the Ck?Ik of the
House be made provto'in9 ev/dence of the coinp/atton of the prefi'in/hao/procedures.

Hadley Mills
Planning, Science, and Innovation Manager
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DRAFT FOR CONSULTATION

West Coast (Irreversibly Damaged Timber Recovery on
West Coast Conservation Lands) Bill
Local Bill

Explanatory note
General policy statement
This Bill seeks to allow the Director-General of Conservation to grant access for
removal of specified trees irreversibly damaged by an adverse weather or tectonic
event from within the conservation estate, outside of national parks, in the region of
the West Coast Reaional Council

Clause by clause analysis
Clause I is the Title clause

Clause 2 is the commencement clause, which provides that the Act comes into force
on the day after the date on which it receives the Royal assent
Part I

Preliminary provisions
Clttuse 3 provides that the purpose of the Bill is to allow the Director-General of
Conservation to authorise the removal of timber that has been irreversibly damaoed
by an adverse weather or tectonic event from certain conservation areas within the
region of the West Coast Regional Council
Clanse 4 defines terms used in the Bill
Clause 5 states that the Bill binds the Crown
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West Coast (Irreversibly Damaged Timber Recovery on
West Coast Conservation Lands) Bill

Explanatory note

Part 2

Removal of irreversibly damaged trees
AMIhorisntion of reinovQ/ of irreversibly damaged frees
Clause 6 provides that the Bill applies to the removal of irreversibly damaged trees
from the designated area (defined in the Bill as conservation areas and reserves within
the region of the West Coast Regional Council that are administered by the
Department of Conservation other than nature or scientific reserves, ecological areas,
or national parks)
Cirruse 7 provides that irreversibly damaged trees may be removed in accordance with
an authorisation granted by the Director-General under clttuse 9
Clause 8 provides that a person may apply for an authorisation to remove irreversibly
damaged trees only if the person has been invited to apply by the Director-General
and that an application must be accompanied by the application fee (if a fee is prescribed). Clause 8(3) to (5) specifies the methods by which the Director-General may
invite and consider aDDlications
AL

Clause 9 provides that the Director-General may grant an authorisation to a person to
remove irreversibly damaged trees and to carry out other activities that are reasonably
necessary to allow for the safe and efficient removal of the limber. Clttuse 9(3)
provides that the Director-General must be satisfied of certain matters before granting
an authorisation. Clu!, se 9(4) ttnd (5) provides that the Director-General may, in
considering whether to grant an application, take into account any matters that the
Director- General considers relevant and may impose any conditions that he or she
thinks fit (but must impose conditions that address the matters specified in clause
9(3))

Clduse 10 restricts the purposes for which timber removed in accordance with an
authorisation may be used
C/ttuse 11 requires a person to whom an authorisation is granted to pay any royalties,
fees, and charges required by the Director-General
Awlhorisaiions

Clanse 12 sets out the matters that must be specified in an authorisation Granted under
cmttse 9

C!uuse 13 states that the Director-General may amend an authorisation by agreement
with the authorised person or where an amendment is necessary to address adverse
effects of the permitted activities that were not foreseen when the authorisation was
granted
Clanse 14 provides that the Director-General may revoke an authorisation in the
Director-General' s absolute discretion

Clause 15 provides that an authorisation expires on the expiry date specified in the
authorisation
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West Coast (Irreversibly Damaged Timber Recovery on West
Coast Conservation Lands) Bill

Explanatory note

3

Application o10ther legislation
Clause 16 states that an activity permitted under an authorisation is not an offence
under the Conservation Act 1987, Reserves Act 1977, or Wildlife Act 1953 (or any
regulations, bylaws, or notices made under those Acts) and does not require any
authorisation under those Acts

C/unse 17 clarifies that an authorisation to remove irreversibly damaoed trees is not a
disposal of a conservation area, or an interest in a conservation area, under the
Conservation Act 1987

Clause 18 provides that sections 9.13,14, and 15 of the Resource Management Act
1991 do not apply to activities permitted by an authorisation
Miscellaneous

Clause 19 allows the Director-General to prescribe fees and charges to recover costs
associated with the authorisation, and ongoing monitoring, of timber-removal and
other permitted activities
Clause 20 amends Ihc Conservation Act 1987 to add the Bill to the list of Acts

administered by the Department of Conservation
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Amendment to Conservation Act 1987

8

The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:
I

Title

This Act is the West Coast (irreversibly Damaged Timber Recovery on West
Coast Conservation Lands) Act 20,8
2

Commencement

This Act comes 11/10 force o11 the day after the date on which it receives the
Royal assent
Part I

Preliminary provisions
3

Purpose
The purpose of this Act is to allow the Director-General to authorise the
removal from certain conservation areas and reserves in the region of the West
Coast Regional Council of trees irreversibly damaged by an adverse weather or
Iectonic event for timber recovery for timber recovery

4

Interpretation
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, adverse weather or tectonic event means

a. the weather event on 17 April2014 known as Cyclone Ita
b. the weather events on 31 January 2018 and 19 February 2018 known as
ex-Cyclone Fehi and ex-Cyclone Gita respectively
c. any other weather or tectonic event determined by the Director-General
to be an adverse weather or Iectonic event subject to this Act
authorisation means an authorisation granted under section 9
authorised person means a person to whom an authorisation is granted under
section 9

conservation has the meaning givenin section 2(I) of the Conservation Act
1987

conservation area has the meaning givenin section 2(I) of the Conservation
Act 1987

Department means the Department of Conservation
designated area(a) means every conservation area and reserve thatco is within the region of the West Coast Regional Council; and
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(it) is owned by the Crown and administered by the Department other
than-

(A) a nature reserve; or
(B) a scientific reserve; or

(C) an ecological area; and
(b) excludes any national park within the region of the West Coast Regional
Council
Director-General means the Director-General of Conservation

ecological area has the meaning given in section 2(2) of the Conservation Act
1987

irreversibly damaged trees, in relation to timber, means trees(a) dead due to an adverse weather or tectonic event; or
(b) damaged to the extent that it is not possible to recover naturally
national park means a national park constituted under the National Parks Act
1980

reserve has the meaning givenin section 2(I) of the Reserves Act 1977
specified site means a site to which an authorisation granted under section 9
applies
timber-

(a) means trees and parts of trees, including branches, roots and stumps of trees
and

(b) includes a specified portion of bole or stem wood of merchantable
quality to be removed from a fallen tree
5

Act binds the Crown
This Act binds the Crown

Part 2

Removal of irreversibly damaged trees
AUIhorisoiioii of reinovd/ of irreversibly danidged irees
6

Application
This Act applies to the removal of irreversibly damaged trees from the
designated area

3
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7

Irreversibly damaged trees may be removed if authorised by DirectorGeneral

A person may remove irreversibly damaged trees from the designated area in
accordance with an authorisation granted by the Director-General under
section 9

8

Who may apply for authorisation

(1)

A person may apply for an authorisation under section 9 only if the person
has been invited to do so by the Director-General.

(2)

An application must be accompanied by the application fee (if any) specified
by the Director-General under section , 9(a)

(3)

The Director-General may invite a person or persons to apply for an
authorisation by any means, including, without limitation, by(a) public notice (which may invite tenders or other proposals)
(b) notice to specific persons who the Director-General considers are
quailficd to undcrtake the removal of irrcvcrsibly damaged trees

(4)

If the Director-General invites applications under subsection (3), the
Director-General may, in the Director-General' s discretion, (a) accept or decline any application; or
(b) enter into private negotiations with any applicant with a view to reaching
an agreement; or

(c) reject all applications
(5)

Before exercising the Director-General's discretion under subsection (4), the
Director-General may have regard to(a) the interests (including the financial interests) of the Crown in the
relevant conservation area or reserve; and

(b) any other matters the Director-General considers relevant
9

Director-General may authorise removal of irreversibly damaged trees
from designated area

(1)

The Director-General may, on the application of a person under section 8,
grant an authorisation to the person to(a) remove irreversibly damaged trees from I or more specified sites within
the designated area; and
(b) carry out within tile specified site or sites any other activities that are
reasonably necessary to allow for the safe and efficient removal of the
irreversibly damaged trees

(2)

4

Before considering whether to grant an authorisation, the Director-General may
require the applicant to submit a work plan
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O)

The Director-General must not grant an authorisation unless the DirectorGeneral is satisfied that-

(a) the activities permitted by the authorisation (including tree removal) will
be managed so that, co so far as is reasonably practicable, the safety of people working at
the specified site or sites, and of members of the public, is
protected; and
01) adverse effects on the environment are kept to a minimum; and
Oil) the activities do not unreasonably affect conservation in the
conservation area or reserve within which the specified site or
sites are located; and

(iv) the activities do not cause significant soil disturbance; and
(v) the effects of activities within the specified site or sites on the
environment outside of the specified site or sites are not contrary
to the purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991; and
(vi) the activities permitted within the specified site or sites do not
breach any reaulations made under section 43 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 ; and
(b) any trees removed in accordance with the authorisation will be used for a
product referred to in section IO(, )
(4)

In considering whether to grant an authorisation, the Director-General may, in
addition to the matters specified in subsection (3), take into account any
matters that the Director-General considers relevant

6)

The Director-General must impose conditions on every authorisation to address
each of the matters specified in subsection (3) and may impose any other
conditions that the Director-General thinks fit, including, without limitation,
that the authorised person must(a) pay a bond to the Department (which may be forfeited if the person fails
to meet the conditions of the authorisation); and

(b) obtain appropriate insurance for the activities permitted by the
authorisation

10

Restriction on use of irreversibly damaged trees

(1)

Trees removed in accordance with an authorisation may only be used (whether
in the course of removal or later) for I or more of the following
(a) sawn or cut wood (other than firewood or woodchips)
(b) finished or manufactured indigenous timber products (as defined in
section 2( I ) of the Forests Act 1949)

(c) a product or products specified by the Director-General in the
authorisation

>
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(2)

Subsection (, ) does not limit the use of any incidental or secondary product
resulting from the manufacture of a product referred to in that subsection

(3)

Despite section 67C(I) of the Forests Act 1949, indigenous timber removed in
accordance with an authorisation may be exported from New Zealand if the
timber is-

(a) sawn beech; or
(b)

sawn rimu; or

(c)

sawn matai: or

(d) sawn to tara; or

(e) a stump; or
(f)

a root; or

(g) a tree fern trunk, or part of a tree fern trunk, or fibres from a tree fern
trunk

(4)

Section 67C(3) of the Forests Act 1949 applies to the export of timber under
subsection (3)

(5)

In this section, -

indigenous has the meaning givenin section 2(I) of the Forests Act 1949
sawn beech and sawn rimu have the meanings given in section 67C(4) of the
Forests Act 1949
11

Royalties, fees, and charges

(1)

An authorised person must pay to the Director-General the royalties and any
fees or charoes required by the Director-General

(2)

The Director-General must ensure that any royalties received are paid into a
Crown Bank Account

(3)

The Director-General may, in the Director-General's absolute discretion, refund
or waive payment of all or any part of any royalty, fee, or charge paid or
required to be paid under this Act
AUIhorisations

12

Form of authorisation

An authorisation must be in writing and must specify, without limitation, (a) the specified site or sites; and
(b) tile activities permitted by the authorisation; and
(c) the products for which the timber removed from the specified site or
sites may be used; and
(d) the conditions of the authorisation; and
(6) the dates on which the authorisation commences and expires; and
6
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(f) matters relating to the amount and payment of royalties, fees, and
charges
13

Amendment to authorisation

The Director-General may amend an authorisation(a) by agreement with the authorised person; or
(b) in any case where the amendment is necessary to address adverse effects
of the activities permitted by the authorisation that were not reasonably
foreseeable at the time that the authorisation was granted.
14

Revocation of authorisation

The Director-General may, in the Director-General's absolute discretion,
revoke an authorisation granted under this Act
15

Expiry of authorisation
An authority expires on the expiry date specified in the authorisation.

Application of other legislation
16

Permitted activity not an offence
A person who carries out an activity in accordance with an authorisation(a) does not commit an offence against the Conservation Act 1987, Reserves
Act 1977, or Wildlife Act 1953 (or any regulations, bylaws, or notices
made under those Acts) in respect of the activity; and
(b) does not require any authorisation under the Conservation Act 1987,
Reserves Act 1977, or Wildlife Act 1953 (or any regulations, bylaws, or
notices made under those Acts) in respect of the activity

17

Authorisation not a disposal of conservation area
To avoid doubt, an authorisation is not a disposal of a conservation area or an
interest in a conservation area, for the purposes of section 16 or 26 of the
Conservation Act 1987

18

Certain sections of Resource Management Act 1991 do not apply

(1)

Sections 9.13,14, and 15 of the Resource Management Act 1991 do not apply
to activities permitted by an authorisation.

(2)

To avoid doubt, the Resource Mariaoement Act 1991 applies to any activity that
is not permitted by an authorisation
Miscellaneous

19

Fees and charges
The Director-General may prescribe fees and charges-

7
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(a) for processing an application; and
(b) where an authorisation has been granted to an applicant, (1) for monitoring compliance with the conditions of the
authorisation; and

(11) for monitoring the environmental effects and the effects on
conservation of the activities permitted by the authorisation; and
(in) to recover the costs to the Department of paying any fees or
charges associated with the use of the land (including, but not
limited to, rates imposed under the Local Government (Rating)
Act 2002); and

(c) for any other purpose that is reasonably necessary to recover the cost to
the Department of administering this Act.
20

Amendment to Conservation Act 1987

(1)

This section amends the Conservation Act 1987.

(2)

In Schedule I, insert in its appropriate alphabetical ordcr:
West Coast (irreversibly Damaged Timber Recovery on West Coast Conservation
Lands) Act 20.18

8

5.1.4
THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared for:
Prepared by:
Date:

Subject:

Resource Management Committee Meeting - 14 August 2018
Emma Perrin-Smith, Senior Resource Science Technician
02 August 2018
REEFTON AIR QUALITY SUMMARY

There have been no exceed ances of the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards
for Air Quality) Regulations 2004 for PMio in ReefLon so far this year (Figure I).

The two gaps in the data record were due to machine faults. The latest fault has required the air
quality monitor to be sent back to Auckland for repair (requiring a new motherboard), a loan machine
has been installed at the Reefton site in the interim.

Reefton Air Quality 2018
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RECOMMENDAnON

7hat the report ts' received
Hadley Mills
Planning, Science and innovation Manager
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared for:

Resource Management Committee - 14 August 2018

Prepared by:

Cassidy Rae - Consents and Compliance Administrator

Date:

31 July 2018

Subject:

CONSENTS MONTHLY REPORT

3 Consents Site Visit were undertaken 27 June - 31 Jul 2018
19/07/2018

RC-2018-0031, KP & JM Kilkelly, To investigate the proposed site for
Earthworks
in Greymouth earthworks with engineer (retrospective
Earthworks Control Area.

10/07/18

25/07/2018

consent application)

RC-2018-0065, Anzco Foods Ltd, Visited site with applicant to observe the area
Am old Valley Road, Kokiri, to which the paunch material will be
Discharge paunch material to land. discharged.
Pre-application, Boyd Klikelly, Onsite Rule 79 assessment
wastewater discharge, 162 North
Beach Road.

10 Non-Notified Resource Consents were Granted 27 June 2018 - 31 Jul 2018
CONSENT No. & HOLDER

PURPOSE OF CONSENT

RC-2018-0029-02

To disturb the wet bed of the Hokitika River for the purpose of
removing gravel.

Henry Adams Contracting Limited
Hokitika River
RC-2018-0040

Golden Hills Limited
Waiuta

To undertake earthworks associated with alluvial gold mining
activities, Waiuta.

To take and use surface water and groundwater via seepage into

mining ponds, for the purpose of alluvial gold mining activities,
Waiuta.

To discharge water containing sediment to land in circumstances

where it may enter water, associated with alluvial gold mining at
Waiuta.
RC-2018-0046

To discharge treated sewage wastewater from a Maree to land at

Te Runanga O Makaawhio

Bruce Bay.

Bruce Bay
RC-2018-0050

To undertake exploretory coal drilling and associated activities

Bathurst Coal Limited
Denniston Plateau

within a Schedule 2 Wetland on the Denniston Plateau.

RC-2018-0051

KiwiRail Holdings Limited

To undertake earthworks, including vegetation removal, within
the riparian margins of the Grey River.

Grey River

To disturb the dry bed of the Grey River to undertake gravel
extraction for the construction of river protection works.
To disturb the bed and banks of the Grey River to undertake
protection and diversion works.

To temporarily and permanently divert water associated with the
construction and operation of river protection structures, Grey
River.
RC-2018-0056

Waiomou Valley Farms Limited

To undertake earthworks associated with humping and hollowing

1.46
Kaniere-Kowhitirangi Road

activities, Kaniere-Kowhitirangi Road.
To discharge contaminants (sediment) to land where it may enter
water, Kaniere-Kowhitirangi Road.

RC-2018-0058
NPD Limited

To take and use groundwater for the purposes of dewatering,
Springs Junction.

Springs Junction
RC-2018-0060

To discharge treated onsite sewage wastewater to land from

Department of Conservation

Department of Conservation toilets associated with the Hokitika

Hokitika Gorge

Gorge amenity area.

RC-2018-0061

Glacial Stone Limited

To disturb the Coastal Marine Area between the mouths of the
Totara River and the Mikonui River for the purpose of removing

Mikonui

selected stone.

RC-2018-0065

To discharge cattle paunch material to land, Kokiri.

Anzco Foods Limited
Ko kiri

4 Chan e to and Reviews of Consent Conditions were Granted 27 June 2018 - 31 Jul 2018
CONSENT No. & HOLDER

PURPOSE OF CHANGE/REVIEW

R. C970!. I-\/!

Change to reporting requirements, Reefton Coal Handling Facility.

Birchfield Coal Mines Limited

Reefton Coal Handling Facility
RC11135-Vl

Increase cow herd size, Waitaha (DS177)

Waitaha Livestock Limited
Waitaha

RC12081-V3

Relocation of outfall pipeline, near Hokitika.

Westland Milk Products
H o kitika

RC12089Vl

Reduction to buffer zone, Ngahere (MP41127)

Fahey Contracting Limited
Ngahere

O Limited Notified and Notified Resource Consents were ranted 27 June 2018 - 31 Jul 2018

E^^^

40 written public enquiries were responded to during the reporting period. 37 (93%) were answered
on the same day, and the remaining 3 (7%) within the next ten days.

RECOMMENDATION

7i^at the A u9ust 20/8 report of the Consents Group be rece/'ved.
Heather MCKay
Consents & Compliance Manager
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared for:
Prepared by:

Resource Management Committee - 14 August 2018
Heather MCKay - Consents & Compliance Manager

Date:

2 August 2018

Subject:

COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT MONTHLY REPORT

Site Visits

A total of 41 site visits were undertaken during the reporting period, which consisted of:
Activity

Number of Visits

Resource consent monitoring

6

Mining compliance & bond release

23

Complaint/Incident related

12

Dairy farm

o

. A total of 12 complaints/reported incidents were received, with 11 resulting in site visits.
Non-Coin Iiances

Note: These are the activities that have been assessed as non-compliant during the reporting period.
A total of 5 non-compliances occurred during the reporting period.
Activity

Description

air from

Complaint regarding
the discharge of smoke

trade

and odour from a trade

Discharge to

premises

Location

Action/Outcome

NC/Coinp

The occupant runs a business from his home
address and occasionally burns material
Kaniere

premises.

which causes a nuisance to the neighbour.

The person was spoken to and requested to
cease the activity of burning plastic and was

Complaint

advised of the applicable rule.

The site was inspected and established that
some members of the local community had

arranged for a digger to form a bund along
Earthworks
within the
CMA

Complaint regarding
earthworks along the

Rapahoe Beach front to

the beach front to provide protection from
forecasted he ary swells. The work was
Rapahoe

uriconsented so the person's responsible are

Complaint

being required to obtain a resource consent
and to work with Council engineers as to a

form a protestive bund.

better solution for the area.

Some remedial work was also undertaken to

tidy up the appearance of the bund.
Enquires established that as a result of heaw
rain a gold mining operation had a discharge

Complaint received that
the lower reach of

Gold Mining

Waimea creek was

discoloured with

of sediment laden water. The operator had
Waimea
Creek

Complaint received that
dairy cows had pugged
the riparian margin of a
stream.

Complaint

that the miner had also exceeded their

sediment.

Stock access
to water

undertaken remedial work to address the

problem. A follow up inspection established
disturbed area allowed by their resource
consent. Enquiries are ongoing.
The site was investigated and established
that cows had broken out of a temporary

At a re u

fence and pugged the riparian margin of a
large farm drain. The farmer had moved the
cows as soon as he found them. Advice was

given on how to manage the area better and
a letter outlining the rules sent.

Complaint

I. z} tj
Site visit to a non-

operational open cast
coal mine established

Coal Mining

that rehabilitation

Boatman's

required by resource

Enquiries are ongoing

Incident

consent conditions has

not been complied
with.

Other Coin laints Incidents

Note: These are the other complaints/incidents assessed during the reporting period whereby the activity was
not found to be non-compliant or compliance is not yet established at the time of reporting.
Activity

Description

Location

Action/Outcome

INC/Coinp

A gold mining operation
and
was
inspected
established that the

Compliance staff
Gold Mining

observed that Twelve
Mile Creek at Notown

was discoloured with

Notown Grey
Valley

a
had
operation
discharge of sediment

laden water earlier in the

Incident

day. Samples obtained at
the time of the

sediment.

inspection show the
operation was within its
consented limits.

The site was investigated

Discharge to water

Complaint regarding the

and established that

cleaning down of the
Otira train tunnel by Kiwi
Rail. The complainant

the tunnel has been

material cleaned out of
Otira

Discharge to water

deposited onto the river

material deposited onto

bed. Enquiries are
ongoing. The operator

the river bed.

has a resource consent

Complaint received that

in place for the activity.
The site was investigated

advises that there is

Waimea creek was

discoloured with

Waimea Creek

and the source of the

discharge was unable to

Complaint

Complaint

be located.

sediment.

The site was investigated
and established that
there was no breach of

Complaint received that a
neighbouring property
Drainage & Earth
works

owner has constructed

ponds and a drain on
their property which may
cause a flooding issue.

Kaniere

the Regional Rules. The
complainant was advised
to monitor the situation

in he aw rain events and
to contact the council

again if storm water is
an Issue.

Complaint

Activity

Description

Location

Action/Outcome

INC/Coinp

The contractor was

spoken to and it was
established that he was

extracting under a
resource consent. The
method of extraction

complied with consent
conditions. Further

Complaint that a gravel

enquiries established

contractor had caused
Gravel Extraction

the discharge of
sediment which was

GIIes Creek

Westport

affecting the Westport

that a second contractor

had extracted gravel

Complaint

from the area and took

the gravel downstream

Water Treatment Plant.

of the Water Treatment

Plant to rebuild a ford
which allows vehicle
access to the treatment

plant. it was this activity
which generated the
sediment. Enquiries are
ongoing.

Complaint received that it
appears there is effluent
Discharge of
effluent

along the beach front at
Little Wariganui. The
complainant suspects
that it is dairy effluent.

Little Wariganui

The site was investigated
and water samples
obtained. The analysis of
the samples shows that

Complaint

it is rint eff'Iuent and the

scum observed is likely
to be naturally occurring.
The site was investigated
and established that

there was no breach of

Complaint received that a
Discharge to land

feed out area on a dairy
farm has large amounts
of bailage wrap lying

the Regional Rules as to
the use of the feed out

Waimangaroa

rubbish off the site so it
does not become

subject to erosion

windblown and end up in
the nearby CMA.
The property owner was

Complaint received that a
person has an

Earth works

underground diesel tank

Seddonville

contacted and advised
that the tank has been

may be contaminating
ground water.

empty for years and the
person has been slowly
filling it with earth.

Complaint received that a
dairy farm is currently

The site was investigated

on their property which

doing earthworks to
extend a dairy effluent
pond. They are

Complaint

and established that

Springs Junction

there were no discharges

concerned that this is

from the site and there
was no breach of the

causing the discharge of

Regional Rules.

effluent from the ponds.

Complaint

requested to clean the

around in an area that is

Discharge to water

area. The farmer was

Complaint

I49
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Franz Josef Waste Water Treatment Plant U date

This section of the report provides an update on ongoing matters relating to the Franz Josef Waste Water
Treatment system.

The enforcement order that was in place requiring Westland District Council (WDC) to put a new sewage system

in place in Fronz Josef by 30 April 2018 was not complied with by WDC. WDC applied to the Court for an
extension of the enforcement order, which WCRC did not oppose. On July 2720/8, the Environment Court

granted an extension until 30 April 2019 to have a fully functional and operational upgraded waste water
treatment plant in place.

As well as a final completion date, the enforcement order has a number of interim milestones, and requires a six
weekly written progress report from WDC to WCRC and the Court. Compliance staff will be monitoring the
requirements of the enforcement order closely.

As previously reported, WCRC issued an abatement notice in April2018 relating to sewage discharge which was
not compliant with the current resource consent. WDC undertook remedial works and complied with the
abatement notice. Enquiries remain ongoing into this matter.
Formal Enforcement Action

There has been no formal enforcement action for the reporting period.
Minin Work Pro rammes and Bonds

The Council received the following four work programmes during the reporting period. Two work

programmes have been approved. The remaining work programmes require a site visit prior to approval.
Date

Mining
Authorisation

Holder

Location

Approved

A1 Gillman

Kaniere

Yes

Slab Hut

in Progress

12-07-18

RC08146

25-07-18

RC12240

31-07-18

RC-20 17-0004

Red Jack Resources

Arahura Valley

Yes

31-07-18

RC08033

PJ Fitzgerald

Turiwhate

in Progress

Kowai Ground haul

Company Ltd

Two bonds were received dunn the re Dr. in

Mining

eriod

Holder

Location

Amount

RC-2015-0060

Butlers Mining Company

Mikonui

$6000

RC00084

Phoenix Mining Ltd

Moonlight

$8,000

Authorisation

No bonds are recommended for release

RECOMMENDATION

71^at the Au9ust 20/8 report of the Coinpl';?rice Group be rece/'ved

Heather MCKay
Consents and Compliance Manager

COUNCIL MEETING

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Notice is hereby given that an ORDINARY MEETING of the West Coast Regional Council
will be held in the Offices of the West Coast Regional Council,
388 Main South Road, Greymouth on
Tuesday, 1.4 August 201.8 commencing on completion of the
Resource Management Committee Meeting
A. J. ROBB
CHAIRPERSON
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3.1

I

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE COUNCIL HELD ON 1.0 JULY 20, .8,
AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL, 388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD,
GREYMOUTH, COMMENCING AT .. 2.1.5 P. M.
PRESENT:

A. Robb (Chairman), N. Clementson, T. Archer, P. Ewen, P. MCDonnell, A. Birchfield,
S. Challenger

IN ATTENDANCE:

M. Meehan (Chief Executive Officer) R. Beal (Operations Manager), H. MCKay (Consents &
Compliance Manager), H. Mills (Planning Science and Innovation Manager), T. Jelly man
(Minutes Clerk), The Media.
I. .

APOLOGY:

There were no apologies.

2.

PUBLIC FORUM

There was no public forum.

3. ,.

CONFIRMAnON OF MINUTES

Moved (Archer I Ewen) that the minutes of the Counc/I Meet/h9 dated 12 June 2011^. be
confirmed as correct
Canned
Matters arisin

There were no matters arising.

3.1.2

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING - 22 JUNE 20, .8

Moved (Ewen I Archer) that the minutes of the $10ec/81 Counc// Meet/h9 dated 22 June 20/8.
be confirmed as correct.
Calf/ed
Matters arisin

There were no matters arising.
REPORTS:
4.1.

ENGINEERING OPERAnONS REPORT

R. Be al spoke to this report. He provided an update on the Buller River Flood Consultation
project and advised that there is working group of council staff, including Civil Defence,
Planning, Communications and Operations staff who are meeting fortnightly. R. Beal advised
that action points from the working group include a concepts discussion and workshop paper
to be presented to the Buller District Council. He stated that the scope of the work needs to
Minutes of July Council Meeting - 10 July 2018

a
be set and will include identifying short, medium and long term options based on evacuation
forecasting and protection.

Moved (Archer I Birchfield) That the report ts' rece/'ved.
canned

4.2

CORPORATE SERVICES MANAGER'S MONTHLY REPORT

M. Meehan spoke to this report in R. Mallinson's absence. He stated that R. Mallinson would
respond via email to any questions Councillors might have. Cr Archer asked about the figures
in the emergency management section of the report as these seem to be significantly higher

than budgeted. M. Meehan responded that this includes money received via the Growth
Study for Franz Josef work. He stated that payments have been received from MBIE over the
past couple of Years' M. Meehan stated that there are also claims related to the two cyclones
and these are a timing issue. it was agreed that R. Mallinson would provide further
information to Councillors on this matter.

Moved (Archer I Clementson) 7i^at the report be rece/'ved,
Calf/ed

5.0

CHAIRMANS REPORT

The Chairman spoke to his report and stated that he and a Clementson visited the

Taramakau Bridge site. The Chairman stated that this has been a very well run project which
finished on time and within budget. He stated that the opening is scheduled for 22 July.
The Chairman advised that the main discussion at the recent Mayors and Chairs forum was

on how information is relayed back to the Government on the direction with regard to no new
mining on the West Coast and what this means for the West Coast.

The Chairman spoke of the recent meeting with personnel from CNTY. He stated that he and
M. Meehan met with them to discuss resource consent requirements, he stated that no
resource consent applications have been received as Yet. M. Meehan provided additional
information on circular economy and class I waste.

Moved (Robb I Clementson) 7i^at th/:s' report 13 received,
Carried

6.0

CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S REPORT

M. Meehan spoke to his report. He stated that the Franz Josef Governance Group will be
making an application to the Provincial Growth Fund and will work with their community to
progress this.
M. Meehan advised that he and a Clementson met with Hon Shane Jones, Hon Winston

Peters, Hon Damien O'Connor, West Coast Mayors, Development West Coast Chief Executive

and Chairperson in Welling ton recently. Regional economic development, and the potential
ban on new mining land was discussed. He also met with Minister Sage.
M. Meehan advised that a decision from the Local Government Commission is expected within
the next month or so.

M. Meehan spoke of the meeting he attended in relation to Civil Defence and the TAG review.
He stated that the TAG review was as a result of information which came out of the Port Hills
fire and recommendations from this are now being progressed.

M. Meehan reported that following on from his meeting with Doc to discuss a predator free
project at Lake Brunner, a hui has since been held with F. Turnahai as it is hoped that a this
project can be put forward as a Provincial Growth Fund application.
M. Meehan answered questions from Councillors.
Moved (Archer I Ewen) that thts' report 13 rece/'ved.
Calf/t?d

Minutes of July Council Meeting - 10 July 2018
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GENERAL BUSINESS

Remits for 201.8 LGNZ Annual General Meeting
The Chairman read out the 12 remits and asked Councillors for a steer on each of the remits.

a Birchfield stated that he would be saying no to the whole lot as LGNZ is interfering in
things it shouldn't be doing, and in particular the climate Change remit. M. Meehan explained
how the annual general meeting is run. The Chairman explained the remit process along
with the voting system used. The Chairman asked each Councillor for their opinion on each
remit.

Kiwi Quarry

a Archer raised the matter of Kiwi Quarry. He spoke of the Terrafirma report and asked if
the right decision has been made with this quarry in view of there being risk to road and rail
users, Cr Ewen noted that the resource consent for land use has now expired. M. Meehan

advised that consultation on quarries will be carried out via the LTP. M. Meehan advised that
Council is not currently doing any blasting in this quarry and does not need the land use
consent. R. Be al advised that there are some existing resource consents that are no longer

required due to the changes to the regional plan. He stated that a resource consent was
surrendered in December as it was no longer required. R. Beal answered questions from
Councillors.

The meeting closed at 1.04 pm.

.....................................................

Chairman

Date

Minutes of July Council Meeting -10 July 2018
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3.1.2
4
THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

MINUTES OF A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD ON
7 AUGUST 201.8 AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL,
388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD, GREYMOUTH, COMMENCING AT 1.0.30 A. M.

PRESENT:

A. Robb (Chairman), T. Archer, A. Birchfield, P. Ewen, S. Challenger, N. Clementson, P. MCDonnell
IN ATTENDANCE:

M. Meehan (Chief Executive), R. Be al (Operations Manager), R. Mallinson (Corporate Services

Manager), H. Mills (Planning Science & Innovation Manager, H. MCKay (Consents & Compliance
Manager), T. Jelly man (Minutes Clerk)
,. .

APOLOGIES:

There were no apologies.

2.

ANNUAL PLAN SUBMISSIONS

The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting. He stated that this meeting is a hearing to listen
to submitters. The Chairman advised that Councillors have read the submissions. He stated that

Council will take note of what submitters have to say, and may ask questions, or points of
clarification but there is no debate allowed. The Chairman explained that this meeting was to hear

submissions on the Council's Long Term Plan 2018 I 28. The Chairman stated that at the conclusion

of today's meeting a workshop will be held to discuss submissions and decisions will be made as a
collective. Decisions will then be made at the August Council meeting on 14 August 2018.

Submissions on the Long Term Plan and Consultation Document 201.8 I 28
73 submissions were received, of these six were received following the extension of the submission

period, along with two submissions that were replaced with updated submissions. These were from

F. Inta and L. Grammer. These were circulated to Councillors via email once the extended

submission period closed. Three submitters spoke to their submissions in person, and one submitter
spoke to her submission via telephone.
Buller District Council - Various matters

K. Marshall (Acting Chief Executive - Buller District Council) spoke to this submission. He apologised
for Mayor Howard's unavailability. Cr Robb thanked K. Marshall for this submission.
Alexander Woods - Was Control

A. Woods spoke to his submission. Cr Robb thanked A. Woods for his submission.
Paul Ber

- Various

P. Berry spoke to his submission. Cr Robb thanked P. Berry for his submission.
L. Grammer - Various

L. Grammer spoke to her submission via telephone.

a Robb thanked L. Grammer for her

submission.

Long Term Plan Hearing Minutes - 7 August 2018
Page I

Federated Farmers - Various

5

A. Johnston was unable to attend the hearing. Cr Robb read out a statement on behalf of
Federated Farmers,

Moved (Archer I Birchfield) That the 73 subm/3510n. s;, Ihc/ud/h9 the sir bte and the two updated
submts'510ns on the 20/8/ 28 Lon97erm Pbn are rece/'ved,
Calf/bd

a Robb thanked those present for their attendance.

The meeting closed at 11.55 a. in.

Chairman

Date

Long Term Plan Hearing Minutes - 7 August 2018
Page 2

,r. I

THE WEST CUA^', n. :GIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared by:

Council Meeting - 14 August 2018
Paulette Birchfield - Engineer, Brendon Russ - Engineer

Date:

26 July 2018

Subject:

ENGINEERING OPERATIONS REPORT

Prepared for:

WORKS COMPLETED AND WORKS TENDERED FOR
Inchbonnie Ratin District

A tender has been awarded to GH Foster Contracting to place 1200 tonnes of rock into

multiple locations on the scheme at a cost of $31,500 (GST Exclusive).
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Coinpk?ted norap rock work
Kaniere Ra^triet

Work has been completed by Henry Adams Contracting fixing rock riprap that had slumped during
flooding events. 823 tonnes of rock @ $30.50 per tonne and 117 tonnes of rubble @ $15.50 per
tonne was placed at a total cost of $26,915 (GST Exclusive).
The final total of rock placed was considerably higher than initially estimated due to the deep
sections of the river where the remedial works were required.

Pbcement of rock at slumped areas of the rock 17/7/8p at Kan/ere

Waitan itaona Ratin District

Work has been completed by Am old Contracting fixing rock riprap that had slumped during flooding
events. This work was carried out as emergency works. 650 tonne of rock @ $31.00 per tonne was
placed at a total cost of $20,150 (GST Exclusive).

ONGOING WORKS
Ra ahoe Resource Consent

The resource consent application has been submitted to council with affected party approval
now being sought.

Design and costing for a sacrificial bund incorporating larger culverts for more efficient
drainage is complete. This will be presented to the community for feedback in the near
future.

Grani N akawau Hector Erosion

No progress.
Buller River Flood Consultation

Councils internal working group are meeting fortnightly to progress this project. High level

consultation with Buller District Council and their Councillors on the revised concept is
planned to be undertaken before the next Council meeting.
Carters Beach

On going
Okarito

Council Engineer attended a meeting with the Okarito domain board on 29/07 to discuss
the recommended design for a sacrificial bund as a short term protection option for the

Okarito community. The engineer provided advice that included what volume of material
would be required and consent advice.

8

QUARRIES
Rock movements I June 2018 - 30 June 2018

Opening
Stockpile

Quarry

9
Rock Sold

Balance

Rock
Produced

Closing
Stockpile
Balance

Small/medium

11,943

o

o

11,943

Large

3,673

o

o

3,673

Small/medium

6,016

o

o

6,016

Large

11,302

429

o

11,302

850

o

o

850

26,300

o

o

26,300

497

o

o

497

o

200

1,200

1,000

1,334

o

o

1,334

61. ,9L5

200

I. 200

62,91.5

Camelback

Whataroa

Blackball

Inchbonnie

Kiwi

Okuru

White horse
Totals

Rock requested July 201.8
uar

Inhcbonnie

Contractor

Amount

Permit Start

Permit Finish

G H Foster

1,200

18 Jul

I Au ust

Kiwi uar jin Iemented and ianned safe work

Since MBD Ltd were awarded the rock production contract in 2015, Coundl's Quarry manager has been
implementing the following safety measures.

Reinstating the benches which had been previously removed, the length and height of the bunds have
been increased, work has been undertaken on improving the access road gradients, Stop-Go traffic
control methodology on the highway during blasting operations as a safety improvement practices have
been implemented, KiwiRail are consulted regarding blast timing, the areas of over break are being

slowly removed and work has been undertaken to reduce the bulk of the loose rock overhanging the
main floor and road.

Loose rock was recovered from the rock chute that had developed between two rock outcrops

immediately above the quarry entrance and a bunded catch bench has been put in place to reduce
the risk of "runaway" rock in the short term. A much larger and more robust bund was also constructed
at main floor level to further reduce the chance of rock accidently leaving the quarry.

Quarry waste drainage and subsequent tiphead stability has also been enhanced by cutting down
existing waste dump heights, spreading and compacting this material and redirecting excess

precipitation into properly formed drainage channels. Small silt retention dams were also incorporated
into the channels to assist with water clarity at the point of discharge. These dams are regularly desilted

as a normal function of the quarry.

Some exploratory work in 2018 has been undertaken using a digger at 25m intervals to try and assess

the depth of "rotten rock" above the competent rock. The exploratory work showed the average depth
of "rotten rock" was found to be in the region of Ism.

The current situation is that the main risks of rock fall are associated with rock production (blasting)
and seismic activity.

Blasting operations for rock production are suspended till the planned buttressing work in the quarry
face is complete. Work on improving the access road is ongoing.

Monitoring of the cracks on the top of rock formation shows that these cracks have not increased since
2016.
John Ellis

Quarry Manager

RECOMMENDATION

7i^at the report I^ received
Randal Be al

Operations Manager
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4.2
1.1

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Date:

Council Meeting - 14 August 2018
Robert Mallinson - Corporate Services Manager
6 August 2018

Subject:

Corporate Services Manager's Monthly Report

Prepared for:
Prepared by:

I. . Financial Report I. July to 30 June 201.8

We are still in the process of finalising the full end of Year financials to 30 June 2018.
These will be circulated electronically later in the week as soon as they have been final ised.
Investment Portfolio

2.

Major Portfolio

Catastrophe Fund

30 June 2018

Opening balance I June 2018
income

TOTAL

1,029,478

$

I0,750,193

11,779,671

I0,652

$

120,871

131,523

I0,871,064

11,911,194

784,848

841,098

Deposit
$

Withdrawl

1,040,130

Closing balance 30 June 2018
30 June 2018

Total income year to date to

$

56,250 $

The above Portfolio income of $841,098 doesn't include:
Commercial Pro e

Limited artnershi

Income

income ear to 31 March 2018

Miscellaneous interest income

RECOMMENDAnON

7i^at the report be rece/Ved.

Robert Mallinson

Corporate Services Manager

$96 183
$76 598
$10 407

4.3

to

JP

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared for:

Council Meeting - 14 August 2018

Prepared by:

Michael Meehan

Date:

11 January 2018
Twelve Month Review . ,. July 201.7 - 30 June 20.8

Subject:

Attached is the Twelve Month Review showing performance target achievements for the year to 30 June 2018.

This report shows achievements as measured against the levels of service and performance targets in the
Annual Plan 2017 - 2018.

RECOMMENDATION

7i^at this' report be rece/'ved:

Michael Meehan

Chief Executive

Governance Levels of Service and Pertormance targets
Levels of Service

Pro ress Achievement

Performance Tar et

Measure

Councillor

Number of public meetings
held
and
individual
Councillor attendance.

Conduct eleven monthly meetings of Council
and the Resource Management Committee,
plus other scheduled meetings and
scheduled workshops during the year with at
least 80% attendance by all Councillors.

Maintain a Council of elected

representatives in accordance with
statutory requirements and in a
manner that promotes effective
decision-making, transparency, and
accountability to the West Coast
regional community

processes; and continue to seek
contributions from other Maori

9'0
100%

Robb

14 out of 14

Clementson

13 out of 14

93%

Birchfield

14 out of 14

100%

Ewen

14 out of 14

100%

Challen er

14 out of 14

100%

MCDonnell

13 out of 14

93%

Archer

12 out of 14

86%

Prepare and notify the Council's Annual Plan
Compliance with statutory
timeframes

Statement of Proposal by 31 May each year,
and the Annual Report by 31 October, in
accordance with the procedures outlined in

Achieved. The audited Annual Report for the
year to 30 June 2017 was adopted by Council at
the Council meeting on 10 October 2017.

the Local Government ACL 2002.
Publish an informati\/e Council newsletter

The rates instalments which were sent out in

September 2017 and March 2018 contained the

website based information
related
to
public

twice a year to be circulated to all
ratepayers, with their rate demand, in March
and September and ensure required
information is posted on the Council website

consultation processes.

when Council invites submissions on a new

whenever submissions are invited on new or

or revised policy document.

revised policy document.

Timing and number of
newsletters, and internet

Continue to support the contribution
our two West Coast Runanga make
to
Council's
decision-making

Attendance

usual newsletters.

Council's website continues to be updated

Continue to invite attendance of Makaawhio
Attendance

appointees at
Management
meetings.

of

Iwi
Resource

Committee

and Ngati Waewae representatives as
appointees to the Council's resource
management committee, to enable Maori
participation in resource management
decision-making.

Council has continued to invite both Makaawhio

and Ngati Waewae representatives to attend all
Resource Management Committee meetings.

I~ *
0.3

Resource Management Levels of Service and Pertormance targets
Levels of Service

Pertormance Tar et

Measure

State of the Environment Monitoring:
Ammoniacal nitrogen, periphyton,
clarity, turbidity and faecal coliforms
are measured quarterly at 38 river
sites. These parameters characterise
the water quality of West Coast

Pro ress Achievement
9'0 jin rOVin

Improvement of these parameters,
when compared with a baseline of 1996
data on water quality.

rivers and have been measured since
1996.

9'. deciinin

% no
chan e

Ammonia

61

o

39

FC's

13

18

68

Turbidit

26

8

66

Clam

37

20

43

o

10

90

Pen h on

To maintain or enhance

Progress continues to be made towards meeting target.

water quality in the

There were 86 active and 11 inactive mine site visits

West Coast's rivers
for

Compliance
Monitoring
Discharges:
The number of compliant or noncompliant point source discharges to
water, or discharges likely to enter
water; and council's response to any
non-compliance.

All significant consented discharges' are
monitored at least annually, and all dairy
sheds at least

every

second

year

individual compliance
depending
record. All non-compliances publicly
reported to the Resource Management
Committee and responded to using
Council's Enforcement Policy.
on

during the period (most visited multiple times). Target
was not achieved for dairy monitoring, with 68% of
required sheds being visited during the period. This was
related to staff changes within the compliance team
within the period.
An audit of District Council and Regional Council held
consents is also planned over the next 12 months to
ensure complete monitoring of these consents.
All non-compliances have been reported to the Resource
Management Committee.

To maintain or enhance

the water quality in Lake
Brunner

The trophic state of Lake Brunner is
measured by the Trophic Level Index
The annual (rolling 5-year mean) TLl of
(TLl) which combines clarity, Lake Brunner is less than the 2002-2006
nutrient and algal measures. The TLl baseline mean of 2.79.
rolling 5-year mean is compared with

Achieved. The TLl for Mar 2013

Mar 2018 (latest

results) is 2.72.

a 2002-2006 baseline mean.
current
Complete
regional plans to
operative stage, and

review them to maintain
their

Achieved.

Statutory requirements for review

community

acceptability.

Compliance with statutory requirements
for the review of Council's plans and
strategies.

Section 42A Staff Recommending Reports for the
Proposed Regional Policy Statement and Plan Change I

were final ised, and hearings held in May and June
respectively. The Section 42A Report on Coastal Plan
submissions was progressed.
F .,

' Significant Consented Discharge includes: any consented discharge from a municipal sewage scheme or landfill, any consented discharge from a working mine site, any consented discllarge of dairy
effluent to water, and any large scale industrial discharge (WMP, Kokiri).

,,*.

Submit
Advocate for the West
Coast interests when
external environmental

Number of submissions made and

policy making may

outcomes.

number of successful advocacy

on

all central

or

local

government discussion documents, draft
strategies, policies or Bills that may
impact on West Coast interests, within
required timeframes.

affect the West Coast.

Levels of Service

Achieved.

Submissions were made on the National Planning
Standards Discussion Document in July 2017, the
Proposed National Environmental Standard for Marine
Aquaculture in August 2017, and the Local Government
Commission's proposal for One District Plan in May 2018.

Performance Tar et

Measure

Pro ress Achievement

Stream ecosystem health:
Instream

macroinvertebrate

community health (SQMCl) scores
are measured at 29 river sites. The
values for each site are calculated

Macroinvertebrate

health

index2

(SQMCl) mean is higher, or no more
than 20% lower, than the baseline

To maintain or enhance

using five year rolling means and
comparing them to baseline means

the life supporting
capacity and amenity

calculated from data from 20052009.

value of the West
Coast's rivers

Bathing beach sampling:
18 swimming sites are sampled,
either ten or 20 times per summer Scheduled swimming sites do not
season for E coli (moderate-high risk exceed the moderate-high risk threshold
> 550) or Enterococci (moderate- on more than loryo of sampling
occasions.
high risk > 280).
two
more
5/1es
are
added
Inote

mean.

Not achieved.
Six out of 29 sites have not met the criteria and have
declined.

Not achieved. One out of 18 sites did not meet the target.
During the 2017-2018 season Kaniere River at Kaniere
Kokatahi Rd exceeded the moderate~high risk category
more than 10% of the time. This site is currently sampled
fortnightly.

thtsterm
28 Wells are monitored at least twice

To
protect human
health from adverse
of
poor
impacts

groundwater quality.

Achieved.

annually, 24 of which are used for
human consumption.
The guideline of 11.3mg/L of nitrate
is used to protect human health,
particularly for babies. The data from
the year is averaged before
comparing against the 11.3mg
guideline.

in wells used for human consumption,

in Summer and Winter 2018, all of 24 wells used for
human consumption were within guidelines.

nitrate levels remain below the health

guideline of 11.3 ing/L.

' This macroinvertebrate index uses comparative samples of aquatic Invertebrates to evaluate water quality, based on the type and tolerances of invertebrates (bugs) found at that site and how those
communities of invertebrates may change over time. Some bug species are pollution tolerant while others are pollution sensitive, so the mix of species tells us a lot about the water quality at the site

I. . "
C. n

Achieved.
air
is monitored in
Reefton's
accordance with the National

To

human
protect
health from any adverse
impacts of poor air
quality in Reefton.

Environmental Standard (NES) for air
quality by measuring PMio (airborne
smaller than
ten
pa rticles
micrometers, which affect human
respiration).

There have been no exceed ances of the National

NES Requirement: 24hr PMio values do

Environmental Standard for Air Quality in winter 2018 so

not exceed the NES threshold more than

far.

three times in one year, between 2016
& 2020; whereas after 2020 only I
exceed ance per year is allowed.

The threshold is a 24hr mean PMio of

50 micrograms/in3.
Levels of Service

Measure

Respond to all genuine
incident
complaints
received by the Council

Number of complaints received and

and take enforcement
action where needed.

number of enforcement actions

resulting from these.

Compliance with the
consent

processing
timeframes in the RMA

Compliance with discounting
regulations and mining timeframes

Pertormance Tar et

Operate a 24-hour complaints service,
assess and respond to all genuine
complaints within 24 hours where
necessary.

Process all resource consent an PIications
without incurring any cost to Council
due to the RMA discounting regulations;
and process at least 95% of mining

work programmes' within 20 working

and mining legislation.

days of receipt.

Respond to marine oil
spills in coastal waters
in accordance with the

Tier 2 Oil Spill Response
Plan and maintain
readiness for

spill

Pro ress Achievement

24 hours complaint service has operated throughout the
reporting period and all complaints received and
enforcement actions resulting from them reported to
Resource Management Committee.
Resource consent processing target was not achieved.
Eight resource consent files were subject to the RMA
discounting regulations, from 4% to 13% at a total cost of
$335.30 excluding GST.
At least 95% of mining work programmes submitted were
processed during the period, although not all within the
20 day timeframe. When considering delays due to further
information being supplied, site visits or other consents
required, it is considered the intent of this target is met.
No major spills occurred during the reporting period.

Timing of responses & number of
trained staff

Respond within 4 hours to all spills,
using Council or MNZ spill equipment to
contain spills; plus ensure at least 25
staff are trained responders.

Maritime NZ requirements now state that ten staff are
required. Number of trained responders is well in
exceed ance of 10.

response.

I. . *

63

' This target assumes the work programme is submitted with all necessary information provided

Regional Transport Planning Levels of Service and Pertormance Targets
Levels of Service

Pro ress Achievement

Pertormance Tar et

Measure

The RTC reviewed the RLTP during 2017 and
the start of 2018. The reviewed document

Maintain a Regional
Land Transport Plan in
with
compliance
relevant
legislation
and acceptable to our
West

An Operative Regional Land Transport
Plan

Coast

Compliance with statutory requirements for
the preparation, review and implementation
of the Regional 'Transport Plan and
Passenger Transport Plan.

was lodged with the Regional Council in June
2018. Council approved the document and
submitted the Interim Review on the

Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2021 to
NZFA in June 2018.

The Regional Passenger Transport Plan does
not require a review to be undertaken until

community.

2021.

Hydrology and Flood Warning Levels of Service and Performance Targets
Measure

Performance Tar ets

Availability of information about high
flow events and the staff response to

Provide a continuous flood monitoring service
for the six rivers monitored and respond in
accordance with the flood-warning manual,
ensuring data on river levels is available on
the Council website (updated 12 hourly; or 3

Level of Service

Continue to provide
flood warning to assist

those.

communities to assess

hourl durin floods .

risk of impending floods,
for the

Achieved.

All flood events during the period were
responded to in accordance with the flood
warning manual procedures and data was
available on the Council website.
Achieved.

six rivers

(Karamea, Mokihinui,
Buller, Grey, Hokitika,
and Waiho).

Pro ress Achievement

installation and
recorder sites.

operation

of

new

Install new flood warning and low flow sites
as per the approved and funded plans.

All new installations completed for 17/18
financial Year.
. Mawheraiti Rv @ Atareu rain gauge.
. Orikaka Rv @ Gorge flow recorder.
. Orikaka Rv @ Plateau rain gauge.

I. ,
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Civil Defence Emergency Management Levels of Service and Pertormance Targets
Levels of Service

Measure

Pertormance Targets

Progress Achievement

The Current CDEM plan is operative
however the CDEM Act 2016

Maintain a Civil Defence Plan that
delivers efficient and effective

Civil Defence Plan always
operative.

management of the region's civil
defence functions in compliance
with the legislation and is
to West Coast
acceptable
community desires.

Compliance with statutory requirements for
the preparation, review and implementation
of the Group CDEM Plan.

amendment requires the Group Plan to
incorporate Strategic Planning for
Recovery. The Group Plan has been
updated and approved by CEG, it now
requires sign off by Joint Committee,
this is scheduled for 21 August 2018.

Ensure at least 30 Council staff are trained

as Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC)
personnel so that we have three shifts of

Number of trained staff

Currently comply with this requirement.

ECC staff trained and exercised in case of a

regional emergency.

Quarry Level of Service and Pertormance targets
Levels of Service for

Measure

uarries

Ensure efficient and effective

management and safe operation
of Council's quarries, delivering
rock to any customers within ten
working days with priority given
to Council rating district
customers.

Timing of delivering

Pertormanc:e Targets
on

rock

requests.

Number of site inspections to
monitor contractor health and

safety and performance

Progress Achievement

Deliver on requests for rock within two
weeks, and ensure sufficient stockpiled rock
is available where practical.

Achieved.

Visit each active quarry site at least twice a
year, when contractors are working the
quarry (where possible), to ensure Health
and Safety standards and other permit
requirements are being adhered to.

Achieved.

I. *
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Rating District Levels of Service and Pertormance targets
Measure

Pertormance Tar ets

Completion of rating district
inspections, works reports and
consultation meetings (where
material works are proposed).

Complete all asset inspections,
works reports, and rating district
meetings. Perform all capital and
maintenance works as agreed at
those meetings.

Levels of Service

Pro ress Achievement

Ongoing.

district
rating
infrastructurel assets to ensure they
perform to the service level

Monitor all

Meet or exceed the flood protection,

drainage or erosion protection levels
as described in the levels of service

described in the Long Term Plan.

of

Proportion

schemes

performing to their agreed
service level.

Meet timeframes

for

plan

review

consistent with the Asset

Management Plan of each Rating
District, or whatever level the
community has decided 15 an
acceptable risk.

Ongoing.

Review Rating District Asset
Management Plans every third year,
or

earlier where information

Achieved.

indicates a significant change from
what is stated in the Plan.

Vector Control Service Business Unit Levels of Service and Pertormance targets
Levels of Service

Measure

Pertormance Tar ets

Pro ress Achievement

Tender for, and win, sufficient
contracts to prov, ide or exceed the
annual budgeted return to Council.

of a ground control contract and an
uncompleted aerial operation due
to weather issues prevented the
targets from being met.

Not achieved. The late withdrawal

To produce a financial surplus (to
offset general rates) by tendering for
& delivering on vector control

Achieve or exceed budgeted
financial return

contracts and other contracts.

Have staff available as a response

To provide marine oil spill and

Availability of trained staff

unit for marine and terrestrial

pollution spill events as per the

Achieved.

Mou dated 11 November 2005.

terrestrial hazardous substance spill

support, and biosecurity response
services for the MNZ, MAF and the
Regional Council.

Availability of trained staff

Have 4 staff plus a vehicle available
for biosecurity emergencies, as per
the National Biosecurity Capability
Network agreement 2011.

Achieved.

,.. *
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Council Meeting- 14 August 2018

Prepared for:
Prepared by:

Andrew Robb - Chairman

Date:

6 August 2018

Subject:

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Meetings Attended:

. I attended the Governance Group meeting on 11 July.
. I attended a meeting with Hon Damien O'Connor on 12 July.
. The Chief Executive and I attended the LGNZ Pre tour and Conference from 12 - 17 July.

. N. Costley and I attended the Provincial Growth Fund announcements held at Shantytown on
20 J uly.

. The Chief Executive and I met with Minister Sage on the afternoon of 20 July to discuss the

proposed no new mining ban on conservation land.
. I was a guest speaker at the Taramakau Bridge opening on 22 July.
RECOMMENDATION

That tbts' report be rece!Ved.

Andrew Robb
Chairman

6. O

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL

Prepared for:
Prepared by:

Council Meeting 14 August 2018

Date:

7 August 2018

Subject:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S REPORT

Michael Meehan - Chief Executive

Meetings attended:

. I attended the Tai Poutini Growth Study Governance Group meeting on 11 July.
. I met with our new Audit Director Chantslle Gemetzky and Chris Genet on 12 July.
. I attended a meeting with Hon Damien O'Connor on 12 July.
. The Chairman and I attended the LGNZ Pre tour and Conference from 12 - 17 July.
. I met with liana Miller from MBIE on 18 July and other members of the One Window group to
discuss progress.

. The Chairman and I met with Minister Sage on the afternoon of 20 July to discuss the

proposed no new mining ban on conservation land.
. I hosted a meeting in Westport on the Proposed Mining Ban on 24 July.
. I attended a West Coast CEO's and iwi leaders meeting in Westport on 25 July.

. I attended the hearing of submissions on Council's 2018 - 2028 Long Term Plan on 7 August.
Annuai Leave

I took 6 days annual leave from 28 July to 6 August.
RECOMMENDAnON

7i^at th/:s' report be rece/Ved.
Michael Meehan

Chief Executive

21.

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL
To:

Chairperson
West Coast Regional Council

I move that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely, Agenda Item No. 8.
22 - 24

8.1

Confirmation of Confidential Minutes 10 July 2018

8.2

Overdue Debtors Report (to be tabled)

8.3

Response to Presentation (if any)

8.4

in Committee Items to be Released to Media

item

General Subject of each

Reason for passing this

No.

matter to be considered

resolution in relation to

Ground(s) under section 7
of LGOIMA for the passin^

each matter

of this resolution.

8.
8.1

Confirmation of Confidential Minutes

Clause 7 subclause 2 (a)

10 July 2018
8.2

Overdue Debtors Report
(to be tabled)

8.3

Response to Presentation
(if any)

8.4

in Committee Items to be Released to

Clause 7 subclause 2 (a)

Privacy of natural person

Clause 7 subclause 2 (i)

Clause 7 subclause 2 (i)

Media

I also move that:
. Michael Meehan
. Robert Mallinson
. Randal Beal

. Hadley Mills
. Heather MCKay
. Nichola Costley

be permitted to remain at this meeting after the public has been excluded, because of their
knowledge on the subject. This knowledge, which will be of assistance in relation to the matter to be
discussed.

The Minutes Clerk also be permitted to remain at the meeting.

